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A Personal Note

khis little book is frankly a very personal statement of my views con-
cerning the cO. ic role of American schools. It does not represent

the views of any organization or association, In it I have tried to bring
together ideas that I have expressed in one form or another over a
period of years, I have tried to make it as coherent as I can in view of the
fairly long period of time and the variety of experiences 1 have had with
what I prefer to call civic education.

In fact, as I think about it, I believe '.he concern began in mature and
critical form in my first weeks as a freshman in the Experimental
College at the University of Wisconsin where the required reading for
all students was Plato's Republic. and the required subject of discussion
was to grapple with Socrates and T7.rasyrnachus over the meaning of
justice. And l soon began to learn about freedom from Alexander
Meiklejohn. who was later to instruct the U.S. Supreme Court on that
subject in relation to the First Amendment. And perhaps I had imbibed
something about equality from earlier schooling in the shadow of
Abraham Lincoln in Spring_field, Illinois. But this is not to be an
autobiography.

Yet, I believe the reader is entitled to know something about, in the
present idiom, '.'where l am coming from.- For 40 years at Teachers
College, Columbia University, the problem of education in a
democratic society was a continuing subject of study. teaching, and
writing during which I learned a great deal from working with and
teaching with George Counts, John Childs, Bruce Raup, Harold Rugg.
Lyman Bryson, and a number of other colleagues in the Department of
Social and Philosophical Foundations, I was a little surprised to remind
myself by looking at their books again recently that theyand !
talked unashamedly about citizenship and citizenship education.

I learned about diversity by teaching courses and workshops on
intercultural education (one particularly memorable workshop with
Margaret Mead in New Rochelle, N. Y,) at Teachers College and at the
University of Wisconsin in the 1940s. During the 1950s I learned more
about freedom and especially about due process and the difference
between authority and authoritarianism while I fought the cold war
against McCarthyism in the ranks of the Academic Freedom
Committee of the American Civil Liberties Union. As a member of the
executive committee of the Academic Freedom Project at Columbia
University, I helped in the planning and critique of the major studies by
Robert M. Maclver and the histories by Richard Hofstadter and Walter
Nletzger.

In the l960s l learned a great deal about international human rights
and -cultural imperialism" while I was directing the far-flung



international orogi anis (0 leachers t ollege rti As!a. _\frica, a I. Latin
Amenca. In the 19-os I again learned a great deal about due proses, and
"participation" as I experienced them in both the raucus "participator\
democracC of the campus crises at Columbia and in the quieter realms
of de,igning broadened faCtilt \ and student roles for the governance of
Teachers College,

It the reader should hate the patience or interest to get to Chapter .5. I

hone my refecences nett; to justice, freedom, equality, do. ersitv, due
process. authority, participation. and human rights will take on more
meanmg,

f- nalit, a word about mt credentials in writing about cit is education,
more ,peciticalb, conceited as program, of teaching and learning in the
schools. l'hese, too, go back further than it is probably politic to
mention Howe\ era one of rmt early memories about m\ schooling in the
1920s has to do with the slat I went ,h Iv as an eighth-grader down to
the hig audttorrtrm at Springfield High School to receive the history
medal tau tt tranng a cit; wide contest sponsored bs ve, the

I )auglitcr, .o American Resolution. Mercifully, I don't believe that
essay is extant_ but surely it had to do with good cituenship and could
not possibis, hate eriooked Washington Jefferson, and Lincoln. Hut
tai come. hurriedly, closer to the present,

In connection a ith the large and handsomely financed Cm/enship
Education Project in the 1950s at Teachers College. I was a continuing
consultant and drew up historical outlines for the "Premises of

menean Liberty." In the 1960s I was on the executive hoard of the
Center for Research and Education in American Liberties sponsored
jointly ht Columbia and Teachers College under the leadership of Alan

Following
_

m \ retirement from Teachers College in 1975. I was

enabled to continue my studies with the aid of a Rockefeller

Foundation Humanities Fellowship and by appointment as

Distinguished Professor of Education at San Jose State Universi
am especially grateful for these opportunities.

At last, in the 1970s I was fortunate to be der ply invoked in a
number of special civic education projects, some of which I mention in
this hook. Especially useful in mv learning has been my membership on
the Ad \ isory Commission of the Special Committee on Youth
Education for Citirenship of the American Bar Association and
membership on the executive committee of the Law in a Free Society
Project. And I owe special thanks to the Dantorth Foundation, which,
with the Kettering Foundation, sponsored the National Task Force on
CM/en:ship Education, I served on the advisory committee of that task
force and I was invited by the Danforth Foundation to act as consultant
on cuts t tin n to 197"-7X, during which time I learned far more
from the projects the foundation was helping to support than I could

Si



possihk contribute
Imams no apologi. tor tocusing h boo on thewEm& I hof

course, cannot do the whole oh otci c education: a great man%
persons and ailencies are attending to the education ot citizens hv all
sorts ot organizations and media. I belioe that more explicit and
concerted attention %hould he Liken hi. the public and hy the profession
ro IA hat the schools can and should he doing. I his hook 17, rn personal

nercase and intorm that attention.
R. t w m Mar.,

vii



Chapter 1

The Challenge of the 1980s:
Privatism in Politics and Pluralism in Education*

The decade the 1980s brings us to the 200th anmsersary of the
decade American historians has c commonly called "The Critical

Period In the 1770s the American colonies had declared their
independence of the British Crown and Parliament, the severalstates
had formed their constitutions, and the Articles of Confederation had
proved sufficient ( but only barely so) to enable the colonies to cooperate
in winning the war and signing the peace in 1783. Many outward signs
were favorable to national expansion finances were becoming
stabilized, commerce was increasing, and the economy and the
population were on the rise. But by all accounts, the sense of unease,
malaise, and crisis became ever more prevalent in the 1780s. leading
more and more voices to declare that the Revolution, in the face of
accelerating self-interest, was failing for want of a sense of the public
good. A major historian of the period. Gordon S. Wood of Brown
1.:niversity. sums up a prevailing view of the 1780s as follows:

ot only were the new popular state legislatures creating a new
un pected kind of tvranny with their confusing and unjust laws, but
the American people were showing by their intense interest in making
money that they were not the stuff republicans were made of. Classic
public spirit was being eclipsed by private interests. individualism. and
selfishness. Such behavior foreshadowed the fate that had befallen the
ancient republics. Great Britain. and other corrupt nations,_ By the
middle 'KA many reformers were thinking of shifting the arena of
constitutional change from the states to the nation and were looking
to some sort of modification of the structure of the central government
as the best and perhaps the only Answer to America's political and
social problems)

My point here is not so much to draw a parallel between the 1780s and
the 1980s a5 it is to underline a remarkable difference. The critical
period of the 1780s saw a great national debate concerning "hat to do
about the relatively weak state and national governments in face of a
growing privatism, The eventi.31 result was a strengthening of the
national government through the constitutional convention of 1787. the

`portions this hapier are hircoi upon and drawn from chapter 12 of my Public
1-],lt. ifed .irrte iNevi York Holt, Rinehart and winston,



adoption ot the institution and its installation in !7S9. and the
final acceptance ot the ot Rights in 1791. 1-his was. in effect. the
establishment ot a sense ot legitimacy for the new tekkral goyernment
that finally replaced the Articles of Coniederanon. :Xnd' much of the
discussion about education in the I -St)s and I-140s had to do :with its
new role in helping to prepare youth for their role in the new political
community that %SaS being created. lhe Idea of a common public
education was bi.irn with the idea ot a common political community.

Privatism in Politics
he thing that strikes me regarding the 1981)s is tie tact #h

marked trend toward private interests is taking place during tiny
"critical period" atter a decade or more of alienation directed against
the Yen, tederal L,,,yerument that V. a, set up -200 :years ,wo I he sense .it

legitimacy attached to government at all levels has increasingly been
eroded, and the private interest is increasingly being praised as a
necessary brake on the role of goyernmenf in American society, lhe cry
to limit government has been heard ever more insistently. and the
efforts to reduce Its role and its support have been more and more
successful. here::: the 1770s and 17S witnessed an extraordinary
process of constitution making, it is ironic that the Constitution's bicen-
tennial in the l 9stls may become a critical period ot constitution
unmaking it forces partial to private rather than public enterprise have

their way,
1 -he most ohs ions .mhol of the ceCstitution unmaking process s,

course, Proposition 13 in California which, by initiative vote in June
197S, amended the state constitution, reducing local property' taxes to

fr; of the assessed valuation as of 1975 7 6, prohibiting their increase,
and requiring a tyy o-thirds vote of the legislature to increase state taxes.

As Robert rekachman. economist at the City University of New N'ork.
said, -The public mood is sour, cynical, and self regarding," His
prediction about the movement toward the new conservatism, heralded

by Proposition 13, was as follows:
the process under way is the return of man functions of

overnment to private markets and entrepreneurs. the shrinking
resources devoted to public schoois and public universities must lower
their quality and encourage parents and students to prefer private
substitutes. Acceleration of the existing movement ay.-ay from public
education will shrink its remaining constituency and increase the

political support for such proposals as Senator Movmhan's tuition
tax credit.:

-the N1ovmhan-Packwood proposals to grant income -tax credits to

parents whose children attend private elementary and secondary
schools was defeated in the Senate in Octoher 1978, but Senator
Moynihan of New York promised he would he back with the proposal
again Meanwhile, over halt the states began some movement toward



l7 Sriitlti ta goernment spendme_ t-alitornia Governor Edmund
li Brown and economist Milton Friedman led the i rade to hold a con-
stitutional contention to amend the I Constitution to this same en,L
and niore tnan .11) states soon took some sort 01 action. As more and
inore states acted quicktv and some rather thoughtlessh, the specter
ot a constitutional con% ention in the midst of a risingtideoleonser.atke
pelt atism could pose an et en more serious threat to the %et-% idea of a
common public national purpose I he social \%eltare and retorm gams
of halt of century threatened along \kith the ert idea it a
common public education.

Proposition L. did not spring lull grown from the tail head
California politic:ins (iimard Jar% is and Paul Gann. I he public mood
has been taking shape for much ot the past decade -and-a-hall, during
which man% 01 the e hilarating hopes of John F. Kenlled':s \ca
Frontier and I i.ndon Johnson's (;rent Society were frustrated and
complicated hi. ;.1 tanet iii forces that svdnev F Ahlstrom, /1 ale
historian, has called "I he I ra tomtit,: Years v. hen "the nation's sense of
purpose fell to as lowest ebb.- and mans elements of a national
consensus were shattered. Ahlstrom lists five Issues that gained mastic
puhhe attention .ind sered to replace the relatiel placid and bland
decade it the 195tls and the vital reforms of the early I 9bOs ttith years
that were "tumuli-tms. troubled, and traumatic-.

het can he hrtetlt listed I t race triEi racism: ) war and
,1) sex and sexism: 4) exploitation and

mentalism, and 5) goxernment and the misuse power.
I nderi% mg all tit these was the tun damemal question it Justice, which
is the tirst urine sit societ\ . Reeause tilting people took such an
unprecedented rile among those who aere acute in the,
intetconneeted moral campaign-, the aature and function
educational institutions also became prime ohlects of concern and
sometimes oert assault. .. It these sexcral protest and return
mo..ements ire seen as a whole they constttute a full-scale critique kIt
the MeriCan \VW. it IOC: both the social injustices tit the 70,SICM itself
and the ideological. philosophical, and theological assumptions that
have instilled and legitimated the existing social order.'

As Ahl-arom says, the fir,,wn decision ho the U.S. Supreme Court in
1954 was the dectsiveevent in race relations. but it was not until the mid-
and late-19(10% that the moral commitment to racial justice peaked
-under the leadership of Martin Luther King, .1r .t the same time, the
riots in the ghettos, the hurning of the cities. and ultimately the massive
political divisieness over busing produced enormous trauma in
commumtN after community. I he other most visible and emotionally
disturbing INN-lac etas the anti-Vietnam War movement that swept from
the campuses to rho cities in the wake of Kent State nd Jackson State
killings. I-he intensity of the animosity and frustration that convinced
thousands ot -students that their colleges and universities should he shut



down heca t their .omplicils in the war v. .as unique in \merlestn
bigots.

I he feminist most:mem and the sexual resolution al le,:ted the

personal. famils, and interpersonal relations of men and ss omen in the
quiet. prisme precincts of the household but also in the streets and
leg:slatke halls. Pro-abortion and anti-abortion &is es, Equal Rights
Amendment I I= R. A I an J anti-ERA debates. birth control and
steriliiation, di% ores- and non-marital cohabitation. open
homosexuality, pornographv , abuse of women and children. women in
the work force. children in one-parent families all these i:sues spilled
over, creating deep consternation in those ss ho held traditional salues
of tamas Interas and sexual min-alas.

Pro bahls the ecological issues and the erosion of a sense ka legaimasis
In government _raised the most troublesome and fundamental conflicts
oser the role of the pris ate and the public in American life. From Rachel
( -arson's Mc .1.11fort Sprint; in 1962 to Barry Commoner's "Reflections
on solar Unergs" in the New Yorker in 19-79 the underlying is,aies were
exploitation or preservation. growth or no growth. public control or
pris ate contrtl. Fs cntually. the recurrent gasoline shortages and the
frightening insecurities of nuclear power plants began to compete with a
desire for lower taxes and higher profits or wages in the consciousness
of ordinary- persons as well as national leaders. Barry Commoner posed
the issues and argued that the solution to each energy issue depends on
the single larger issue of "social governance":

The resolution of the energy crisis the solar transition is an
opportunay.to embark on a historic new passage. But to find our
way we will need to he guided by social rather than private interests.
Ihere arc mans known ways and mans vet to be insented of
introducing social governance into production: national planning:
!oeal or regional planning: public utilities: cooperatives: and, it need
he, public ownership on a national or local leel. I hese measures k.k
of clash with the notion that esery productive decision must be
prisatek goserned. for prisate profit. in order to insure economic
efficiency. Hut we know from the energy crisis that these inefficiencies
are outside the realm of prisate governance, and are accessible only to

ocial deCISIUMS,
it will be difficult some say' Impossible to learn how to merge

economic justice with economic progress, and personal freedom With
social goycrnance. If we 4ow the fear of failing in this effort to
forestall the effort to make it, then failure is certain. But if we firmly
embrace economic democracy as a national goal. as a new standard
four political policy. or even only as a vision of the nation's fui ure, it can
guide us through the passage that is mandated by the energy crisis and
restore to the nation the vitality inherent in the richness of its resources
and the wisdom of its people.,

I believe that Commoner correctly argues that the outcome of the

4



energy crisis depends a great deal upon whether it is governed by the
values of the private interest or the public interest. In this most vital of
economic issues the role of government Will be central, as indeed it is in
the social issues of race and racism and the survival issues of war and
peace. It is thus excruciatingly troublesome to realize that theraumatic
era has bequeathed to us, along with all the other traumas, a loss of
confidence in the very means of last resort upon which people must rely
to restore a sense of national purpose: the constitutional government.

I need not restate the succession of opinion polls and scholarly
judgments that have verified the growing cynicism and skepticism
about government, the alienation from politicians and 'public
institutions, including autocratic school administrators, insensitive
bureaucracies, and militant, bargaining, striking school teachers,
Ahlstrom describes the long crisis of confidence in government as the
ultimate trauma of the traumatic years:

The era was marked throughout by a steady deterioration of
national trust of a dozen different kinds dependent on as many
grounds of dissatisfaction. Inequities in the military conscription
system. racial discrimination, the impersonality of big govanment,
the venality or small government, corruption in high places:desolated
cities, the harshness of the police, and official dishonesty about the
war = -all of these played their part.... Because deep suspicions remain,
reformist zeal and political concern is replaced by self eeking and
privatization. even though the need for reform and political activism is
greater than ever.'

Not only did the historians and the polls find an erosion in the
public's sense of legitimacy toward government and a rise in the sense of
privatism, but political leaders, Scholars, and public interest groups
were finding disunity, inefficiency% and weakened authority within the
government itself. A good example of this was a series of analytical
articles by John Herbers in The New York Times following the
congressional elections of 1978. The recurrent theme was the escalation
of special interest politics and the decline of concern for the public good.
Herbers quotes John Gardner assayingsaying the nation is being whipsawed
by a multiplicity of special interest groups, resulting in a paralysis in
national policy making: and Stuart Eizenstat: President Carter's chief
advisor on domestic policy, As saying that we are an ncreasingly
fragmented and Balkanized society, Herbers summarized as follows:

What is different now from anything the nation has seen in the past,
according to a wide range of authorities, is the convergence of a
number of foices, some new and some old, that have been building for,

, several years and that came into `focus in the recent election
campaigns.

Those forces include the organization of political movements
around single issues rather than parties, a quantum jump in lobbying
and campaign contributions on the parts of the public and special

5



interests. a decline in the moral authority of the Presidency and of
government at all levels, enormous growth in centralization of the
Federal Government, and decentralization of Congress.

There is disagreement as to which of those is most important. Hut
there is a consensus that no coalition of interests is strong enough to
set priorities for the overall puhlic good. to effect reforms that have
wide public support. to root out ineflicienoy and corruption in
government programs, and to inspire confidence in political
leadership.'

The traumatic era produced a curious anomaly. Public opinion polls
showed a drastic decline of confidence in the executive branch of
government (from 4lt i in 1966 to 23ci in 1976) and in Congress Worn
42ci in 1966 to 17ei: in 1976); and a general rise in distrust of political
authority (from 20L in 1958 to over 50% in 1976). Yet, the evidence cited
by Herbers shows that an increasing number of Americans were turning
to government to lobby for funds or practices or policies that would
benefit their particular group. Not only is it business and labor, but
hurrdreds of special groups rally around single issues: anti-abortion,
anti-gun control, anti-busing. anti-taxes, anti-nuclear energy, pro-oil.
pro-gas. pro-trucking, pro-railroads, pro-environment protection. And
now that Congress has some 385 subcommittees, its decentralized
decision-making process makes the policy makers more accessible to
the hundreds of special interest groups but makes it more difficult for
the congressional leadership to define and implement broad policy
goals, A 1980 report by Common Cause called The Government
Subsidy Squeeze gives details on-how the "Special Interest State" fuels
inflation.

While adults were professing political alienation and staying away
from the polls, yet besieging Washington and the state capitals for their
special interests, what of youth? The evidence seems to be that
privatization has become the mode for both college and noncollege
youth following the extreme activism of the late 1960s and early 1970s,
A Yankelovich survey of the changing values of youth published in 1974
found the years from 1967 to 1973 to be a period of startling shifts in
values and beliefs that marked the end of one era and the beginning of a
new one, What was labeled the "new values" of a minority of college
students in 1967 had spread to the entire youth generation by 1973.The
survey referred to three categories of new values:

I. Mural tiorm: More liberal sexual mores: a lessening of automatic
obedience to and respect for the established authority of the law, police,
government; a lessening of the church and organized religion as a source
of guidance for moral behavior; and a decline in traditional concepts of
patriotism and automatic allegiance to the idea of "my country right or
wrong.-

2_ Social values: Changing attitudes toward the work ethic,



marri tge, family, and the role of money in defining success.
3. Se// -fti/fillnterii: A "greater preoccupation with self at the expense

of sacrificing one's self for family, employer. and community.-'
The pollsters called attention especially to the trend

-deauthorization,- i.e. the marked rise since 1969 in the values assigned
to privatism and a corresponding decline in %alues assigned to
constituted authority, obligation to others, and patriotism and this
applies to noncollege as well as to college students. In 1969 only one
college student in three called patriotism a very important value: in 1973
this had dropped to one in five, In 1969 three in five noncollege students
called patriotism a very important value; in 1973 this had dropped to
two in five. So the vast majority of all American youth had little use for
patriotism as they understood it. More generally, the majority of both
college students and noncollege students were labeled "political
skeptics.- More than 60(7 believed that American society is democratic
in name only., that "special interests" run the political machinery of the
nation with little true participation by the mass of American citizens,
and that the political parties need fundamental reform. A whole
generation does not believe what the society preaches or what the
schools teach.

Especially discouraging was the evidence from surveys that high
school and college students felt they had little obligation to take part in
the political system, Alexander Astin's survey reported in the
Chronicle of Higher Education for 13 January 1975 revealed an
apparent "political withdrawal" Only one-fourth to one-third of
college freshmen in 1974 believed that "participating in community
action programs" or "keeping up with political affairs" or "influencing
social values" were essential or very important objectives for them-as-
individuals. And only 120i to 15-4- thought that "influencing the political
structure" was essential or very important. These were students who
farted college 'a month after the House voted for impeachment and
.Richard Nixon resigned and who were graduated from college in 1978
or .1979. And what of prospective teachers? The Study Commission at
the University of Nebraska reported in October 1974 that of all teacher
candidates in all subjects only 2.6% felt that it was essential for them to
influence the political structure and only 10.8ci that it was eery
important to do so.` Prospective teachers were only a few percentage
points below all undergraduates, and potential secondary school
teachers were only slightly higher.

Looking beyond our national boundaries, the most appalling feature
of all is the massive public ignorance and indifference concerning the
relation of the American community to the emerging but inchoate
world Community. The issue of world interdependence is plain enough
U) the academic profession as well as to the public, if we but think a
moment of the facts ofgnergy. population, food, trade, oil, war, finance



and space. ltut few. even in academia, translated the facts, the dangers,
and the possibilities of interdependence into a primary educational
purpose. The decline in financial support from government and
foundations for international education was one of the dreariest
statistics of the 1960s. The International Education Act of 1966 was still

waiting for its first funding in 1979.
One more major effort was being made in the late 1970s to reversi. the

trend. The reports of the President's Commission on Foreign
Languages and International Studies, headed by James A. Perkins,
were issued in November 1979, just before the crises in Iran and
Afghanistan envelopedAmerica's foreign policy. It remained to be seen
whether international education funds or budget cutting would win out.
Meanwhile, Stephen Bailey reminded us that only 3e; of all under-
graduate students were enrolled in any courses that dealt with interna-
tional events or discussed in any way foreign peoples and cultures.''
this amounts to less than lr? of the total collegeaged youth in the U.S.
And in 1971 only about 5,7 of all teachers in training had any exposure
to international content or perspectives in their coursework for teacher
certification.

The reports from the campus since 1975 are mixed. but the general
view is that a heightened competition for grades and academic success
has been stimulated by the competition for jobs in the more
remunerative professions. This turn from liberal arts studies to
professional training in college is deplored by those in the humanities.
Meanwhile, fraternities, sororities, and football have been

rediscovered. Philip Altbach, a perceptive analyst of student
movements around the world, finds the underlying privatism to be a
major element in student life of the I970s:

The religious revival, and especially interest in personalistic Eastern
religions, is part of a widespread concern evident on campus. as well as

in the middle class generally, for psychological self - improvement. The
popularity of books like Pen OK, You're. OK, the EST movement,
transcendental meditation, and similar currents are all indicative of
this significant strain in campus life. In a sense, the idealism that was
focused on _political and social concerns in the 60s has been directed
toward the "inner life:" in the 70s. Even the most popular campus
social cause of the 70s, the environmental issue, is very much related to

this current. PI
The anomaly of cultivating the "inner life" alongside competing for

grades and jobs caused the Carnegie Council to worry about the rise of
unethical practices among students scrambling for places in prestigious
institutions and among faculty and administrators of colleges and
universities facing lower enrollments in a declining higher education

market:
We see certain signs of deterioration of important aspects of

academic life, and in particular:
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A significant and apparently increasing amount of cheating by
students in academic assignments,
A sostamial misuse by students of public financial aid.
Theft and destruction by students of valuable pioperty,
specifically library books and journals,
Inflation of grades by faculty members,
Competitive awarding of academic credits by some departments
and some institutions for insufficient and inadequate academic
work,
Inflated and misleading advertising by some institutions, in the
search for students. "'

Pluralism in Education
I mention these several examples of the rise in privatism in political

and educational practice in order to illustrate one major aspect of the
"critical period" that must be faced by civic education in the 1980s. A
second major element, and one that will make privatism in politics even
harder to cope with, is a growing stress upon the values of pluralism in
edw:2.tional thought and practice that germinated in the 1960s and
blossomed during the 1970s. This attraction to pluralism resulted no
doubt from the loss of credibility in governmental authority and from
an emerging attitude that glorified -doing one's own thing.- But as seen
by serious scholars and analysts of the contemporary social and
educational scene, the phenomenon was much more than that. It is
nothing less than a new search for a legitimate authority upon which to
base educational goals and practices. From a variety of sources,
arguments have been propounded that the authority for education
should rest primarily with the diverse pluralistic communities in
American society rather than primarily in the common political or civic
community. I have found it convenient to contrast these two views in
the oversimplified terms "pluralism- and -civism.-

Pluralists seek moral authority end legitimacy for education in the
many different communities that serve to bind individuals and groups
together on the basis of religious, racial, ethnic, linguistic, or cultural
unity. They see such positive values in the diVersity and variety of
pluralistic associations that they consider them to be the essence of
community around which education and schooling should ,cluster.
Most pluralists are exceedingly-critical of public education for being's°
conformist in outlook and practice. Their remedies cover a wide range
of reform. Some recommend that public schools should emphasize
ethnic studies, multicultural studies, bilingual studies, and in general
should reflect the enormous diversity of their respective cultural
communities. Other pluralists see no special authority in public
educatiorn, viewing it as no more legitimate or authbritative than private
-schools or any number of other educative agencies, such as families,
chuiches, and voluntary associations of all kinds. Still others view
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public education as positively illeg ilittfutt, because of its historic
connection with an exploitative, capitalist, corporate state,

By contrast, "civicists" seek the principal authority and legitimacy for
public education in the common civic or political community,* They
argue that public eduction has a special responsibility for being a
positive force in promoting the values, the knowledge, and the skills of

participation required for maintaining and improving the democratic

political community and for strengthening the values of freedom,
equality, justice, and popular consInt as set forth in the Declaration of
independence, the Constitution, and the Bill of Rights_ For these values

to provide protection for the diversity of groups in a pluraltic nation,
they must be held in common or else privatism, contention. and conflict

may threaten the welfare of all but the most powerful groups in the
society.

Pluralism has had a rapid rise in popularity among an increasing

number of critics of public educationduring the past decade or so. It has

been picked up enthusiastically by many professional education groups,

especially under the heading of -cultural pluralism." a term usually
associated with Horace M. [(alien, who was for many years a professor

of philosophy at the New School for Social Research in New York City
and a vigorous advocate of liberal and progressive views in education.

The popular rebirth of cultural pluralism in the 1960s has come from

several sources, only a few examples of which l will mention here; I) the
new ethnicity: 2) the rise of a neo-conservative view in political and
economic philosophy; 3) certain advocates in philosophy of education;

and 4) prominent policy advisors who work both within and without

the educational establishment.
While blacks achieved some success in the civil rights movement of

though not often found in current usage, I derive the word "civicist" from civics (the

study of government) as physicist is derived from physics. In fact, however, the worth

"*civisre and -civicism" are perfectly good, but seldom uscd. English words, included in

both Webster's Unabridged Die nonaer (Second Edition) and the (Mimi English
lberionar. Civiirn is taken from the French r'yisrne (taken in turn froth the Latin (Iris
meaning cm/en), which the (-much coined to refer to the devotion or disposition tovyard the

new nation they established in their Revolution of I789. In English the word civism refers
generally to the "citizen principle" as envisioned m the ancient Greek and Roman
republics, especially the tradition of self-sacrifice for the public good. It came then, by

extension, to mean the principles of good citizenship. Civism is a useful single shorthand

term for the longer phrase "principles of good citizenship in a republic," It connotes the
need for building a sense of cohesion that will bind citizertS together into aviable political

community. Ciyicism is defined in Wehster'v :Yew International Dictionary of the English

Language as "principles of civil government or "devotion, adherence, or conformity, to

civic principles or to the duties and rights belonging to civic government." See the use of

the term by George Armstrong Kelly. "Who Needs a rheory of Citizenship?" Daedalus

J Fall 19;41, p.27 this whole volume of ()aei/alio is devoted to "TheNtate." See especially

Harry Eckstein, "On the 'Science of the State," and James Fishkin, 'Moral Principles and

Public Policy."
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the 1900s, other forms ol discrimination continued to frustrate the
descendants of white immigrants from Europe. As a result, a new and
sometimes fierce pride in ethnic traditions has appeared both inprofessional and popular literature and has reappeared as a lively
political force in the elections of the I 9tslis and 1970s. Books and articles

N,lichael Novak, formerly on the staff of the Rockefeller Foundation:
Nathan (Hater of Harvard: Daniel Patrick Moynihan, formerly of
Harvard and now U.S. Senator from New York: and Rev. Andrew
Greeley, director of the Center for the Studs' of Pluralism at the
University of Chicago, are among the best known.lz

The new ethnicity is defined by Novak as:
a movement of self-knowledge on the part of members of the third

and fourth generations of southern and eastern European immigrants
in the V.S. In a bra, !der sense, the new ethnicity includes a renewed
self-consciousness on the part of other generations and other ethnic
groups: the Irish, the Norwegians and Swedes, the Germans, the
Chinese and Japanese, and others,),

Novak argues for the introduction of ethnic studies into the public
school curriculum as follows:

With even modest adjustments in courses in history, literature, and the
social sciences, material can he introduced that illuminates the
inherited patterns of family life, values, and preferences. The purpose
of introducing multicultural materials is neither chauvinistic nor
propagandistic but realistic. Education ought to illuminate what is
happening in the self of each child,!'

From views and sentiments like those of Novak has arisen the
demand for ethnic heritage studies and multicultural studies in the
public schools. But another approach arising from the new ethnicity
argues that ethnic .whools would be better thanCommon public schools:
Andrew Greeley implies this when he argues that an "ethnic miracle"
has been achieved by some of the immigrant groups in rising out of
poverty and combating hatred and discrimination by their own efforts
and in spite of the public schools. In fact, their own 'parochial schools
aided Irish Catholics, Italians, and Poles to achieve financial success
and middle-classstatus in a matter of a few decades after their arrival in
the U.S. 'The public high school did not assist in this process because the
immigrants' financial success came before they began to flock to high
schools. It was rather their family life, their hard work, their ambition,
their courage, their work ethic: and their sacrifice, They were given no
favors and no ,help, but. they iir-e given personal freedom and the
chance to turn their hard work into economic progress:

The message for social policy in all this is that public funds should go
to aid ethnic schools that have been so important in the "ethnic miracle"
of the past. In Greeley's view:

oriqht take it as a tentative hypothesis that the -school
Boor instioaion Thilitating the aim ard mobility of nrtrrelril i`



until acquire rurne kind of rough inem
the naise American taith that equality of education produces equalitx

_11 income seems to have been stood on its head in the case of the

ethnics. For them, better income meant more effective education.

Nor did the public school, pia,. the critical -Americanization" role

that such educators as Dr. James B. Conant expected them to play in

the 1940s and I950s. Es n taking Into account parents' cdus'ation and

income, the most successful of the ethnics educationally,

occupationally: and economically went to parochial sdiools, and
the did so at a time when the schools were even more cmwded than

they arc today, staffed by even less adequately trained teachers, and

administered by an even smaller educational bureaucracy than the
small one that somehow manages to keep the parochial schools

going todas Again: a social polio, hint: Maybe what matters about
schools for a minority group is, as my colleague Professor William
McCready has remarked, that they are "our" schools (whoever "we"

A second fountainhead for the new pluralism springs from a variety
of neo-conservative analyses in the fields of moral, political, and
economic philosophy in which fundamental questions are being raised

concerning the future of the institution of public education itself and,

more broadly, the whole range of institutions that make up liberal
democratic government in America.

It seems clear that during the early 1970s there has been a growing
conservative reaction against the educational and social reform efforts

of the 1960s. One could cite Robert Nisbet of Columbia in historical
sociology, Robert Nozick of Harvard in political philosophy, Milton
Friedman of Chicago and the Hoover Institution at Stanford in
economics, and Harvard's Nathan Glazer in education and social

structure..
Theirs is, a call for the reassertion of the values of private freedoms,

individual rights, the free market mechanism, the minimal state, the free

play of voluntary groups, mutual aid associations, and the

reinforcement of pluralistic racial and social groupings of all kinds.

Along with the positive values asF.dciated with freedom for the -(00
flowers to bloom" comes an attack upon the overweening welfarestate,

the inquisitional and repressive measures of bureaucracy;, the leviathan

mentality. and in general a disenchantment with the liberal welfare state

and its policies.
let me give just one example of the new conservatism. Robert Nisbet

of Columbia begins his book The Twilight q",luthority by saying:
1 believe the single most remarkable fact at the present time in the

West is neither technological nor:economic, butpolith:01: the waning of

the historic political community, the widening sense of the
obsolescence of politics as a civilized pursuit, eve!. as a habit of mind,;

fig poinicacommunity I mean more than the legal state. I have tri

mind the whole fabric of rights, liberties, participations. and



protections that has been even above industrialism, I think, the
dominant element of modernity in the West._

We are witnessing...a gathering rev olt...against the whole structure
of wealth. privilege, and power that the contemporary demtleratic
state has come to represent)"

Nisbet's prescriptions for the restoration of authority are to recover
the central values of social and cultural pluralism rather than political
cohesion and to revive the prestige of the private as contrasted with the
public. In briefest terms, Nisbet defines four central values of pluralism.
Correctly understood. I) it preserves functional autonomy of the major
social institutions (avoiding intrusion of the state into the spheres of
school, university, family, and religion); 2) it decentralizes power into
as many hands as possible; 3) it recognizes that hierarchy and
stratification of function and role are unavoidable and honorable and
to_ be preserved from intrusion by the arbitrary power of regulatory
agencies in the "name of a vain and vapid equality"; and 4) it relies as
much as possible upon informal custom, folkway. spontaneous
tradition sanctioned habits of mindrather than formal law.
ordinance, or administrative regulation.

Thus, Nisbet argues for the renascence in education of pluralism,
privatism, kinship, localism, and voluntary association. For example,
regarding kinship, it was a great mistake of democratic dogma to think
that political institutions like the public school could do better than the
family in the realm of education. Regarding localism, the opposition to
busing springs from pride of attachment to neighborhood rather than
from racism. Regarding voluntary association, the prime agents of
human accomplishment are the intimate, free, relevant, and
spontaneous associations of self -help and mutual aid, the best
illustration of such laissez-faire phenomena being Milton Friedman's
proposal for educational vouchers.. In -.other words, private schools
under the auspices of churches, labor unions, cooperatives,
neighborhoods, and families have been notably less expensive and more
efficient than public schools:

From what labyrinths of bureaucracy we would be saved in the grim
worlds of social workers and educational administrators had there
been institlited in the beginning a system of education whereby a
natural, already existing social group -the household --would be the
means of distributing public funds for welfare and for education.

In the concluding paragraph's of his book, jNisbet argues that it all
comes down to the way we conceive of the nature of citizenship:

If there is to be a citizenship in the useful sense of that word, it must
have its footings in the groups, associations, and localities in which we
actually spend our lives not in the abstract and now bankrupt idea of
patrie, as conceived by the Jacobins and their descendants,'"

Now, if the signposts of the future are the new thrusts of ethnicity,
localism, regionalism, religion, and kinship, this is exactly what we had



200 sears 'ago when the faun ders of the American commonwealth
sought to overcome these very pluralistic elements by establishing a
political community and a constitutional order whose motto became E

Phoil-u4, i'mirn. And Ni:,bet's notions of private education bused upon

these same elements or traditional pluralism were exactly the

characteristics of the schools and colleges of the colonial period that the
founders and their successors sought to replace by their proposals for a

public education that would he uni% ersal, free, common, and eventually

secular and compulsory.
A third source of demand for pluralism has arisen from philosophy of

education. One line of reasoning. identified with the so-called
"romantic critics." has led to the conclusion That the public school
system cannot he reclaimed and should he replaced by voluntary efforts

tit any kinds. Another line of argument has led to proposals for all
sorts of "alternato. es" to loosen t:p and introduce flexibility into the
public school s%stem itself. I hese two refrains became dominant themes
of professional education discussions of the 1960s and 1970s.

Ilenry Perkinson, educational historian at New York University,

accuratel sums up the essence of the romantic critics:
One atter another the romantic critics have uncovered layers of

authoritarianism in our educational arrant ements. fn a man they

reject imposition and advocate a child-centered or learner-centered
education. Fhe smorgasbord curriculum of John Holt, the inquiry
method of Postman and Weingartner, the open classroom of Herbert
Kohl, the tree school of George Dennison, the learning web of Ivan

Mich all point to an educational process where people learn what,

how, and when they like.!"
itic embracing of pluralism in education can scarcely go further. The

concern specifically for political community is scarcely in evidence,

except for a minor refrain of somehow removing the evils of a capitalist

system. The overall impact of the romantic critics is probably much
more important, though less direct, than often admitted by the educa-
tional establishment. Another kind of pedagogical pluralism, that which

emanates from within the establishment and focuses upon reforms of
the public schools in the direction of greater alternatives, reflects much

of the orientation if not the fire and outrage of the romantics,
Philosophers of education, educational policy advisors, national
commissions, federal programs, and national association projects begin

to echo it not incorporate 'the pluralistic criticisms that have

'everher through the press and other mass media for over a decade.
Philosophy of education, which had been 'socially oriented to the

ideals of democracy and individual develop_ment in the spirit of John
Dewey'spragmatism and experimentalism through Mo-st of the period
from the late 1920s to the early 1950s, began to he absorbed by linguistic
analysis of" philosophical problems in the 1950s and early 1960s. Then
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philosophy of edueanon began to rediscover the individualistic and
pluralistic side of Dewey's philosophy and especially that of Horace
Kallen.2" The essence of that philosophy is the idea that primary human
associations are the most basic communities, consisting of natural
affinities and sentiments. The individual can most readily develop his
personality and self - fulfillment in and through such associations. A
genuine pluralistic society will thus honor and encourage the diversity
or the natural primary groups based upon ,kinship, language, religion.
cultured and locality. Education should therefore recognize and
encourage such diverse loyalties, both as the essence of democracy and
of personal development, Obviously, this revival of the philosophy of
cultural pluralism fits nicely with the rise attic new ethnicity and a non-
authoritarian political philosophy, whether stemming from
conservative, liberal, or radical sources.

Some philosophers and practitioners of education. imbued with the
pluralistic emphasis upon individual and primary group attachment,
argue that the public schools should stress the pluralistic character of
American society through multicultural studies. Others find no place or
a greatly reduced place for public education as it has been historically
developed. One of the most forthright statements of this philosophy of
education is that of Seymour ltzkoff of Smith 'College, whose recent
hook is interestingly titled ,Vew Public Education. He finds a large
place for private tolontar.''effort and little for a public governmental role
in education. His conception of the "new public education" is so new
that it really means oriate education supported by public funds.

Calling as witnesses Horace Kalleri, John Dewey, and Thomas
Ciceen. Itzkoff argues that the local autonomous cultural community is
the natural context and authority for education. He argues that the
educational system can he reformed by a gradual shift to voluntarism
and eventually- a full voucher system. In this way the stagnant,
bureaucratized. politicized public system can be given bver to those who
will he the ultimate beneficiaries: parents and children will have
maximum-opportunity to realize their value Commitments in a wholly
,.oluntary system of community-based schooling.

ltikoff concludes that the legitimacy of the public school and the
moral authority it once had have been irretrievably lost, confounded at
least in part by the new stress on an aggressive equality by government
fiat, forced integration, affirmative action, and proliferation of quotas
enforced by the intercession of government:

the traumas that the schools have recently undergone hive arisen
precisely because- of our waning confidence in the school. The moral
onlionsus that undergirded the public school for so many decades has
dissolsed, , \ nd in as absence the state schools have fallen prey to a
host if political locusts. Drained nuts integrity, public education has
become an automatic target for every new political grab. This has
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caused many thoughtful people abandon hope for the public school

as a functioning national Institution in its traditional moral as well as

skill-training role.''
In place of the common public school should arise a pluralism of

voluntary schools around which individuals with similar values, social
concerns, and cultural ideals could cluster. Itzkott opts for unregulated
vouchers so that the greatest kind of differentiation (except racial)

could lead to schools based on special interests, special talents, special

cultural and ethnic orientations, and specialized admission policies:
Free choice is the key, the right to be taught by whom one chooses,

and the right to teach only those one feels will benefit from one's

Now it is still too early to record the disappearance of the public
school as Itzkoffproposes, but prominent voices on the policy scene-are
giving notice that its role and importance should be viewed as greatly
diminished in comparison with nonschool agencies of education. Only
one or two examples can be cited.

In the policy pronouncements summarized in his book, also
interestingly titled Public Education, my former colleague Lawrence A.
Cremin, now presiderit of Teachers College, Columbia University,
notes that one of the failings of the progressive theory of education was
that it focused too exclusively on the public schools as agencies of social

reform and thus ignored the possibilities of other educative institutions.
In his chapter on "Public Education and the Education of the Public"
Cremin puts his policy observations this way:

The fact is that the public iF educated by many. institutions, smile of
them private and some of them public, and that public schools are
only one among several important public. institutions that educate the
public. There are, after all, public libraries, public museums, public
television, and puillic work projects (the most extensive of which are
the military services),.,.`'

Now, Cremin does not flagellate the public schools as many other
pluralists do, but his thesis that they are only one among many
echkative agencies apparently means that they have no special primacy
of place in a democratic society, and I find him giving them no
distinctive purpose that other educative agencies cannot fulfill:

In sum, then, to think comprehensively abbLa education we must
consider policies with respect to a wide variety of institutions that
educate, not only schools and colleges, but libraries, museums, day-
care centers, radio andifelevision stations, offices, factories, and farms.
To he concerned, solely with schools, given the educational world we
live in today. is to have a kind of fortress mentality in contending with
a very fluid and dynamic situation.24

Though public schools are not specifically denigrated in Cremin's
views, they come off diminished in importance in comparison with all
the other educative agencies he mentions. I would ask which of these
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have as thett,prunary purpose the foi mation of good citizens? C'remin
dues not propose priorities in this fashion. He seems simply to he asking
for public debate about the alternatives His view thus lends itself in
other hands to a reification of "alternatives" as the be-all and end-all of
educational policy.

One such policy position was taken recently by Theodore R. Slier.
former dean of the Harvard Graduate School of Education, who argued
for a pluralism of educational Institutions as the best solution for the
future. He acknowledged that he had been particularly influenced by
Cremin's Public rthwation, Tyack's One Best System, Glazer's
lf/irntutite Discrimination, and Glazer and Moynihan's Etitnieft

Sizer's policy proposals are threefold. First, we must not simply reassert
that the public schools are the one best system:

the sooner those responsible fur public education reeognite that
nonpublic schools, the so-called &schooling moven-lent, the
alternative education movement, and the advocates of neighborhood
community schools all in their several ways represent a new reality in
American educational politics, so much the better fur the children. It
is no surprise that efforts at a national unified teachers union have lost
momentum and the political interest for increased federal
involvement in the "improvement" of education has slowed,
Disaggregation is a policy with new adherents. One need only look at
the growing edge of the curricula of teacher training institutions to see
the interest in alternatives and in the special educational needs of
special groups, increasingly ethnic as well as racial groups. The
common school, the single institution built around a common
American creed, never was and clearly never will be.:`

A second pluralistic injunction from Suer rests on Cremin's
argument that the part that schools can play in the education of children
is limited. In fact, he goes so far as to acknowledge that :Cremin's
Message on configurations of education will serve to bury the public
school:

Cremm would include, along with the school. the church, the
family, and the ethnic group. The t a new kind of
idurali.an to %chinding, A pluralism which relates the schools with
other institutions in carefully contrived and thoughtfully constructed

- ways. C'remin's 'Public Fducation" drives the final nail into thecoffin
of the late-Nineteenth Century nativist creation of it "one best

e the sooner that the educational establishment at large
recogmies this, the better (again) for the children.z6

Suer is not worried about the Segregative aspects of alternative
schools. He believes that the "thread of nationhood" and social
cohesion will he -adequately served by the much more powerful mass
media. He is apparently willing to leave the "common thread of
nationhood" to Walter Cronkite. Harry Reasoner, and Ann Landers.
So, he comes to his third proposal that youngsters could well divide
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their vale between different kinds of schools: ethnic schools,
community schools, regional schools. yes, even "national schools," So

his Itoal message is that there should be multiple opportunities for all

children and parents to choose complementary institutions: a

smorgasbord of schools.
All in all= then. whether it comes from outside or from inside the

education establishment, the call for "alternatives" has become one of
the most popular terms in the educational lexicon of the 1970s. It has

been applied to all manner of undertakings. from well-thought-out
programs to almost any kind of improvisation that will take bored,
restless, or disruptive youth off the backs of embattled and harrassed
public school administrators and teachers. Several national
commissions have tried to tackle the problem, and in its own way the
federal government has responded to the political interests of particular
target groups: the Teacher Corps for the disadvantaged, the Bilingual
Act for those with limited English, and the Ethnic Heritage Act for
special ethnic groups. And above all: the major professional groups
have taken up theA:all for multicultural studies with enthusiasm, if not
always with deep understanding of the implications of cultural
pluralism.

An example of the enthusiastic embracing of multicultural education
and cultural pluralism is the American Association of Colleges for
'reacher Education (AACTE), which appointed its MulticUltural
Education Commission in February 1971 and officially adopted its

statement titled No One Model American" at its Board of Directors
meeting in November 1972. The statement quoted here indicates its

strong attachment to the philosophy of cultural pluralism:
Multicultural education is education which values cultural

pluralism. Multicultural education rejects the view that schools
should seek to melt assay cultural differences or the view that schools
should merely tolerate cultural pluralism.. Instead, multicultural
education affirms that schools should he oriented toward the cultural
enrichment of all children and youth through programs rooted to the
preservation and extension of cultural diversity as a fact of life in
American society, and it affirms that this cultural diversity is a
valuable resource that should he preserved and extended, It affirms
that major 'education institutions should strive to preserve and
enhance cultural pluralism.r

A careful reading of the full AACTE statement will reveal not only
the obvious concern for the pluralistic communities, but also virtually
no reference to the common elements that bind the different groilps
together. In this respect it appears to me that the National Education
Association, the Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development. the National Council for the Social Studies, and many
other enthusiastic proponents of multicultural education have

forgotten or little noticed a major tenet that Horace Kallen, the father of



cultural pluralism, always insisted upon: namely, that the
fundamental principles of political democracy must underlie the
diversities of cultural pluralism. Horace Kallen always gave primacy to
the public schools. It was only upon this foundation that

the outlines of a possibly great and truly democratic
commonwealth become discernible. Its forni tyould he that of the
federal republic. its substance a democracy of nationalities,
cooperating y oluntarilY and autonomously through common
institutions in the enterprise of self realization through the perfection
of men according to their kind. The common language of the
commonwealth, the language of its great tradition, would he English,
but each nationality would have for its emotional and involuntary life
its on peoaliar dialect or speech, its own individual and inevitable
esthetic and intellectual forms. Fhe political and economic life of the
commonwealth is a single unit and serves as the foundation and
background for the realization of the distinctive individuality of each
rioritili that composes it and of the pooling of these in a harmony
alloy e them all. Thus. "American civilization" may come to mean the
perfection of the cooperative harmonies of "European civilization"-
t he waste. the squalor and the distress of Europe being elimir !et!
multiplicity in a unity, an orchestration of mankind.:8

And when Kallen came to identify the "common institutions"
fundamental to the political commonwealth, he always gave primacy to
the public schools. He was opposed to separate schools for separate
cultural groups except as supplementary and voluntary additions to the
common publ,C schools that he urged all to attend. He opposed the
injection of pluralistic religion into the public schools, and he opposed
public support for private or ethnic schools When he came in 1956 to
define the elements of the -American Bible,- which summed up for him
the common creed of all Americans. he included not only the
Declaration of Independence; the Constitution: the great credos of
Washington, Jefferson, Madison. Lincoln. Wilson, Holmes, Brandeis,
F.D. Roosevelt, and Truman on civil rights: and the U.S, Supreme
Court rulings on separation olchurch and state, but also Horace Mann's
Twelfth Report to the Massachusetts Board of Education29 On
education.

As the 1970s ended and the 1980s opened, a particularly formidable.
alliance between privatism in politics and pluralism in schooling began
to he forged around the voucher idea. Not surprisingly, the movement
gained headway in California on the heels of Proposition 13 and the
gathering momentum to cut taxes, reduce governmental expenditures,
and limit the role of governmental services,

The ideological framework was supplied by a book titled Education
by Choke; The Case for Farnih. Control by John E. Coons and Stephen
D. 'Sugarman, professors of law at the University of California,
Berkeley."' The basic assumption is that parents and families should In
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the primal% authorities in guiding the education of children. Ihese
"pro. ate soy ereigns- are more likely to know best a-d care most for the
welfare of their children and to provide effective care for the children's
interests. T_ herefore. the family or family-like clusters should have
priority in educational decisions user the "public so ereigns" of
children, i.e., teachers, social workers, iuvenile courts, and other
professionals. -lhe power of educational choice should thus he kept as
close as possible to the individuals whose interests are at stake, In order
to enlarge parental control over the education of children, all children
should he eligible to receive scholarships provided by public funds to
enable them to attend any certified school of their parents' choice,
whether public, private, parochial. or profit-making.

the family-choice initiative thus would redefine by eonstitutional
amendment the meaning of common schools in California:

rhere shall be three classes of common schools for grades
kindergarten through twelye, namely, public schools, public
scholarship schools, and private scholarship schools. Public schools
are those publicly owned, funded, and administered and not certified
to redeem scholarships. Public scholarship schools are those organized
by the authority of public school districts or public institutions of
higher learning and which are certified hereunder to redeem

scholarships. ]These must he non-profit corporations.] Private
scholarship schools are those privately organized and certified
hereunder to redeem scholarships. [These may he non-profit or profit-
making corporations. ],1

Although the purposes of the proposition for vouchers stress the

values of freedom of religion and elimination of racial segregation in
schooling, I find no mention or special concern for the civic purposes of
education or the preparation of citizens for participation in a common,
democratic political community. The whole emphasis is upon fulfilling
the private wants and desirds of parents with regard to the education of
their own children. This proposal. I believe. seeks to reverse the 200-
year effort to surmount the potential divisiveness of the many segments

in America through common public schools, This proposal seeks to
solidify the differences and the diversities of a pluralistic society by
embedding public support for differences in the state constitution. It
does not recognize the validity or legitimacy of the state's concern to
promote the %allies and ideals of a democratic political community
through the agencies of common public schooling.

We must readily admit that the goals of common schooling have not
always been achieved in public schools, but now I believe the effort of
the family-choice initiative to redefine the meaning of common schools
would entail giving uneven the ideal, The choice in such a proposition is

whether or not the ideal of a common school system devoted primarily
to the task of building a civic community among the vast Majority of
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irens shall he gisen up in ta n. ut promoting with public funds the
enston of private choice.
Despite wide and favorable publicity in the nation's mass media and

despite numerous changes in the proposed proposition (profit-making
schools were not to he eligible). the Coons-Sugarman initiative did not
obtain enough signatures to qualify for the June 1980 ballot in
California. Nearly all obsert, ers agreed. howesel% that the proposal
would reappear in some form.

I believe this proposal is in essence an effort to do away with the
public schools as a proper governmental function achieved over the past
200 years and to return educational control to the private markets and
entrepreneurs who dominated the educational field in the eighteenth
century.': This would increase public malaise about the public schools;
encourage the rising fever that already beckons parents in an affluent
society to desert the public schools for secular day schools,
fundamentalist Christian academies, and all sorts of alternative
schools. In none of these movements do I find a well-formulated
conception of the common public good or of the obligation of schooling

to promote a sense of civic community. -Way. even the rhetoric
of "good citizenship" as the prime purpose of education is all but
missing from the educators' and the public's lexicon. We need to remind
ourselves of the historic meaning of the idea of citizenship and the
historical efforts of public schools to make it a reality.
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Chapter 2

The Idea of Citizenship

Those of us born and brought up in modern nation-states are likely
to think that citizenship in such political organizations is "natural"

and something to be taken for granted. But those who have been born in
one country and have immigrated to another to become "naturalized"
citizens are not nearly so likely to take citizenship for granted. And
those who are "stateless" know only too well the handicaps, if not the
terrors, of having no citizenship at all in a world made up of nation-
states. I begin, then. with a reminder about the origin of the idea of
citizenship that long antedated the modern nation-state but which is
now tightly hound up with it.

The idea of citizenship was forged in two mad . >: formative periods.
The first formulation occurred during the rise and fall of the Greek city-
states from roughly the seventh to the fourth centuries B.C. and was
carried over with modifications to the Roman Republic and Empire.
The second took place in connection with the growth of the modern
nation-states in the revolutionary era of Western Europe and America
from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. We in the U.S. are
inheritors of both periods. The founders of the American Republic not
only drew heavily upon both the Greco-Roman and Western European
traditions of citizenship. but they made significant contributions of their
own to the idea of democratic citizenship. As 'he twentieth century
draws to a close it is clear that we are in a third format c period when
the idea of Citizenship will again need to be reioi ululated to take
account of the drastically changed world situation, which the men of the
eighteenth century could not foresee.

The Origin of Citizenship in Greco-Roman Republics
It can be argued that the idea of citizenship can be traced further back

than the Greeks. In fact. I have so argued on the basis of scholarly
accounts of the rise of the Sumerian city-states in the period from 3000
to 2500 B.C. But the history is so fragmentary and the influence upon
the Western tradition so tenuous that I start where the historical record
is more than ample and the significance for us is direct and telling. Even
so, the history is long and complicated, so I can touch only the high
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spots and must. he seeselective.!
I wo main points about the origin of the idea of citizenship are:

I I citizenship was based upon membership in a political community
revulated by man-made laws rather than upon rnynbership in a family
clan, or tribe based upon kinship, religion, ethnic background, or
inherited status, and 21 the predominant view of citizenship in fifth-
century Athens was that citizenship meant that the laws were made,
administered, and judged by free citizens who were both rulers and
ruled, not merely subjects of a king or priest who made or revealed the
laws. In the first caw citizenship entailed rights and responsibilities
conferred by law (achieved status) in contrast to roles and obligations
conferred by inherited class, kinship, or sex (ascribed status). In the
second case the free citizens were members of a democratic or
republican political community in which the citizen class participated
actively in the affairs of the state.

The significant tact about the rise of the Greek city-states from the
seventh to the fifth centuries B.C. was that authority for governing, for
maintaining social order, and for administering justice was transferred
from household patriarchs, tribal chiefs, military nobles, literate
priesthoods, or hereditary kings to the political community centering
upon the city-state or polls. While some of the outward forms and
terminology of tribe and clan were often kept for the sake of ethnic
pride, the Greek city-states dropped the essentially ascriptive
characteristics of kinship ties typical of traditional folk societies and
established citizenship in the polity as the overarching tie of unity that
bound the community together. The bonds of sentiment and loyalty to
the territorial state became the primary forms of social cohesion,
superior to family or kin, class or caste, or any kind of voluntary
association. The key personality in this fundamental change was the
powerful Athenian statesman, Cleisthenes, whose political reforms
apparently were effected in the last decade of the sixth century B.C.

This transfer of legitimate authority from kinship lineage to polity is
nicely described by Robert Nisbet. Schweitzer Professor of the
Humanities at Columbia:

What we see, therefore. taking place with revolutionary suddenness
and sweep is a total transformation of a social system. Instead of the
traditional. kinship-based pluralism of Athenian authority, there is
now a monolithic unit that arises from a governmental system
reaching directly down to the individual citizen. Instead ofa system of
lass based upon immemorial tradition, its interpretation subject to the
elders of kinship society and always slow and uncertain, we have now
a system of Athenian law that is prescriptive. that is made. rather than
merely interpreted out of tradition, and that is deemed binding upon all
Athenians irrespective of kinship lineage. We see, too. a growing
commonality of all Athenians, one that did not and could not exist so
long as the sense of community rose primarily from the fact of
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on, through tribe iir clan: And titian% there is in the new
Athens a manifest incur idualism, sprung from the fact that henceforth
the individual. not the kinship group. was the irreducible and
unalterable unit of the Athenian systeni.:

While Nisbet is pleased to refer to the new polity as a "monolithic
units.- the rise and decline of the Greek polis from S00 to 300 B.C.
would scarcely justits universal application of such a description,
especially for Attens. In the seventh century B.C'. independent farmers
were drawn into the rolls of citizens to fill the ranks of infantrymen
alongside the mounted cavalrymen of nobles. And under Cleisthenes
propertyless artisans and sailors in the mercantile and military navy
also gained citizenship. These trends provided a broader base of
citizenship in Athens than in many other Greek polities, leading to its
boast of becoming a democracy. And the florescence of drama, art,
architecture, literature, and philosophy that was the glory Of fifth-

century Athens both sprang from and centered upon the polls as the
ss mhol and culmination of a citizen's fulfillment. A classic statement of
the Ideal of Athenian citizenship was expressed by Pericles in his funeral
oration in the first year of the Peloponnesian War in 431 B.C. While it

was indeed an idealized version, nevertheless it had some of the same
claim upon the loyalties and commitments of Athenians that Lincoln's
address on the battlefield at Gettysburg came to have for Americans:

Our constitution...favours the many instead of the few: this is why it

is called &democracy, If we look to the laws, they afford equal justice

to all in their private differences, if to social standing, advancement in
public life falls to reputatiOn for capacity, class considerations not
being allowed to interfere with merit: nor again does poverty bar the

way, if a man isable to serve the state,, he is not hindered by the
obscurity of his condition. The freedom which we enjoy in our
government extends also to our ordinary life. There, far from-
exercising a jealous surveillance over each other, we do not feel called

upon to be angry with our neighbor for doing what he likes.... But all
this ease in our private relations does not make us lawless as citizens.,..

We throw open our city to the world, and never by alien acts exclude
foreigners from any opportunity of learning or observing, although
the eves of an enemy may occasionally profit by our liberality....

Our public men have, besides politics, their privateaffairs to attend

to. and Our ordinary citizens. though occupied with the pursuits of
industry, are still fair judges of public matters: for, unlike any other
nation, regarding him who takes no part in these duties not as
unambitious but as useless, we Athenians are able to judge at allevents
if we cannot originate, and instead of looking on discussion as a
stumbling block in the way of action, we think it an indispensable
preliminary to any action at all.'

This Periclean view of the ideal fifth-century Athenian citizen as
described by the historian Thucydides was destined, however, to be
eclipsed in much of subsequent history by other conceptions of Greek
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citizenship tot mutated Plato and Aristotle. both of whom r
their influential treat,ses during the decline and crises besetting the
Greek oohs in the fourth century B.C. AAter 3 long and exhausting oar
with Sparta, the Athenian polity was weakened and c% entually
overcome by the Macedonian kings. Philip and Alexander. Plato
attributed this decline and fall to a rampant indO, 'dualism, a resurgence
of traditional kinship and religious beliefs, a preoccupation with
personal and private wealth. and the prejudices and ignorance of the
common people (demos) Nhose passions as citizens led to successive
injustices and tyranny over the best and the brightest.

It was in this setting that Plato drew up his ideal political community
in the RepizNie. Impressed by the discipline and military superiority of
the authoritarian Spartan staie in contrast to the factional rivalries of
democratic Athens, Plato visualized a state that would be ruled by a
wise, just_ and well-educated class of guardians who could subordinate
their passions for the good of the state. In contrast to the Periclean ideal
that each citizen would alternately work. tight, and rule. Plato argued
that justice required all persons to do only that for which they were best
fitted: workers to work, warriors to fight. and guardians to rule. In a
loose sense. good citizenship consisted of each class doing what it was
best fitted fort in a strict sense, the only genuine citizens were the
aristocratic class of guardians. selected and trained by a rigorous system
of state-controlled education to perform their roles as philosopher-
kings. They were the only ones who could surmount the passions of the
body, the confining ties of family, kinship., wealth, and religion, and
grasp the genuine truth, beauty, and goodness of the real world of ideas
by means of a higher education achieved through the intellectual
discipline of mathematics, metaphysics. and dialectics.

Plato's vision of the aristocratic and essentially closed political
community does indeed illustrate Nisbet's term "monolithic unity."
Thus, it has perennial appeal to those who have wished to overcome the
excessive individualism and freedom and passions of the mob in the
interests of "higher" intellectual and moral virtues as these are defined
by the well-educated upper classes who have been privileged to
contemplate and grasp the true ideas of reality that lie beyond the ebb
and flow of practical experience.

But the other powerful voice that defined a Greek view of citizenship
was that of Aristotle whose Politics and Ethics were enormously
influential despite their prosaic and pedantic quality in comparison
with Plato's poetic. even mystic. vision of utopia. Aristotle's views were
much more pluralistic. He found some good in all three of the major
forms of government, a classification of his that proved to be a starting
point for political philosophers for some 2,000 years. The government.
which is the supreme authority of the state. may be in the hands of one.
few\ or many. In each case there is a true form that may become a
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per ersion tuptitul. I he test of the dilterelee Is that in a true form

the ruler is ruling on hehalt of the common interest of all, and in the

per% ersion the ruler is ruling on behalf of the private interest of the ruler.

So the paradigm becomes:
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Aristotle thus does not come out unequivocally for a single tru
government, but his biases are generally on the side of aristocracy of

constitutionalism. His aristocratic leanings show when he would

confine citizenship to the "free man," thereby ruling out women,
children, stases. mechanics, traders, and farmers who had to work for a

ling and 1/41/4 ho did not, therefore,, have the native ability or the
education or the leisure to engage fully in the task of ruling, But when he

spoke about the citizen class itself, Aristotle sounded very much like a-

constitutionalist or a republican. .1-he citizens are all equal in their
political rights and responsibilities, for a citizen is ruled only by other
citizens. all of whom take part and take turns in governing,

All citizens hold the "office of citizen." There are two kinds of office.

One has a fixed term and is determinate in length. These are held by the

government officials who are elected or appointed to a specific office for

specific functions. The other "office of citizen" is of indeterminate or
continuous duration and applies to the duties and responsibilities that

all cititens have in their capacities as rulers, deciders, and judgers in the

legislative assemblies and courts of the commonwealth, Aristotle thus

clearly distinguishes free and equal citizens, who share in ruling the

state, from the subjects who have no voice in their government and have

no legal rights of redress or protection. as in the case of slaves who are

entirely subjected to the absolute rule of the master, or children who are

subjected to the benevolent rule of their parents. In contrast, citizens

engage in self-government, taking turns in ruling and being ruled by

their equals:
[ fhe mien's] special characteristic is that he shares in the

administration of justice and in offices. Now of offices some are
discontinuous, and the same persons are not allowed to hold them

twice, or can only hold them after a fixed interval: others have no limit

of time. for example: the office of [juryman] or [assemblyman']. Let

.Aihervan cititens were members of the popular assemhlv throughout their adult

!ire_ r he acsemIlly had judicial well as legislative functions.



us, Peer the sake of distinction, all it "indetinit office,- and we will
assume that those whey share in such offices are citizens. Phis is the
most comprehcnsise definition of ciii/en .. He w ho has the power to
take part in the deltheratise or judicial administration of any state is
said bs us to be a citizen of that state: and, speaking generally, a state is
a body elf citizens sutticing for the purposes of

Despite their differences as to the essential qualities of the truly just
state ( Plato's more absolutistic and Aristotle's more pluralistic), they
agreed on two major characteristics thati would like to stress. One was
that the political community was seen as the most valuable means for
human fulfillment and justice; the other was that education should be a
public function of the polity rather than a private function of family,
kinship, or religion. On the first point. Aristotle put it this way:

Every state is a con-Immoy of some kind, and esery community is
established with a stew to some good....But if all communities aim at
some good, the state or political community, which is the highest of
all, and which embraces all the rest, aims at good in a higher degree
than any other, and at the highest good.'

Since the ultimate object of the state is the good life, then the citizens
must be led to virtue by the inculcation of virtuous habits and rational
principles:

city [state] can be sinuous only when the citizens who have a
share in the government are virtuous, and in our state all thecitizens
share in the government.'

And how is this to be achieved? By a common public education
conducted for all citizens by the state, Aristotle's ideas concerning
citizenship contained in the preceding quotations and in the following
quotation were expressed over and over by the framers of the American
Republic in the late eighteenth century:

No one will doubt that the legislator should direct his attention
Shove all to the education of youth: for the neglect of educationdoes
harm to the constitution. The citizen should be molded to suit the
form of government under which he lives. For each government has a
peculiar character which originally formed and which continues to
preserve it. fhe character of democracy creates democracy and the
character of oligarchy creates oligarchy: and always the better the
character, the better the government.

,.,since the whole city [state] has one end [virtue], it is manifest that
education should he one and the same for all, and that it should be
public, and not private = not as at present, when everyone looks after
his own children separately, and gives them separate instruction of the
sort which he thinks hest: the training things which arc of common
interest should he the same for all her must we suppose that any
one of the citizens belongs to himself, for they all belong to the state,
and are each of them a part of the state, and the care of each part is
inseparable from the care of the whole.'

l'hat education should he regulated by law and should he an affair
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the >tai t7 ItOt to he denteit but v. hat should he the character ot thIN

puhltc educanon, arid hov. the wrung should he educznett are
questions which remain to he c.onsidered.'

Unfortunately. Aristotle does not get around in his Politics to telling
chat the proper political education for citizens should he, beyond

mentioning the usual elementary subjects taught in most city-state

schools: reading and writing, gymnastics, music, and possibly drawing.

It would have been interesting to see what differences he would have
prescribed for the education of citizens in each of his types of
government: monarchy, aristocracy, and constitutional republic. We
do, however, get some insight into Aristotle's views of higher education
in his Ethics where he outlines the proper subjects of study for a free

man, that is, a liberal education.
When it came to a liberal education, Aristotle the philosopher and

scientist-won out over Aristotle the political theorist and realist. In his
Ethics Aristotle argued that the highest form of virtue was pure
speculation, Man as knower and thinker was higher in the scale of

human values than man as doer and citizen. Man's rational nature has a

higher aspect and a lower. The higher is made up of the intellectual
virtues and the lower of the moral virtues. These moral virtues, 'which

are the outcome of habit formation, constitute the character of persons

and are molded in the earlier years of life and schooling.
The higher intellectual Nimes, which are the outcomes of teaching,

are also of a higher and lower type, The more noble is theoretical
reasoning that aims at knowledge for its own sake, formulates the first
principles that describe the unchanging reality lying behind the natures

of man, nature, and the universe, and determines the truth or falsity of
propositions that define the unchanging aspects of existence. The

liberal studies that best aid the intellectual faculties to discover these

first principles are from higher to lower: theology, metaphysics,

ontology, cosmology, physics, astronomy, psychology, biology,

mathematics, and !ogic.
The less noble of the intellectual faculties ispractical reasoning which

aims at knowledge having to do with action or conduct (prudence) or
the making and producing of things (art). The practical reasoning thus
deals with the changeable and the variable in events as an aid to guiding

human conduct and formulating rules for action. Here the citizen is guided

through his study of politics, ethics, economics, rhetoric, and the arts,

In this preference for the theoretical studies over the practical studies,

Aristotle lent the weight of his influence to that of Plato in forming a
Western intellectual and academic tradition that has long viewed theory

to be valued more than practice in a liberal education, truth-seeking to
he a higher goal than the goals of morality and justice, and acquisition

of organized knowledge to he preferred to the development of
'normative judgments about right and wrong,
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1 his the great ironies ot the Greek tradition of philosophy as
represented hy Plato and Aristotle. .Althoueli both of them found the
highest form of human collective_ lift= to reside in the political
community rather than in traditional family, ethnic, kinship, religious.
or wairior military; communities, and although both agreed that
education was a prime function of the political community. neither ot
them iie%clopcd a curriculum that focused upon an education that
could directly promote a democratic state. Plato despaired cat
democracy and directed his guardians to contemplate the pure reality
that hes behind the rough and tumble of practical affairs. Aristotle
found more of value in republican government. but he too viewed
scientific knowledge and theoretical speculation as more noble than
moral and practical conduct.

Perhaps this is to he expected of philosophers and scientists whose
views of the just and authoritative political community have little place

freedom and none for equality, except within very circumscribed
conditions applying to a small minority of citizens dependent on large
populations of workers, aliens, and slaves. The mainstream of the
Western intellectual tradition found the Greek tradition to be quite
congenial until the democratic revolutions the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries.

There was, however, a major exception to this Platonic-Aristotelian
philosophic tradition, and it had a considerable influence upon
educators of the Roman Republic period but it apparently could not
compete during the Roman Empire period and the MiddleAges. This
was the rhetorical tradition exemplified by the great Athenian teacher
of rhetoric, lsocrates, a contemporary of both Plato and Aristotle.
Isocrates carried on a running battle with the philosophers and the
philosophical schools of his day. He had little good to say about the
ahstract and irrelevant "academic- studies of Plato's Academy and
Aristotle's lyceum.

Isocrates argued instead that the fateful problems facing the Athenian
polls following the Peloponnesian War could only be remedied by an
education that faced head-on the problems posed by -factionalism,
excessive individualism, poverty, overpopulation, corruption, and
despair. Isocrates argued that the highest human good was to he
realized in and through the political community and that the chief forms
of human excellence rested in service to the polity. The chief means to
this end resided in man's reason, which gave him the ability to conduct
discourse that could lead to sound practical judgments. Man_may be "a
political animal" as Arisototle said, but his genius is that he can be "a
persuading animal," communicating with others to establish a polity
under the rule of law.

The ideal citizen is thus the rhrrrir, or orator, not the philosopher or
scientist. He heaped scorn on the idea that the good citizen can he
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rmed ot immersion in purely abstract aeademie studies

mathcm.itics, science. or metaphsics. In contrast, the orator is a

man who is dc' oted to public at lairs. accepts the duties and obligations

tuenship. and informs himself thoroughly by a broad range of
studies, including not only rhetoric, but logic. literature. history,
political science, and ethics. With this kind of"practical" education, the

orator IN ready to de clop a sense ot good iudgment the probienis

facing the polis and to enter into reasoned discussions in the public
forums sttth other citi/ens in order to arrk e at Ctrs: decision. otpublic

One matter ot special note was that Isocrates was an ardent advocate
Pan-Hellenic union among the warring city-states as the only

solution to the competition, rivalry, and warfare pandemic among the

man small, indo.idualCstic city-states, But Ism:rates lost his campaign

for e phiribu.s unum among the several city-states. The Greeks left it to
Macedonian conquerers and later to the Roman conquerers to impose a

kind of external order upon the political pluralism that they

themselves could not overcome.
!social& proposals were apparently tog slow and too democratic for

his times. lie argued for the process of public; discussion and discourse

as the means ot arriving at accurate and valid judgments, based upon

persistent study of relevant factors and rational influence free from
emotional bias.' He admitted that man cannot achieve irrefutable,
certain knowledge in human affairs.

But in the recurring crises of the fourth century B.C. that plagued the

several city-states of Greece, people wanted social, moral, and political
certainties, Some people found these, they thought, in philosophy, in
mysticism. and in religion rather than in the political community.
Others found or tried to find greater certainty in a new kind of political
community that stressed the centralized authority of large-scale empire,

first under the Macedonian Empire that extended from Greece to India

and Egypt and then under the Roman Empire that extended from the

Middle East and Egypt to Britain.
the one point I wish to make here is that the early Roman experience

paralleled somewhat the Greek shift from kinship to polls. For
example, during the Roman Republic (from the fifth to the end of the
first cent urvB.C,) the authority of the Roman state was overlaid on an

extremely powerful network of authority that rested very largely in the

hands of the father of a family (pato-fir or household that often

consisted of relatives, clients, servants, and slaves as well as wife and

children. This authoritarian structure of authority and protection
centered in the power of the father (patria porestas) who was

responsible for the satety security, and welfare of the kinship group,
The family rather than the individual was the basis of legal, religious,

and social unity.



The family, not the individual, was the irreducible unit of tradition
and law in the Roman Republic down until the time of the Augustan
reforms.... Until very late in the history of the republic, the family was
made to bear responsibility for most individual offenses, and it was the
prime agency of retribution for injuries suffered by one of its
members. Something akin to a highly stabilised, fully accepted blood
feud existed under, the parria poiella,....oftenses such as murder,
assault, arson. trespass. and Injury were held by the Romans to be
private offenses, to be privately negotiated. and not, as we today
regard them, crimes against the state itself.4

Thus the family had great autonomy and collective power in [aw, in
religion, and in property and wealth. Individuals could not own
property except with the express authority of the paterfamilias. This
autonomy also prevailed in education. By custom the sons of upper-
class patrician families were educated in and through- the family,
whereas the children of plebeian classes seldom had very much
schooling of a literate sort. But the power and autonomy of the kinship
groups under the Republic began to give way during the third and
second centuries B.C. as a, _result first of incessant foreign wars and then,
of the civil wars of the first century B.C. Finally, in 27 B.C. the Empire
officially succeeded the Republic when the general Octavian became the
emperor Augustus.

As Nisbet points out, the military necessity of soldiers to obey their
commanders rather than their fathers was a key element in this
transition of authority from kinship group to the state, a transition
somewhat akin to that performed by Cleisthenes in Athens some 500,
years earlier. Legitimate authority was transferred from the family to
the state, now in the person of the emperor rather than in the Senate or
the Assembly, and the power of lawwas directly enforced on individuals
rather than mediated through families as in the Republic. The efforts of
a Cicero at the end of the Republic or a Quintilian at the height of the
Empire to espouse the educational ideas of Isocrates could not
withstand the autocratic and authoritarian pressures of the I mperium.
When rhetoric had little influence in public policy making, it became
an embellishment for an ever more refined oratorical style cultivated for
its own sake rather than for the art of political persuasion among free
citizens. The law replaced philosophy and rhetoric in the idea of
citizenship.

In the course of the next six or seven centuries, the Roman law of the
Empire was interpreted and developed in ways that made it enormously
influential when the nation-states of the modern period began to be
formed. Nisbet applies the term "political intellectuals" to those
lawyers, teachers, textbook writers, and advisors to the emperor who
contributed to the bash c. ideas of the Roman law. The culmination of
this work was the Corpus. ,uric (-Alis, a masterly codification
undertaken by a commission of jurists headed by Tribonian, an advisor
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to the Emperor .1 4ainian. Between 529 and 565 A -D. severql volumes

were published, consisting of constitutions promulgated' by the

emperors since Hadrian in the second century A.D., the collected
opinions of jurists, and a general textbook of the law_

Generally known as the Justinian code, these volumes, handed down

throughout the Middle Ages, became part of the revival of classical

learning that stimulated the growth of cathedral schools and
universities in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. One of the great
ironies, however, was the fact that the Roman civil law gave great

comfort and justification to those rulers of the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries who were seeking to establish the political legitimacy of
national states, supreme in their own right and free from subservience to

the overall authority of a universal -Roman church or a revived Holy

Roman Empire modeled upon Justinian's own vision of a Universal

Christian Roman Empire.
Nisbet defines four central political principles of the Roman law that

are useful for our purposes."' I) The political order has sovereignty
over all the other groups and interests in society; sovereignty involves

the state's monopoly of legitimate force and a high degree of
centralization of authority. 2) No other form of association lawfully
exists in society unless it is conceded the right to exist by the political

sovereign. 3) The interpersonal relations of citizens are considered

legal Only if based upon willing consent; hence, hereditary, ascriptive,
traditional customs have no status in law unless they can be converted

into contractual relations. This applies to the original "contract" by
which human beings were presumed to have founded collectively the

state itself. 4) The only politically recognized units in the society are
individual citizens upon whom the rights and responsibilities of
citizenship rest.

I began this quick review of the idea of citizenship by making two
points about its origins in the Greco-Roman period. The first was that

citizenship arose with the rise of political communities based upon man-

made laws that took precedence over the customs and conventions of

kinship, religion, or inherited status. This idea prevailed when the

Greek polis replaced tribal groups and when the Roman Empire
replaced the Roman Republic, which had largely recognized the kinship

authority of parer poresras. But kinship relations and tribal authorities

were reestablished in the geographic domain of the Roman Empire when

it succumbed to the Germanic invasions of the fourth to the eighth
centuries A.D. For some 1,000 years during the Middle Ages,
citizenship in a political community was eclipsed by the pluralistic

memberships that characterized medieval society;
Kinship had almost as much sway [in medieval society]as it had had

in earliest Rome, during the period of the republic, and in earliest

Athens. prior to the Cleisthenean reforms. Medieval society was a vast
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web of groups, communities, and associations, each claiming
Jurisdiction over the functions and activities of its members. The
church was powerful; but, so, after the twelfth century, were guild,
profession, monastery, and manor. It would be hard, finally, to think
of two more unlike structures than feudalism, decentralized and
localized in essence, and the kind of imperial Roman society that had
given rise to the system of law we are here concerned with.11

So, after some 1,200 years of varying fortunes (roughly from the sixth
century B.C. to the sixth century A.D.), the idea of political
citizenship went into decline during nearly 1,000 years of the Middle
Ages. It was revived, refurbished, and began to dominate the major
Western societies as they formed a series of modern nation-states. In
contrast to the long career of the general idea of political citizenship in
the Greco-Roman period, the second point I would make is that
democratic citizenship had only a fairly short career of a century or two.
pre-eminently in Athens. It was an idea whose time had definitely not
come. It could not withstand the attacks upon it from the side of
pluralistic, traditional kinship and religious ties nor from the side of
monistic, absolutistic, authoritarian controls exercised by military,
political, or religious sovereigns who claimed to rule by higher authority
than the consent of the people. It was this vox popti4 that was revived,
refurbished, and reconstituted by the "political intellectuals" of the
eighteenth-century democratic revolution.

The Modern Idea of Democratic Citizenship
The revival of the idea of citizenship arose in connection with the

origins of the modern European nation-states in the sixteenth and
seventeeth centuries, and the idea of democratic citizenship received its
modern formulation in connection with the democratic revolution that
swept much of Western Europe and British America in the eighteenth
century. I find very illuminating the interpretation of Robert R. Palmer,
Yale historian, -that the democratic revolution was a single
revolutionary movement that broke out in many different parts of
Western civilization, especially in the decades from 1760 to 1800.12 The
first manifestation was the American Revolution; the French Revolution
was the most extreme and most violent; reform movements appeared in
England and Ireland; and short-lived republics were set up in Holland,
Belgium, Switzerland, Italy, Hungary, and Poland in the 1780s and
1790s.

Palmer makes the point that these revolutions did not spread from
America or from France to the other countries. Rather, each country
had its own agitations, its own protests, and its own assaults on the
established orders. which from the mid-seventeenth to the mid-
eighteenth centuries had become more aristocratic, more closed, more
elite, more self-perpetuating and hereditary, and more privileged. Even
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the parliaments, assemblies. councils, and diets that were based upon
some sort of representative principle had become less responsive to the
welfare of the common people.

Each country had its own revolutionary upheavals aimed at more
participation in government by a greater share of the populace, more
equality in such participation, and greater protection for the civil
liberties and civil rights of an enlarged body of citizens. But the
conservative resistance in most countries was such that by 1800 the
established orders had regained their powers and the republics had
reverted to aristocracies or monarchies, with two exceptions. The
French Revolution maintained its republican facade until the counter-
revolution under Napoleon established the empire formally in 1804.
The American revolution was the only one to succeed without a major

reaction.
It is worth reminding ourselves what the democratic revolutionaries

in the eighteenth century were revolting against. Palmer argues
persuasively that the 40-year movement was essentially "democratic" in
the sense that there was a growing desire for an equality that would do
away with the inherited forms of social stratification:

Politically, the Eighteenth Century movement was against the
possession of government, or any public power, by any established,
privileged, closed, or self-recruiting bodies of men. It denied that any
person could exercise coercive authority simply by his own right, or by
right of his status, or by right of -history,- either in the old-fashioned
sense of custom and inheritance, or in any newer dialectical sense,
unknown to the eighteenth century, in which "history" might be
supposed to give some special elite or revolutionary vanguard a right

to rule. The "democratic revolution" emphasized the delegation of
authority and the removability of officials, precisely because...neither

delegation nor removability were much recognized in actual

institutions.1,
Now it is important to remind ourselves that the revolutionary

movements of the eighteenth century have been viewed quite differently
during the past 200 years. Much depends on how one views the medieval

configurations of social and political order. The contrast here between

Palmer, the liberal historian, and Nisbet, the conservative sociologist, is
instructive. Palmer speaks of the social stratification and growing
aristocracy of the -constituted orders" of the medieval and early
modern period. Nisbet speaks of the "federalism" of the medieval
pluralist community. He finds great value in the autonomy,
decentralization, and variety of the countless customs, traditions, and
networks of groups, At the base of the social structure was the strong
family system of kin, household, and clan. There were towns, guilds, all

kinds of occupational and fraternal associations, monasteries, parishes,
universities, and courts:

In kinship, religion, social class, local community, region. guild,
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monastery. university. and various other types of community lay.
then, the medieval System of federalism, one that can be truly
described as a communitas communitaturn."

Describing the medieval social systems as federalist and pluralist
enables Nisbet to view their values favorably in contrast to the
oppressive, centralized, bureaucratized. absolutistic, collectivist,
modern nation-states that attacked and replaced the medieval
synthesis. It is a similar valuing of the older order and revulsion against
the excesses of the later French revolutionary period that led
conservatives in Britain and elsewhere to praise the freedom of the
privileged social and political groups of the old regimes. Those groups
performed different functions and had different interests and thus should
legitirriately have different rights and obligations from those of the
common people.

Palmer. on the other hand, describes what these differences in rights
and obligations had come to mean for the "constituted bodies" of the
Western European countries by the middle of the eighteenth century:

-rsons did have rights as members of groups, not abstractly as
citi ens.' and all persons had some legal rights, which, however,

reached the vanishing point for serfs in Eastern Europe and slaves in
America...but the most noticeable similarities in the constituted
bodies are to be found in two other features. First, the concept of
-order...frequently meant that there were some orders of men whose
function was to fill positions of governance, in state orChurch, as
distinguished from other orders whose functions were different.
Secondly, there was a strong tendency, about a century old in the
I 760s, toward inheritance of position in this governing elite, either by
law or in fact, a. tendency for influence to accumulate- in a few families,
or. in more abstract terms, for the institution of the.famil to diffuse
itself through the institutions of government [italics added], not to
mention those of religion..,.

In short. the world had become more aristocratic."
Palmer then describes the constituted bodies of the middle of the

eighteenth century. Some examples will illustrate the two tendencies
mentioned above. In Sweden in the "Age of Freedom" (1719-1772) the
diet consisted of four houses: nobles, clergy, burghers, and peasants.
The burghers elected only burghers, and the peasants only peasants, so
that each -order" or class was separated from the other. In Poland.
Hungary, and, Bohemia the diets were monopolized by noble
landowners. In Prussia the civil service became virtually a self-selecting
estate of the realm. In the Republic of Venice the "citizens" who were
qualified for office were all nobles, and nobility was hereditary.
Relatively few families dominated the citizenship in some of the Swiss
cantons, which meant that citizenship was virtually hereditary.

In the model republic of Geneva there were five orders of persons:
citizens who were eligible to hold office; burghers who had the right to
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vote but not hold office; hohirurits who- had the right to do business but

no political rights; natives who were born in the city but not of citizen or
burgher families; and subjects who lived in the country but were ruled

by the city. Altogether, including the free cities of Germany and the
French and English parliaments, the trend was toward more family
rule, more closed corporative membership, and a tendency to self-

perpetuation in office.
It was this growing dominance of preferred status 'caring the rights

and privileges of family, kinship, wealth, property, and social class that

the revolutionary movements objected to. The doctrines of natural
rights, of social contract, of equality, and of political liberty were in
large part directed at doing away with the preferred status that had been

made into permanent legal relationships. .fixing the rights and
obligations of special groups into a hierarchical political order. In this
feudal context the idea of citizenship, where it was mentioned atall, had

become identified with a narrowly defined and small group in society.
The democratic revolution essentially aimed to broaden the meaning of

citizenship to include a much wider range of male adults, if not all of
them, and to redefine the.role of citizens in such a way that they not only
became active participants as individuals in the day-to-day political
process but became, collectively as "the people," the very founders of
the political compact itself.

The political thought of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and
the course of the democratic revolution are far too complicated and
controversial to be summarized here. I can only select a few points for
emphasis that seem to me to highlight the formulation of a new meaning

for citizenship in the U.S, as it grew out of the American Revolution and
was incorporated in the new American Republic. Here I draw upon the
recent scholarship of major American historians who have dealt
especially with this formative period in American history.'

The essential point.here is that, above all, the American Revolution
was political in its intent and in its resultL It was not aimed at a total
overturning and reconstruction of society, as the Jacobin phase of the
French Revolution turned out to be. The British-American colonies
had already achieved a good deal of the social equality and had never
been plagued with the hereditary aristocracy that so infuriated the
French revolutionists, In America there was great faith in the virtues of
independent property owners; there was little effort to achieve aradical
redistribution of the economic sources of wealth or production, except
for the expropriation of the lands and property of loyalists who fled to

Canada.
What did influence the American patriots was the oppressive power

of the British Parliament and of the royal officials who sought to
compel obedience of the colonists from afar, treating them like

-subject rather than like "citizens," Repressive compulsion by taxes.



by standing armies, and by arrogant and aristocratic officials came
more and more easily to be identified as tyranny and-as a-violation of the
citizens' rights to liberty and equality.

To justify the citizens' rights, revolutionary thought in eighteenth
century America drew upon a stock of five historical ideas that Bernard
Bailyn identifies as: I) the classical literature on politics from Plato and
Aristotle to Cicero, Sal lust: and Tacitus who wrote on the corruption
and decline of virtue that was undermining the Roman Republic; 2) the
Enlightenment literature on the social contract and political reform
ranging from Montesquieu and Locke to Voltaire and Rousseau; 3) the
English tradition of common law stressing equity, justice, and civil
rights: 4) the Puritan covenant theology that envisioned a special
destiny in America for God's contract with man: and 5) especially in
Bailyn's view, the radical politics of the seventeenth-century revolution
in England. the Civil War, and the Commonwealth period as illustrated
by John Milton, James Harrington, and Algernon Sidney. Their
outlook on civil liberties helped to shape the republican ideas of Whigs
in the eighteenth century in opposition to the view of Tories, who
defended royal sovereignty.

The American solution was to turn away from the traditional
constituted bodies and turn to "the people" as the sovereign constituent
power for establishing governments that would rest upon the natural
rights of liberty and equality and that would function by popular
consent, political representation, independence from foreign rule, and
separation of political powers.

One of the most influential statements of this redefinition of "the
people' as the constituent power of the legitimate political community
is, of course, the Declaration of Independence, which funneled a
century of democratic revolutionary thought into the prose of Thomas
Jefferson through the drafting committee consisting of Benjamin
Franklin: John Adams, Roger Sherman, Robert R. Livingston; and
Jefferson himself:

We hold these Truths to be self-evident, that all Men are created
equal, that they are endowed byt heir Creator with certain unalienable
Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of
Happiness That to secure these Rights, Governments are instituted
among Men, deriving their just Powers from the Consent of the
Governed, that whenever any Form of Government becomes
destructive of these Ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to
abolish it. and to institute new Government. laying its Foundation on
such Principles, and organizing its Powers in such Form, as to them
shall seem most likely to affect their Safety and Happiness....

We, therefore, the RepreSentatives of the United States of
America. -do, in the Name, and by Authority of the good People of
these Colonies. solemnly Publish and Declare. That these United
Colonies are,-and of Right ought to he. Free and Independent States....
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Four of the 13 states, thus declared to be independent and to
rest upon the sovereignty of their citizens, had already drawn up and
adopted constitutions before 4 July 1776. One of the most influential in
stating the basic ideas of liberty and equality was the Declaration of
Rights drafted by George Mason and adopted by the Virginia Assembly

on 12 June 1776 as a bill of rights to its new constitution. Its several
clauses spell out for a particular state in greater detail what Jefferson's
eloquent words implied that the several states held in common:

That all men are by nature equally free and independent, and have

certain inherent rights, of which, when they enter into a state of
society, they cannot by any compact, deprive or divest their posterity:
namely, the enjoyment of life and liberty, with the means of acquiring
and possessing property, and pursuing and obtaining happiness and

safety,
That all power is vested in. and consequently derived from, the

people; that magistrates are their trustees and servants, and at all times

amenable to them.
I hat government is. or ought to be, instituted for the common

henetiL protection and security of the people, nation or community._
hen a government shall he found inadequate or contrary to these

purposes, a majority of the community hath an indubitable,
unalienable and indefensible right to reform, alter or abolish it.

That no man, or set of men, are entitled to exchisivv or separate
emoluments or privileges from the community but in consideration of

public services, which not being descendible, neither ought the offices
of magistrate. legislator or judge to be hereditary.

That the legislative, executive and judicial powers should he

separate and distinct.
That...all meri having sufficient evidence of permanent common

interest with, and attachment to the community have the right to
suffrage, and cannot he taxed, or deprived of their property for public

use, without their own consent, or that of their representatives...),
Thereupon the Declaration lists specific items of due process and civil

liberties that made up a "bill of rights": the right of individuals to a
speedy trial by jury with due process: prohibition of excessive bail, of
inhuman punishments, and of general warrants for search and seizure:

protection of freedom of the press; subordination of the military to civil
power: and free exercise of religion.

The bills of rights of other states in various ways extended this list to

cover a wider range of citizens' rights: freedom of speech, assembly, and

petition: right to bear arms and habeas corpus; equal protection of the

laws: inviolability of household; and prohibition against ex post fcret o

laws and expropriation of property without due process of law.

The enumeration of these rights and liberties in the state

constitutions, many of which were later incorporated in the U.S.
Constitution and Bill of Rights, was the way the colonists sought to
devise a political community in which the citizens as a body exorcized
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the ultimate legitimate authority. This authority deserved obedience for
the sake of order. but at the same time it protected the individual's rights
from the coercive absolutism of a totalitarian state. The statement of
rights and liberties represented the citizens' effort to solve the persistent
dilemma of order based upon the sovereignty of 'the people- versus
liberty for the individual citizen,

It. is all too evident to us today that the patriots really meant white
ram when they came to spell out the rights of the people, and they
meant white men of property when it came tvoting. But at least these
eighteenth -century patriots opened up the closed constituted bodies of
1,000 years' standing in such a way that their successors could
eventually wipe out the property qualification and the sexual, racial,
and age restrictions in the definitions of full democratic citizenship.

The dilemma of securing order while protecting individual freedoms
was especially acute during this process of releasing people from the
coercion imposed by the aristocracy and of substituting a voluntary
acceptance of authority based upon the decisions of the body of
citizens and at the same time leaving room for dissent, difference of
view, and freedom of thought. In his widely influential Social Contract.
Rousseau put it this way: "...the strength of the State can alone secure
the liberty of its mem bers,-P'Some interpreters see in this the attempt of
the- state to require persons to he "forced to be free." Nisbet, for
example, considers Rousseau to be the epitome of the advocates of the
absolutist, monolithic state in view of his almost mystical analysis of the
"general will" as the egalitarian expression of the public interest as
formulated by the people as a whole,'

Perhaps Rousseau was an extremist advocate of the poll' ical
community as superior to and as embracing all other communities, as
Nisbet says, but the American founders of state and federal republics
accepted only selected parts of Rousseau's attacks upon the old regimes.
They certainly did not adopt his view of an absolutist though egalitarian
state: they were too much concerned with freedom. But some of them
did borrow from him the concept of a citizen acting collectively with
other free and equal citizens to form and run a legitimate political
community, They also adopted his view that the individual citizen
should not only voluntarily obey the laws but should be free to act,
think, and believe as an individual under the freedoms secured by those
laws and bills of rights.

1 believe that Palmer makes the points about Rousseau that are most
significant for the new conceptions of citizenship that the American
revolutionaries were formulating in the 1770s and 1780s:

ff one were to name the one hook in which the revolutionary
aspiration ?. of the period from I7(.11 to I xoo were most compactly
embodied, it would he the Sawa/ Ctintract..

The Sm.tal Cimiracr remain; the great hook of the political
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revolution.... What is certain is that the greatest vogue of the book
came after the tact of revolution. The book did not so much make the

revolution as it was Made by
The best way to understand the book is not to compare its

propositions to later democratic practice...nor yet to view it as an
anticipation of totalitarianism...but to contrast it with the attitudes
prevailing at the time it was written [1762], of which ode of the most
fundamental was that some men must in the nature of things take care
of others, that some had the right to govern and others the duty to
obey...,

The Social Contract was therefore a quest for rightful authority, for
a form of state in which obedience would turn into duty, while all the
while an ethical philosophy stressing individual liberty was preserved.
Rousseau could find no place to locate this final authority except in
the community itself. Those who obey must in the last analysis
command. The subject must, in the end, be the sovereign....N

Palmer sums up what the Social Contract meant to the men of the
1760s who were in a mood of rebellion:

First of all, the theory of the political community, of the people, or
nation, was revolutionary in implication: it posited a community
based on the will of the living, and the active sense of membership and
voluntary participation, rather than on history, or kinship, or race, or
past conquest, or common inheritance, or the chance of birth into an
already existent political system. It denied sovereign powers to kings,
to oligarchs, and to all governments. It said that any form of
government could be changed. It held all public officers to be
removable, It held that law could draw its force and its legality only
from the community itself_21

Although Rousseau may not have been the greatest influence upon
the Americans who put their revolution into terms of political
philosophy, there is an interesting parallel in his concept of "citizen." In-
the Soi.ial Contract Rousseau defines "citizen" this way when he is

defining the social compact:
...this act of association creates a moral and collective body..,

receiving from this act its unity, its common identity, its life, and its
will.

This public person, so formed by the union of all other persons,
formerly took the name of city, and now takes that of Republic or
body politic: it is called by its members State when passive, Sovereign
when active, and Power when compared with others like itself. Those
who are associated in it take collectively the name of people. and
severally are called citizens, as sharing in the sovereign power, and
subjects. as being under the laws of the State.22

Now compare this with the preamble to the Massachusetts
constitution of 1780. written by John Adams, who was certainly no
flaming egalitarian radical:

The body politic is formed by a voluntary association of
individuals, It is a social compact, by which the whole people
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con unant, with each citiien, and each citizen with the whole people.
that all 'hall he governed by certain laws for the common good.21

Palmer points out that the word "covenant" could go back to the
May /lower Compact but that "social" and "citizen" could very well
have come from Rousseau's Social Contract, which Adams had read as
early as 1765. Be that as it may, Palmer makes the significant point that
the word "citizen" in its modern usage was brought into the English
language from the Frv,pch by the Americans at the time of the American
Revolution, The EngW.used the word only to refer to full inhabitants
of cities. And he further points out that the phrase "We the people
ordain and establish" (to express the theory that the people were the
constituent power) was first used in the Massachusetts constitution of
178() and found its way from there to the U.S. Constitution of 1787 and
to many of the other state constitutions.

Running through all shades of American opinion by the mid-1780s
was an uneasy feeling that something had to be done about the political
process at both the state and the national levels. Alarms were being
sounded throughout the land in press and pulpit and coffee house.
Protests against high prices, corruption in high places. bribery and
payoffs to public officials;.excessive affluence among the wealthy and
excessive poverty among the disadvantaged, hucksterism among land
speculators, arbitrary confiscation of property. reckless issuance of
paper money by capricious legislatures, the decline of religion and
public virtueall these fed the long-held suspicion of political power
and tempted many to believe that unrestrained state legislatures or
majority rule at home were little better than an unrestrained Crown or
Parliament abroad.

The earlier republican faith that "the people" were basically virtuous
or could be made so if they were given liberty to rule themselves
began to weaken in the face of the mountainous problems that were
piling up after a decade of experience among 13 independent states. So,
more and more thoughtful people of a "federalist" persuasion began to
argue that liberty alone, or religion alone, or education alone could not
assure a sound political community. Constitutional reform itself and
the strengthening of political institutions themselves were required in
order to remedy the licentiousness and viciousness of unrestrained
liberty and equality. Paramount among such reforms were a
strengthening of the executive and judicial branches of government to
balance the legislative and the strengthening of a senate to balance the
popularly elected assembly. The Massachusetts constitution of 1780
presaged this feeling, but by the mid-1780s the feeling also grew that
reforms in the state governments alone were not enough, that reform
had also to extend upward to the central government. As Gordon S.
Wood puts it "State governments, however well structured, no longer
seemed capable of creating virtuous laws and citizens, "'' The calling of
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the Constitutional ('titivention was thus the culmination of a decade of

trial and error in the process of nstitution-making.
Historians are. -of course. divided as to the essential meaning of the

Constitution of 1787-89 with regard to the original Revolution of the
mid-1770s. In general, Gordon Wood argues that it was an aristocratic

repudiation of the democratic ideology of the RevolutiOn. Bernard
Bailyn. however. argues that the Constituti..1. was not as much a

repudiation as it was "a second generation expression of the original
ideological impulses of the Revolution applied to the everyday.
practical problems of the 17K0s."2, And Jack P. Greene in favorably

rev iewing Wood's hook as "one of the half dozen most important books

ever written about the American Revolution," nevertheless, says:
I his faith in the efficacy of legal and constitutional arrangements

niav thus have made the process of constitution-making in the states

the very essence of the Revolution in l 77k ar.il the Constitution may,
therefore, have been less of a.repudiation and more of a fulfillment of
the principles of '76 than Wood suggests. Because it did so much to

reshape the political ideas and aspirations of men in America and
elsewhere in the world, the innovative system of politics incorporated
by the Federalists in the Constitution. far more than the genuine but

transitory and limited millemalism of 1776, may have been not ouly
the most lasting contribution but also the most radical feature of the

Resolution.''
Within the Philadelphia convention and the subsequent debates, the

prime issues centered upon reconciling and compromising the
confrontation of interests represented by "federalists" and "anti-
federalists."r Until these were worked out, the role of education would

remain uncertain even in theory.
The course of events between 1787 and 1789 was, in effect. an

agreement to try Madison's middle ground between a strongly
centralized and consolidated nation and a loose collection of individual,
independent, sovereign states. As a result it was going to be difficult to

define what the role of education ought to be in view of a compromise

"federal" governmental political system whose allocation of powers and

function were still largely to be worked out, If Hamilton's or Jay's
strongly centralized national government had clearly won out, it might

have been fairly easy to design a centralized national system of
education, Or, if the New Jersey plan to tinker a bit with the Articles of
Confederation but leave the states fundamentally alone as Patrick

Henry, Sam Adams, Richard Henry Lee, George Mason, or Elbridge

Gerry wished, the authority for education would clearly have remained

in state or in private hands.
But these alternatives did not win, Out of the.clash of federalist and

anti-federalist views came a new constitutional order that created a new

federal government but did not automatically or immediately create a

new or unified political community. The problem, therefore, that was



bequeathed to education was how to help develop the social cohesion
and the sense of community required of a republican nation while the
educational systems remained in state, private, or religious hands. The
convention debates were so engrossed in the federalist anti-federalist
opposition and in the political process of winning an argument or
reconciling differences that education was either ignored or postponed
until the more basic question of union or disunion was settled.

Gordon Wood argues that the differences of outlook toward the
proposed constitution are not easily defined, The proponents and
opponents were not easily classified according to economic or sectional
groupings. He concludes that the fundamental quarrel was between
aristocratic federalists and democratic anti-federalists, Federalists
feared too much social mobility and social disruption and believed in
the superiority of an elite of talent and learning as a natural aristocracy.
Those best qualified to rule could be detected by their property.
education, and cultivated refinement, They came to the conclusion that
social differences were probably inevitable and that the fundamental
threat to republicanism came from oppression, rot of government
officials or aristocratic Ontlemen but of an arbitrary or capricious or
uneducated majority. So both individuals and property must he
protected by government through a bicameral system in which the
unruly majority of the house could be checked by the greater wisdom
and stability of the propertied and educated senate. Both should be
looked upon equally as representatives of the sovereign people, as
indeed also were the President and the judiciary, Sovereignty lies with
the total people of the political community and a/itheir representatives,
not solely with the representatives in the state legislatures or the U.S.
House of Representatives, Thus, the fedeialists argued. since all the
agencies of government, both federal and state, represented the
sovereign people, and since the powers of the federal government were,_
strictly limited, and the courts were especially alert to protect individual
liberties, there was no need e for a particular bill of rights in the
constitution.

This conclusion about not needing a bill of rights was probably the
weakest argument of the federalists, It enabled the 'anti-federalists to
picture the federalists as protectors of wealth, privilege, and power, who
in effect had succeeded to the social hierarchy of the British empiie and
who would reinstitute monarchy if they could. The anti-federalists tried
to marshal resentment against the cultivated classical education of
urban or country gentlemen, They were likely to believe that hard-
working ordinary people of virtue and goodcommon sense were just as .

fit to rule, nay even more so. as the fine-feathered gentlemen politicians
with their supercilious academic learning. They held to the earlier
republican beliefs that moral regeneration was more important in the
preservation of republicanism than in the legalistic machinery of
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constitution- making They (eared thr new constitution would neglect
local interests. state problems, and the needs of the lowly people this

was what the Revolution of 1776 was all about. They saw a strong
president and an "upper" house as negating. the historic republican
Whig belief inythe elected legislature as the real depository of the
people's liberties. flow could this representative sovereignty he:divided

with a second house that would inevitably represent the rich and the

privileged?
Rut the anti - federalists lost much of the argument of l 78'7- l 789. They

were poorly organized and uncoordinated in theiropposition, and in
essence they were looking backward to the simpler times of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. They were more traditional and

less sophisticated in their vision of what was required of a political
stem needed to cope with the exigencies of large-scale organization.

international affairs, trade and commerce. incipient industrialization,
and scientific technology. To cope with these problems, modern."

political systems-have developed not only differentiated governmental
structures to perform specialized executive, legislative. and judicial
functions. but also more differentiated political infrastructures to carry

on the c::mpl witted political proc6s through political parties, organized
interest groups, well-developed mass media. and mass systems of

universal 'education.
These characteristics of a modern political system, especially the

differentiated separation of powers, were seen by the federalists as much

more crucial than they had been in 1776. They argued that failure to
distinguish the executive. legislative.'andjudicial functions was not only

a fault of the Articles of Confederation but also a characteristic of
traditional tyranny itself. Furthermore, the "upper" house would be not

so much a repository of wisdom and privilege btu a protectiOn of small
states against the. tyranny of the large states. a new kind of check upon

unrestrained power. '
So inthe end, the Madisson compromise win the day, especially when

he came to agree with Jefferson that a specific hill of rights was desirable
and he promised that one of the first acts of the new Congress would be to

draw up a bill of rights, a promise he promptly and personally carried

out in the summer of 1789, A new-conception of liberty was being
formulated, the consequences of which could not be foreseen. Liberty

was no longer to he confined simply to the older Whig meaning, i.e.. the
right of the people to participate in the legislative process through
elected representatives. Liberty was now being extended to mean the

protection of the individual and minority groups against

encroachments by the govern.ment _itself and especially by the
legislature. It also projected the idea that a liberal government would be

an active -protector of individuals from whatever source the threat of
tyranny is greatest, if need he from the majority it Self.
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ladison spelled tint this =yteyy of the role of the federal government
as a protector of liberty in his remarkable speech in the House of
Representatives on 8 ,June 17K9, when he presented and justified his
proposals for amendments to the Constitution to incorporate
suggestions made by the state conventions at the time of their
ratifications. First of all, he proposed that the Constitution spell out the
principle of the sovereignty of the people, t.e., he wanted to define more
explicitly what we have come to call the political community that lies
behind or above the constitutional order itself:

First. that there he prefixed to the constitution, a declaration, that
41 power is originally vested in, and consequently derived from, the
people.

(hat government is instituted and ought to he exercised for the
benefit of the petiple. which consists in the enjoyment of life and
liberty, with the right of acquiring and using property, and generally
of pursuing and obtaining happiness and safely.

[hat the people have an indubitable, unalienable, and indefeasible
right to reform or change their government, whenever it he found
adverse or inadequate to the purposes of its institution.2,

-1.hese sentences breathe the spirit and even some words of the
Virginia Declaration of Rights and the Declaration of Independence.
-Die people are the ultimate source of authority for government, This
reflects the natural rights philosophy of the eighteenth centurycivil
government is to he a secular government, The rightful establishment of
government is derived from the authority of the people alone, and the
peule alone have the right to reform or change their government,
Madison's wording was not adopted, presumably because the present
Preamble beginning "We, the people" was deemed sufficient to cover
Madison's point here.

Thus, by the time the Constitution was debated and drawn up at the
Constitutional Convention in 1787, the Preamble no longer said that

. the representatives were speaking "in the name of and by the authority
cmf the people" as the Declaration of Independence did. The Preamble
simply says quite directly "We the people of the United States.do
ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of
America," And it might he well to recall here once again the reasons for
such establishment. It was in order to:

form a more perfect Union
establish Justice
insure domestic Tranquility
provide for the common defense
promote the general Welfare
and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our
Posterity

As f said earlier, historians have long argued whether the framing and
adoption of the federal constitution was a logical and political
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.neat ot the resolutionary mosement of the 1770s and I7NOs or

ll hether It k a sign of .1 conscrs reaction against the more radical

goals of the earlier re,. olutionap, rug,gles within the states as well as

agora st British rule. I cannot, of course, add much to such discussions,
but it is quite clear that the reaction in the new United States NA ah to no

was comparable to that in France or liermanv or Britain of the
nineteenth centurs: I he aristocratic forces iii America were less
extreme, less rigid, and less caste-conscious than in Europe and,
cons ersels , there was greater willingness to admit to the possibility of
social mohilits and a more flexible class structure.

What seems to me to be the most important point for the idea of

citizenship is that,the Americans came up with the twofold proposition:
Not only did the source of legitimate power reside in the people rather

than in the constituted bodies of tradition, but "the people" were at one

and the same time the source of legitimate authority for both the states

and the federal goseroment. the trouble with the Articles of
eratton was that the federal government drew its authority from

the seseral states, not from the people as a whole. Now, under the new

constitution both sets of governments were to be legitimized by the

same source. This meant that the individual citizen was at once a citizen

of a particular state am/ a citizen of the Whole United States:
['he citizen: was simultaneously a citizen both of the United States

and of his own state. He was the soy ereign, not they. He chose to live
under two constitutions. two sets of laws, two sets of courts and

officials. theoretically, he had created them all, reserving to himself.

under each set. certain liberties specified in declarations of rights.'"'

Although Americans arrived at a creative conception of a broadened

idea of citizenship, it posed serious problems for the process of defining

w hat the role of education should he in the new republic and in the new

states. F here were differences of opinion, of course. but also much
ambiguity and much uncertainty. Many federalists who might have
been expected to argue for a centralized national education system were

also aristocratic and riot particularly enthusiastic about making
cation universally and equally available to the lowly well as to the

well-placed., So they did not argue for federally controlled public
education. Most anti federalists were likely to be in favor of universal

common education as a means of inculcating the republican virtues, but
they surely did not want such an education to he centrally directed by

the national gosernment. So, proposals fora federally promoted system
of education were relatively few, although they did come along within
the decade following the adoption of the Constitution,

Whatever the views regarding the control or organization of
education, most proposals agreed that somehow a new public education

should he developed that would instill among all citizens the republican

values of liberty, equality, and the publicgood. On these matters there
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V. a, aft invie:tsing consensus among te _ ralists and anti - federalists
hetore the totistitution was adopted, and among Federalists and
kepublicans atm it was adopted, but just how to implement the ideals
pit a new co. tc role for education continued to he a matter for intense
public debate.
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Chapter 3

Historical Perspective on Citizenship Education
in the United States*

ror two hundred years the American people have struggled with the
dilemma of politics and education. On one hand, they believe that

education is fundamental to the health and vitality of a democratic
community, but, on the other hand, they do not believe that schools in a
democracy ought to be involved in something called "political
education.- We have gone to enormous lengths to provide universal.
free, compulsory, common schools in response, at lease in part, to the
rhetoric that civic education should be available, even required, of all
students; yet we draw back from the precipice of political indoctrination
or inculcation of political ideas.

The horns of the dilemma are clear for all to see: We believe that
schools should educate for democratic citizenship, yet "political"
education in democratic values is often viewed as undemocratic or as
unnecessary. We believe in education for national unity (especially in
times of crisis), but we also believe in pluralistic freedoms of belief and
action. We expect the schools, above all the public schools, to serve
both causes. The danger is that they will serve neither Unurn nor
Plurihus as well as they might.

I believe that the reasons for this dilemmacan best be understood by
viewing the history of the civic role of public education as a product of
the tensions arising from the interplay of three persistent themes in
American life: I) the cohesive value claims that undergird the overall
democratic political community, 2) the differentiating value claims of
pluralisms that give identity to various groups in the society, and 3) the
modernization process that has been gathering strength throughout the
world for two centuries.'

For the convenience of discussion, I identify four ingredients of each
of these themes that serve as building bloc civic role of public
education.

I) The cohesive value claims of the democratic political community
and the long-range constitutional order:

Portions of this chapter are bawd upon and drawn I ri my discussion in National task
t ,Free on Citi/enship Education. triurrtrifitt liar Revp,asible Chi:envittp tNew York.

IY77).
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I the I

(-4..lualit!,

Popular consent
a Personal obligation for the public good

2) The differentiating value claims of pluralisms that give identity to

do.ersc groups or segments in American society:

Religion
Ethnicity
Race
Localism or regionalism

3) The worldwide drive toward modernization that has wrought
deep changes in rural. agricultural, and traditional societies all over the

world for two centuries:
Mobilization and centralization of power of the national state
Industrialization and the technological production of goods.

whether under capitalism.or socialism
Urbanization arising from the magnet of city life
Secularization of knowledge and intellectual life. stemming
from modern science and empirical approaches to society

Proponents of citizenship education in the schools have almost
always appealed in their rhetoric to the cohesive value claims of
democracy as the rationale for za basic civic role for schooling.
Sometimes this was wrapped in the authority of a particular religion

(say Protestant), or ethnicity (Anglo-American). or race (white

superiority), or localism or regionalism (states' rights). In these cases,

one segment sought to use the public schools to promote its particular
version of democratic political values. When other segments of
pluralism grew strong or resistant, they might seek to break away from

the cohesive values and form their own schools to promote their values

as the basis for building their own kind of community. When the
pluralistic elements seemed to threaten the cohesion of the overall
political community, the claims of modernization (in the form of
national unity, national strength. or economic development) often

injected an overweening emphasis on patriotic loyalty into the
citizenship education programs of the schools that sometimes led to a

conformism that stifled any dissent.
The urge to promote citizenship education through the schools has

arisen most insistently in times of real or fancied crisis, when the threats

to national unity seem to be most critical or when drastic social changes

seem to threaten social or political stability. The threats, however, have
been viewed from very different perspectYes, and the prescriptions for
renewed unity have led to quite different conclusions.

One approach has stressed the need for greater cohesion and
mobilization of disparate groups in order to achieve social or political

reforms. in Robert Wiebe's terms,.to achieve "a new social integration, a
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higher i orm of sacral harmon releasing powerful feelings of
liberation ti oin an inhibiting past and great expectations for a claw ning
new era.": Such were the expectations of the Revolutionary,
Jacksonian. earl!, Reconstruction. Progressive, New Deal, and Ness
Frontier Great Society periods. In these cases the call has been for
citizenship education to stress the unifying democratic values of liberty.
equality, iustice, and obligation of the individual to the public good.

Another approach has stressed the need for citizenship education to
reinforce the traditional or conservative cohesive values of the
American past, its national destiny, its devotion to individualism and
tree enterprise, its attitude of superiority to other peoples and nations.
Further, it was felt necessary to stem the tide of change and to rally the
people around a particular version of the -American way of life," so as
to protect it from threats of massive immigration, militant or
subversive radicalism. hot wars, or cold wars. Sometimes, of course.
the motivations or the prescriptions of these two approaches cannot be
easily distinguished. Sometimes liberals and conservatives agreed in
their rhetoric. but more often they contested for a priority place in civic
education programs. The complexity of the periodic efforts to reform
citizenship education increases the dilemma.

As a result of this persistent three-way pulling and hauling among the
claims of a democratic polity, of segmental pluralisms, and of an
unrelenting technological modernity, the civic education programs of
the past have seemed to recent historians to vacillate between didactic
approaches that rangeettetween two extremes: those motivated by
strong moral, national, or nativist fervor that gave civic education a
tone of preachy or pugnacious patriotism; and those that would at all
costs avoid political controversy in the schools. and thus turn civic
education into pedantic. pallid, platitudinous, or pusilanimous
exercises.

No wonder, then, that professionals and the public alike often try to
ignore or avoid or suppress the civic role ofschooling by stressing other
purposes of education in the hope that "politics" will be served
trul.'recrIv by prescriptions for academic quality (the stress' on
"excellence"), achievement ("back to basics"), development of the
individual ("per.sonalized learning" or "individualized instruction"),
vocational competence (-career education"), or cultural pluralism
("multicultural education" or "ethnic studies"),

Hut the need for a better civic education keeps bubbling to the surface
in troubled times. It may be seen as a respohse to foreign threats or to
fundamental changes in domestic life marked, for example, by cynicism
about or alienation from political institutions; increasing crime and
violence in the streets; corruption in high places_ in family
and community life, decline in religious, sexual, and moral virtues:
oppressive conformity imposed by the mass media and popular culture;
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ill a per as1%,' ti) the pro. m and personal ego satistaction of

"doing one's ow n thing W inle this list ma.. sound like description id

the present era and it is l. it also has a familiar ring out of a past that has

periodically led to calk for the schools to improse their It all

began w nh the founding pit the Republic itself.

I he questioo., that histori poses for the profession and the public at

this time are. What kind of period shall we now enter Shall it he amew

period liberal reform to which co. ec education should eontribute? Or

Is it to he a reaffirmation in conser.alise traditions to ..hick 40.14:

education should he anchored? Or should we ignore the whole thing in

our preoccupation with privatism in politics and pluralism and
alternato.es in education'? Our answers to these questions will help to

shape the kind of civic education we decide we need for the future.

The Revolutionary ideal: Unum, 1770s-1820s
As the founders of the Republic viewed their revolution primarily

politically rather than economically or socially, so they viewed the kind
ucation needed for the new Republic largely in political terms

rather than as a means to academic excellence, individual self-
fulfillment or job preparation. They talked about education as a
bulwark for liberty, equality, popular consent, and devotion to the

public good. goals that took precedence over the uses of knowledge for

elt-improvement or occupational preparation. Over and over, leaders

of the time, both liberal and conservative, asserted their faith that the

welfare of the Republic rested upon an educated citizenry and that free,

common. public schools would he the best means of educating the
citizenry in the cohesive civic values. knowledge. and obligations

required of everyone in a democratic republican society.

1 he principal ingredients of a civic education, most agreed. were

literacy and the inculcation of patriotic and moral virtues; some added

the study of history and the principles of republican government itself,

The founders, as was the case with almost all of their successors,
exhorted the value of civic education, but they left it to the textbook
writers to distill the essence of those values for school children. Texts in

American history and government appeared as early as the 1790s. And

book writers, who turned out to be very largely of conservative

persuasion. more likely Federalist in outlook than Jeffersonian, almost
universally agreed that political virtue must rest upon moral and
religious precepts. Since most textbook writers were New Englanders,

this meant that the texts were infused with Protestant and, above all,

Puritan outlooks.
Noah Webster's spellers. readers, and grammar exemplified the

combination of faith in literacy (Americanized), didactic moral
instruction, patriotism, and Protestant devotion to duty, Immediately
following the Revolution the textbooks began to celebrate the values of
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national cohe-aon. hive of countr lure of liberty. All things
American began to he glorified. Even the staid New Iftglantl Printer,
from vvtuch generations of Puritans had learned the alphabet by
Biblical injunctions. changed its couplet for the letter "W" from
"Whales in the Sea, GOD's Voice Obey" to "Great Washington brave,
His Country did save." Indeed. Washington became the object not only
of extravagent praise but of virtually religious devotion. Ruth Elson
quotes a 1797 textbook as saying of Washington: "Ihe most
unexcepttttraatly, the most finished, the most Godlike human character
that ever acted a part on the theatre of the world."'

In the first half-century of the Republic's life the most influential
carriers of civic education in the schools were the spellers and readers.

heir paramount theme was to "attach the child's loyalty ttv the state
and nation. The sentiment of patriotism, love of country, vies with the
love of God as the cornerstone of virtue: 'Patriotism..,must he
considered as the noblest of the social virtues.' "4

A less flamboyant but real faith in the study of history as a
preparation for the duties of citizenship was expressed by Jefferson. In
reviewing the reasons for his 1779 proposal of a Virgina law to establish

. public schools Jefferson stated:
of the views of this law none is more important, none more

legitimate, than that of rendering the people the sate, as they are the
ultimate, guardians of their own liberty. For this purpose the reading
in the first stage, where they will receive their whole education is
proposed. as has been said, to be chiefly historical, [italics added]
ifistrtry by apprising them of the past will enable them to judge of the
future: it will avail them of the experience of other times and other
nations, it will qualify them as judges of the actions and. designs of
men: it will enable them to know ambition under every disguise it may
assume; and knowing it, to defeat its views, In every government on
earth is some trace of human weakness, some germ of corruption, and
degeneracy. which cunning will discover, and wickedness insensibly
open, cultivate and improve. Every government degenerates when
trusted to the rulers of the people alone. The people themselves

-therefore are its only safe depositories. And to render even them safe
their minds must he improved toa certain degree. This indeed is not all
(hat is necessary, though it be essentially necessary. An amendment of
our constitution must come here in aid of the public education. The
influence over government must he shared among all the people.`

In addition tope study of history, the study of civil government was
advocated as a basic element in civic education, but it was generally
reserved in this early period for college students, those expected to be
the rational citizen-leaders devoted to the public service. It was
generally assumed that they were the ones most in need of the study of
government. Washington put it this way in his final message to
Congress in 1796:
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the ill iniou 1portlt7n lit our t outh from e'ers
4uarter, well desertics attention I he more homogeneous our Citizens

can he made in these particulars. the greater will he our prospect of
permanent union: and a primary object of such a National Institute
should he, the education of our Youth in the science of Government,

lit a Republic, what species ot knowledge can he equally important?
end what dots, more pressing on its legislature, than to patronize
plan for communicating it to those, who are to he the future guardians

the liberties of the Countrv."'
While Washington was never to see his dream of a national university

realited, a similar emphasis upon the study of government motivated
Jefferson in his successful efforts to establish the state University of
Virginia. His first two purposes as stated in 1818 were:

In form the statesmen, legislators and judges, on whom public
prosperity and individual happiness are so much to depend:

To expound the principles and structure of government, the laws

which regulate the intercourse of nations, those formed municipally
for our own government, and a sound spirit of legislation, which,
banishing all arbitrary and unnecessary restraint on individual action,
shall leave us free to do whatever does not violate the equal rights of

another
Jefferson urged that two of his 10 proposed schools for the new

university he devoted primarily to civic education: a school of
government and a school of law. Weary from the violent drumbeat of
Federalist-Republican partisanship of 30 years, Jefferson was adamant

in wanting his professor of government to expound Republican
doctrines and ideals in order to counteract the Federalist biases of most

of the colleges of the day. He thus raised one of the most tenacious and

perplexing aspects of civic education. Should teachers indoctrinate by

advocating a particular political point of view? Should teachers be
selected on the basis of their political beliefs as well as their academic
competence? Can political teaching be value-free or is it inevitably
value-laden? In any case, Jefferson did not get his school of
government, possibly because of conservative opposition in the state.

In the first half-century of the Republic, civic education put pre-

eminent stress upon the inculcation of civic values, relatively less on
political knowledge as such, and made no discernible attempt to
develop participatory political skills. Learning to participate was left to

the incipient political parties, the town meetings, the churches, the
coffee houses, and the ale houses where men gathered for talk and
conviviality, The press probably did more to disseminate realistic as

well as partisan knowledge of government than did the schools, as the
Federalist Papery demonstrated. The stated goal of civic education was

to achieve a higher form of linurn for the new republic.
The commitments to liberty, equality, and popular consent

proclaimed as the binding elements of the political community were
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usually .iewed in the textbooks as perfectly enshrined in the
constitutional regime and, for that matter, in the authority figure of
Washington. Seldom were other authorities of goverment ever
mentioned by name (except for the heroes of the Revolutionary War).
nor were their actions or performance in office studied or evaluated.

's particular account was taken of differences in student
backgrounds. the major stress was upon a common program of
literacy. moral salues, and inculcation of patriotism for all children who
came to school. Despite the call for free public schools, little was
achieved outside New England in this respect until the mid-nineteenth
century. In fact, the trend toward a voluntary approach to education
through private schools for those who could afford it, separate religious
schools for the respective denominations, and charity schools for the
indigent poor, had increased in the late eighteenth century. It was not
until the Jacksonian period that the push for common public schools
took the form of a campaign for civic education itself, harking back to
the founders' affirmation of the political goal of ('nuns.

The Middle Years: The Contest Between
Unurn and Pluribus, 1820s-1870s

In the middle half of the nineteenth century the political values
inculcated by the civic education program of the schools did not change
substantially from those celebrated in the Republic's first 50 years. To
the resplendent values of liberty, equality, patriotism, and a benevolent
Christian morality were now added the middle class virtues (especially
of New England) of hard work, honesty and integrity, the rewards of
property and even riches for individual effort, and obedience to
legitimate authority. Ruth Elson sums up hundreds of textbooks this
way:

t nlike many modern schoolbooks, those of the nineteenth century
made no pretense of neutrality. While they evade issues seriously
controverted in their day, they take a firm and unanimous stand on
matters of basic belief. The value Judgment is their stock in trade: love
of country, love of God, duty to parents, the necessity to develop
habits of thrift, honesty, and hard work in order to accumulate
property. the certainty of progress, the perfection of the United States.
-These are not to he questioned. Nor in this whole century of great
external change is there any deviation from these basic values, In
pedag,ogical arrangements the schoolbook of the 1790s is vastly
different from that of the 1590s, but the continuum of values is
uninterrupted. Neither the Civil War nor the 1890s provide any
watershed of basic values."

While Elson gives short examples from hundreds of texts to support
her generalization, a single longer quotation from the pre-emincnt
American historian of the day epitomizes beautifully the set of values
the school texts echo and re-echo. An ardent Jacksonian Democrat,
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George Bancroft wrote t he It )flowing introduction to his projected 10-
vttlume Hisfort of the I ntted .S'Idtes in 1834, tie saw no reason to

change it in the succeeding editions and revisions for the next 40 to 50

ears. fhis quotation is taken from the six - volume edition of 1879; a
final revised edition was published in 1883:

I he United States of America constitute an essential portion of

at political system, embracing all the civilised nations of the earth

At a period when the force of moral opinion is rapidly increasing, they
base the precedence in the practice and the defense of the equal rights

of man. rhe sovereignty of the people is here a conceded axiom, and

the laws, established upon that basis, are cherished with faithful
pdrriorism. While the nations of Europe aspire atter change, our
constitution engages the fond admiration of the people, by which it

has been established. Prosperity tollow s the execution of es,im Justice:
insention is quickened by the freedom of competition; and labor

rewarded with sure and unexampled returns....Every man may enjoy

the fruits of his industry: every mind is free to publish its convictions.

Our government, by its organization, is necessarily identified with the

interests of the people, and relies exclusively on their attachment for
its durability and support. Even the enemies of the state, if there are

any among us, have liberty to express theit opinions undisturbed: and

are safely tolerated, where reason is left free to combat -their errors.
Nor is the constitution a dead letter, unalterably fixed: it has the

capacity for improvement: adopting whatever changes time and the

public will may require, and safe from decay!, so long as that will

retains its energy.... Religion, neither persecuted nor paid by the state,

is sustained by the regard for public morals and the convictions of an

enlightened faith. Intelligence is diffused with unparalleled

untsersalitv; a free press teems with the choicest productions of all

nations and ages. There are more daily journals in the United States

than in the world beside. A public document of general interest is,
within a month, reproduced in at least a million of copies, and is

brought within the reach of every freeman in the country. An
immense concourse of emigrants of the most various lineage is per-

petually crowding to our shores: and the principles of liberty, uniting

all interests by the operation of equal laws, blend the discordant
elements into harmonious union. Other governments are convulsed

by the innovations and reforms of neighborin _states: our

constitution, fixed in the affections of the people, from voice it

has sprung, neutralized the influence of foreign principles, and
fearlessly opens an asylum to the virtuous, the unfortunate, and the

oppressed of every nation...."
Of all the political values that the text books extolled, liberty was pre-

eminent. Whenever they attempted to explain why children should love

their country above al else, the idea of liberty took first place. Now this

was undoubtedly of prime importance in promoting unity in an
increasingly diverse and pluralistic society. Yet the loyalty to liberty was

more in affective terms of feeling than in analytical terms of knowledge.
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Els puts it this was'
All hooks agree that the American nation politically expressed is

the aposti r. of liberty, a liberty personified. apostrophi/ed, sung to. set
up in God-like glory, but rarely defined. To discover what liberty
means in these books is a murky problem. The. child reader could be
certain that it was glorious, it is American. it is to be resered, and it
deserves hi primary loyalty. Hut tor the child to find out from these
books what this liberty is would be astonishing."'

As the Civil War approached, the textbooks began to speak of tltk
dangers of disunion and, being Northern in origin, began to become
more outspoken about the evils of slavery. Still, in the ante-bellum
period the South continued to use the Northern textbooks, and even afterthe War, never did produce textbooks to equal the quality of Northerntexts. In fact; the Confederate books that were written and published re-vealed political attitudes not much different from those that continuedto flow from the North, except on the subject of slavery. A common cus-tt was for the Southern teachers simply to excise the Northern discus-
sion of the Civil War and Reconstruction by pinning t he pages together
so the young readers would presumably skip them in favor of the truth
delivered by the teacher, To make up for these gaps, the Southern books
and teachers could easily expand on the Southern heroes in the
Revolutionary War with Washington brooking no competition.

While Bancroft &lay have been a Jacksonian Democrat, the
predominant tone of the school textbooks of the nineteenth century was
Federalist and conservative.

Although schoolbook authors consider themselves guardians of
liberty. they can be more accurately described as guardians of
tradition. On social questions the tenor of the books is consistently
conservative. The United States is always indentified with freedom.
but this freedom is best identified as that established in 1783 after
separation from Great Britain, The nineteenth-century child was
taught to worship past achievements of America and to believe in the
inevitable spread of the American system throughout the world. But
contemporary problems are conspicuously absent, and reform
movements which would have profound social or political effects are
either ignored or derided. While Jeffersonian and Jacksonian
democracy agitated,the adult world, the child was taught the necessity
of class distinctions, Nor are Jefferson and Jackson ever ranked as
heroes;...in the schools Hamilton and Daniel Webster governed the
minds. of the children)!

While the textbook writers seemed to have no compunctions about
taking sides in behalf of patriotic virtue, Republican devotion to liberty,
or Federalist devotion to property, the school people in the 1830s and
I 840s began to face the difficulties posed by pluralism in the burgeoning
modernization of the new nation,

No one was more eloquent than Horace Mann himself on what he
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camildlv called "political education:" In Is-IS. summing up his 12 years

as secretary of the State Hoard of Education in Massachusetts. Mann
began with the assumption that citizens of the Republic must
"understand something of the true nature of the government under

which they It . e." He spelled out a civic education program in terms that
!arniliar to all teachers of civics since that time:

the constitution of the I. sited States and of our ow n state, should

he made a study in our Public Schools. l he partition of powers of

goy ernment into the three co-ordinate brioches, legislative. judicial.

and csecutiyc with the duties appropriately- dey oly mg upon each
the mode of electing or of appointing all officers, with the reason on

which it was founded; -and. especially. the duty of every 6o/en, in a

goy ernment of laws, to appeal to the courts for redress. in all cases of

alleged wrong, instead of undertaking to vindicate his on rights by

his own arm, and. in a gosernment where the people are the

acknowledged sources of power, the duty of changing laws and rulers

by an appeal to the ballot, and not by rebellion. should be taught to all

the children until they are fully understood.r2
By now the kEstinction between the basic ideal values of the political

community and the actual operation of the system began to he apparent

e'en to the educators. Caught in the swirl of contesting forces in
Massachusetts occasioned by the immigration of Irish and Germans of
Roman Catholic faith and by the changes in urban life attendant upon
the industrial factory system, Mann knew all too well that "if the
tempest of political strife were to be let loose upon our Common
Schools, they would be overwhelmed with sudden ruin." He recognized
that many would object to ant study of political matters in the schools
because the constitution was subject to different readings. He saw the

dangers of political partisanship in the appointment of teachers on the
basis of their political fitness in the eyes of the local school committee or
of the majority in the community:

Who shall moderate the fury of these conflicting elements, when
they rage against each other; and who shall save the dearest interests of

the children from being consumed in the fierce combustion? ifparents

find that their children are indoctrinated into what they call political

heresies, will they not withdraw them from the school: and, if-they
withdraw them from the school, will they not resist all appropriations

to support a school from which they derive no benefit`.'''

Mann could not admit that the public schools should avoid political
education altogether, nor could he risk the destruction of the public
schools by urging- them to become "theatres for party politics." His
solution was similar to that which he proposed for religious
controersies, the schools should teach the common elements that all

agreed to, but skip over the controversial:
Surely, between these extremes, there must be a medium not

difficult to he found, And is not this the middle course, which all
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sensible and judicious men, all patriots, and all genuine republicans,
must approve? namely, that those articles in the creed of
republicanism, which are accepted by all, believed in by all, and which
form the common basis of our political faith, shall be taught to all. But
when the teacher, in the course of his lessons or lectures on the
fundamental law, arrives at a controverted text, he is either to read it
without comment or remark; or, at most, he is only to say that the
passage is the subject of disputation, and that the schoolroom is
neither the tribunal to adjudicate, nor the forum to discuss it.

Such being the rule established by common consent, and such the
practice; observed with fidelity under it, it will come to be universally
understood, that political proselytism is no function of the school; but
that all indoctrination into matters of controversy between hostile
political parties is to be elsewhere sought for, and elsewhere imparted.
Thus, may all the children of the Commonwealth receive instruction in
the great essentials of political knowledge,in those elementary ideas
without which they will never be able to investigate more recondite
and debatable questions ....'a

Thus would Mann stress the transcendant values_of the political
community, but pass Over controversial ideas about the constitutional
order and omit critical judgments about the actual operation of the
system, Political knowledge should concentrate upon the formal
structure of the governmental institutions, but the skills of participation
should be delegated, along with the controversial, to the nonschool
agencies' of party, press, and caucus of adults.

Mann was so intent upon getting common schools established for an
ever wider range of the potential school population that he would not
risk the failure of the common school idea in order to bring political
controversy into the schools. Thus it came about that the emerging
public schools were largely satisfied with a civic program that initiated
the poor, the 'foreigner, and the working class children into the political
community by literacy in English, didactic moral injunctions, patriotic
readers and histories, and lessofts that stressed recitations of the
structural forms of the constitutional order.

Up to the centennial celebration of '1876, the children of the
"unincorporated" were still largely blocked from the public schools and
thus from the civic education offered by those schools. The
Reconstruction reforms had visualized extension of the public school
system to the Southern states, but these were largely dissipated by the
1870s, And Northern states, were slow to admit blacks to common
schools, often preferring to establish separate schools for white and
black. These evident failures of the educational system itself to put into
practice the stated values of the political community helped to widen the
gap between ideal and reality. Millions of immigrants were being
assimilated by civic education, despite the patronizing and often hostile
ethnic images that textbooks portrayed 6f the Irish and immigrants
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from southern Europe; but millions of racial minorities born in the U.S.

were still not provided any farm of citizenship education, In the face of
mounting cultural pluralisms, the goal of civic education embraced
rapid assimilation to an ideal American political system.

Aggressive Modernization and
Progressive Reform, 1870s-1920s

In the 50 years straddling the turn of the twentieth century, the
character of civic education programs began to undergo much more
searching examination than they had for the first 100 years of the
Republic. While the basic values constituting the political community

did not change radically, there were three significant alterations in civic
education resulting from the rapid social transformations of a half
century of modernization, First, the earlier stress on love of a grand,
free country became a more shrill and passionate devotion to a great

and powerful nation. The ideas of manifest destiny, winning of the
West, overseas expansion, and making the world safe for democracy led

to exaltation of the U,S. as the superior nation of the world, imbued
with the mission to lead all the rest and thus deserving, nay demanding,

a loyalty to "my country, right or wrong," All this contributed to an
increasingly nationalistic and strident tone to civic education.

Not only did the Spanish-American War and World War I stimulate

a nationalistic and even militaristic fervor and flavor to civic education,
but the massive immigration going on during this period. added a second

alteration, the demand for instant Americanization of immigrants, who

seemed to many conservatives and liberals alike to pose a basic threat to

the commitments of the democratic political community, to the stability

of the constitutional order, and to the functi lning of governing.
authorities. They could point to ghettos in the cities, crime in the streets,

bloody strikes in the factories, corruption in local governments, and the

spreading of socialist, communist, and revolutionary doctrines by

radical groups.
This long-present fear of the alien and foreign was exacerbated by the

millions' of immigrants who poured in from Southern and Eastern

Europe and Asia. While civic textbooks might attribute this influx to
the search for liberty and equality, the civic education programs of
settlement houses, patriotic organizations, and nativist associations
began to turn more and more to Americanization programs that
stressed not only didactic I., ,truction in praise of the historic values but

also demanded outward signs of loyalty from the new citizens as well as

the old in thc"lorm of the public pledge of allegiance, salutes to the flag,

loyalty oaths, patriotic songs and marching, required instruction in
English. and attacks upon foreign language teaching in the schools.

A third shift in emphasis in civic education was= the prominent
role gin to the image of self-made men, the sclf.reliant individuals
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who had shifted from pioneering in the West to pioneering
an industrial-business system that was rapidly modernizing America
with a producing and consuming capacity well ahead of all the other
nations of the world. The political implication of this image was, of
course, that it had all happened under auspices of a free enterprise
system free from government controls.

But liberal reactions to the social and political results ofan unbridled
industrial', capitalistic economy led to the Progressive movement
dedicated to political reforms in the electoral systems and civil service;
social reforms in cities, prisons, and sweatshops; passage of child labor
laws; and the enfranchising of women. Underlying the Progressive
reforms was a belief in the collective efforts of government to control
rampant business enterprise, protect the rights of people, and bring
about good governmei. z through honest and efficient civil service,
responsive bureaucracies, and regulatory agencies.

Conflicting political values began to reveal themselves in different
approaches to civic education as educators responded to the ebullient
modernization of America's polity and economy. They had to face the
-problem of what to do about the massive increases in school
enrollments as more of the population began to realize that education
was a. prime means to get ahead in American society and as
compulsory attendance laws aimed at abolishing child labor brought
and kept more children in school. The problems were especially acistrai
the secondary school level as the schools tried to cope with a non-
college-bound majority.

One response of the academically minded educators in the 1880s and
1890s was to strengthen the study of history (and thus reduce the
emphasis on civics) by introducing more rigorous scholarly knowledge
into 'history texts and courses. In the early 1890s the Madison
Conference on History, Civil Government, and Political Econorniy
made such proposals, which became a part of the overall re-
examinatiort of the entire secondary school curriculum undertaken by
the Committee of Ten of the National Education Assojation, whose
report was published in 1893.

The main assumption of the Committee of Ten headed by president
Eliot of Harvard was that all courses in high school should provide the
same strong mental discipline for the non-college-bound majority as for
the college-bound minority. The teaching of history. was thus not
primarily to develop good citizenship and love ofcountry but to teach
high' school students to think like historians.

For two to three decades the academic orientation of the Committee
of Ten dominated curriculum thinking and curriculum making in the
civic education programs of the secondary schools. In history the
emphasis was upon the use of primary sources to develop in pupils a
historic sense and to train them in the search for historical materials, the
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Weighing of evidence, and the drawing of conclusions. In the effort to

get children to think like historians, it was hoped the flamboyant
nationalistic and patriotic history of the previous century would be

toned down. In 1899 a Committee of Seven of the American Historical
Association urged the use of primary sources to supplement the
textbook_ The ilisiory Teachers .tIagafin (founded in 1909) and the

work of Henry Johnson at Teachers College, Columbia University,
both contributed to the new movement to stress historical problem

!wiring and reasoned judgment in a laboratory or workshop setting.
Another approach came from a Progressive upsurge of interest in the

study of civil government in the early 1900s as new ideas about civic

education began to appear among proponents in political science,
economics, and sociology. In 1916 a committee of the American

Political Science Association, reflecting the Progressive reform
movements. argued that the standard courses in civil government
should he restructured_ Instead of starting with the study of the U.S.
Constitution and a description of the formal structure of government ancl

then proceeding to a similar study of state constitutions and
governments, the procedure should be reversed. The committee
endorsed the study of "community civics," assuming that political
affairs nearest to home were the most important and should be

considered first, The Progressively-inspired Municipal League

promoted this idea.
Another, but far less popular, response was the effort by Progressive

educators and social settlement workers of a liberal/ humanitarian
persuasion to urge that civic education should not view the ethnic

.heritage of immigrants as an ancestral bondage that should be quickly

and thoroughly removed through assimilation, but rather should be
honored and utilized in the process of Americanization, Jane Addams

and John Deey thus criticized thepublic schools for insisting upon a

one -way Anglo-conformity that blatantly denationalized the

immigrant children.
In the long run, however, the most influential force was the rising

movement to make citizenship education the special province of the
"social studies: which would pervade the elementary as well as the

secondary school curriculum. This movement took place under the

auspices of the NEA's Commission on the Reorganization of
Secondary Education whose final report, Cardinal Principles of
Secondary Education, was published in 1918. From 1913 to 1916 the

Committee on Social Studies was=at work preparing its report for the

overall Commission. Again reflecting the Progressive views of reform,

the Committee stated more explicitly than it had ever been stated before

that citizenship was the sticial responsibility of the secondary school. In

a preliminary statement in 1913 the chairman of the Committee, a
sociologist. revealed the social reform intent to make civics much more
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than a ttttdv'of government:
Hood citizenship should be the aim of social studies in the high

school. While the administration and instruction throughout the
school shotild contribute to the social welfare of the community, it is
maintained that social studies have direct responsibility in this field.
Facts, conditions, theories, and activities that do not contribute rather
directly to the appreciation of methods of human betterment have no '
claim. Under the test the old civics, almost exclusively a study of
Government machinery, must give way to the new civics, a studyAfall
manner of social efforts to improve mankind. It is not so important
that the pupil know how the President is elected as that he shall
understand the duties of the health officer in his community. The time
formerly spent in the effort to understand the process of passing a law
over the President's veto is now to be more profitably used in the
observation of the vocational resources of the community. In line with
this emphasis the committee recommends that social studies in the
high school shall include such topics as the following: Community
health, housing and homes, public recreation, good roads, community
education, poverty and the care of the poor, crime and reform, family
income, savings banks and life insurance, human rights versus
property rights, impulsive action of mobs, the selfish conservatism of
tradition, and public utilities)

In the final report of the Committee the term "social studies" was
used to include not only history, civics, and government but also
concepts from sociology and economics that related directly to the
organization of society and man as a member of socialgroups, History
still held a major place in the course proposals for grades 7 through 12,
but a "problems approach" was to infuse the whole program. Civics was
proposed for the junior high school years as well as a new course in
"problems of democracy" for the twelfth grade.

Hazel Hertzberg summarizes the influence of the Committee's report
this way:

Instruction in the social studies should be organized around
concrete problems of vital importance to society and of immediate
interest to the pupil rather than on the basis of the formal social
sciences_ _The social studies should contribute directly to the "social
efficiency" of the student, helping him "to participate effectively in the
promotion of social well-being" in the groups of which he is a member.
from his own community to the "world community-.._ The skillsto be
learned by pupils were those of good citizens participating in the
building of an invigorated society, not those of historians carefully
interpreting evidence, developing criticism, and arriving at
synthesis....

The Report of the Committee on Social Studies had a- significant
impact on the direction of educational reform. It represented many of
the deepest, most pervasive, and- most characteristic viewpoints of the
Progressive period. No dotibt it would have been exceedingly
influential in any case, but the circumstances that it was issued just
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before American entry into World War I created a climate favorable

to its concern with personal and social immediacy and utility and what

is today referred to as -relevance.'"
While the general impact of the linal,overall Commission Report in

the Cardinal principles of 1918 was great indeed in making citizenship

one of the cardinal goals. especially of the social studies, and while it

tended to reduce emphasis upon abstract academic material in favor of

live problems, it also tended to reduce the political concerns of civic

education in-.- favor of social and economic and practical personal
problems. Note the withdrawal from "constitutional questions" in the

pursuit of good citizenship;
While all subjects should contribute to good citizenship, the social

studies geography, history, civics and economics should have this

as their dominant aim. foo trequently, however, does mere
information, conventional in value and remote in its bearing, make up

t he content of the social studies. History should so treat the growth of
institutions that their present value may he appreciated. Geography
should show the interdependence of men while it shows their common

dependence on nature. Civics should concern itself less with
constitutional questions and remote governmental functions and

should direct attention to social agencies close at hand and to the
informal activities of daily life that regard and seek the common good.

Such agencies as child welfare organizations and consumers' leagues

afford specific opportunities for the expression of civic qualities by the

older pupils."
At last, however, the skills of civic participation began to,be touched

upon as social studies teachers were attracted to progressive education's

new stress on projects, units, and activities in the classroom in order to

promote the habits and outlooks appropriate to a democracy. The

Cardinal Principles found valuable:
...the assignment of projects and problems, to groups of pupils for

cooperative solution and the socialized recitation whereby the class as

a whole develops a sense of collective responsibility. Both of these
devices give training in collective thinking. Moreover, the democratic

organization and administration of the school itself, as well as the

cooperative relations of pupil and teacher, pupil and pupil, and
teacher and teacher, are indispensible.

While this approval of the study of problems and "socialized
recitation" in classrooms may seem to be a modest proposal to modern

teachers, it by no means swept the profession off its feet. Teaching by

the hook, lecturing, note taking, question-and-answer recitation,
memorizing, ,essay writing, and examination passing continued to be

the prime activities of history and civics classrooms. And venturing out

into the community was still more radical, especially if a zealous civics

teacher actually ran up against the local politicians. In this case the

study of "remote governmental functions" could actually be conducted

more freely than treading on local political toes.
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Hut at least the idea of participation could now take its place
alongside the inculcation of values and political knowledge as the main
ingredients of a civics program in the schools. And the way was being
prepared for comparing the stated values of the political community
with the actual operation of the governmental authorities by the stress
upon critical thinking, scholarly sources of knowledge, and firsthand
study of the actual functioning of government, at least at the municipal
level of community civics.

Above all, it was recognized that the, high schools had to deal with a
very different kind of population from that of the secondary schools of
the first 100 years of the Republic, i,e., the non-college-oriented
students. However, assimilating vast numbers of foreign immigrants,

h youth and adult, nearly engulfed the schools and exhausted
teachers' energies, In many cases teaching English and the rudimentary
structure of government were all that teachers accomplished. So in spite
of all the protestations of the progressives, the national committees, and
teacher educators, the courses in American history, civics, and civil
government, which might have been engrossing to countless thousands

adult immigrants, were boring to millions of high school students
went through expanding cycles of social studies: communities in

the third and fourth grades: civics in the ninth and twelfth grades.
American history in the fifth, eighth,- and eleventh grades, with
geography, state history, and European or world history sandwiched in,
probably in the seventh and tenth grades.

Fite ensuing fifty-year period witnessed many kinds of attempts to
reform and break out of the social studies cycles on behalf of a better
civic education, and belatedly to incorporate at last the minority and
disadvantaged groups in society who had long seen "outsiders" to the
mainstream of American political and educational life.

Recurring Calls for Reform of
Civic Education, 1920s-1970s

The outpouring of proposals and projects for more effective civic
education Programs during the past half-century would take volumes to
relate, ret there is repetitiveness in the lists of goals and objectives set
forth by one commission after another. After the brutal realities and
disillusionments of Vietnam and Watergate. some of the earlier
statements seem grimly super-patriotic and others exude the bland
optimism of Pollyanna herself. All that can be done here is to suggest
the range of political outlooks that seemed to motivate some of the
major approaches to civic education.

In the wake of World War I. citizenship education programs in the
schools, the textbooks, and the teachers themselves were subjected to
continuing campaigns at the hands of conservative civic and patriotic
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anizations whose views today seem particularly narrow-minded in

their anti-foreign, anti-pacifist, anti-immigration. anti-reform
outlooks. In the 1920s, the American Legion led the campaigns to get

Congress and the state legislatures to require civic education, flag
salutes, military ?.taining. and loyalty oaths. The dominant mood of
civic education in the 1920s was to rally 'round the flag. extoll the merits

and successes. and say nothing derogatory about the greatest country

on earth. Of course, other nations were doing the same thing in their
programs of civic education, which were so well documented in the It)
volumes produced between 1929 and 1933 under the leadership of
Charles E. Merriam, professor of political science at the University of

Chicago.
In contrast, the 1930s witnessed a social reformist outlook sparked by

the economic depression, the New Deal. and the onset of totalitarianism
in the world. One of the most impressive examples of educational
response was the Commission on the Social Studies of the American
Historical Association, which was funded by the Carnegie Foundation
from January 1929 to December 1933 and which issued 17 volumes
between 1932 and 1937. The dominant tone of the most widely read
volumes (such as th, se by Charles A. Beard, George S. Counts. Bessie

1_ Pierce. Jesse H. Newton. and Merle Curti) was set forth in the
Recommendations ol the Commission (1934): the age

of individualism and laissez-faire in economics and government was
closing and a new collectivism requiring social planning and
governmental regulation was emerging. The arguments struck notes
that sound startlingly familiar today: deprivation in the midst of plenty,

inequality in income, spreading unemployment, wasted natural
resources. rising crime and violence, subordination of public welfare to
private interest, and international struggle for raw materials. A
particular curriculum was not promulgated, but it was hoped that this

view Of life and this political economic framework would guide
curriculum designs for civic education programs. The clear implication
was that youth should be inculcated with the values of economic
collectivity and interdependence in place of economic individualism,

while continuing to promote personal and cultural individualism and

freedom.
Like-minded proposals were stemming from George S. Counts. John

wey, Harold Rugg. William H. Kilpatrick, John L. Childs, and other
social reconstructionists. Counts' Dare the School Build a New Social
Order:' came out in 1932; and as editor of The Educational Frontier in

1934. Counts specifically endorsed the American Historical

Association's Conclusions and Recommendations as policy for the new

journal.
uraliv, the social reformers set the profession on its ears and

elicited vigorous and shrill counterattacks. But the major professional
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organizations responded, on the whole. positively as far as giving
renewed attention to civic education. The National Education
Association and the American Association of School Administrators
jointly sponsored the Educational Policies Commission in 1935.
enlisting Counts, along with several more conservative administrators,
to membership. The pronouncements of the Educational Policies
Commission softened the social reconstructionist economic views, but
they did emphasize over and over again the relationship of education to
democracy. Charles A. Beard wrote the first draft of the Commission's
historical volume, The Unique Function of Education in American
Democracy in 1937; education for citizenship was the central theme.

And when The Purposes of Education in American Democracy was
published in 1938 (written by William G. Carr, NEA executive
secretary), the Seven Cardinal Principles had been reduced to four
objectives. but -civic responsibility" was one of the four. The stated
objectives of civic responsibility do not sound particularly daring today;
there was little emphasis upon liberty or equality or due process, but for
all the bland language, there was scope for realistic civic studies if
teachers or communities had the stomach for them:

Social Justice. The educated citizen is sensitive to the disparities.of
human circumstance.

Social Activity. The educated citizen acts to correct unsatisfactory
conditions.

Social Understanding. The educated citizen seeks to understand
social structures and social processes.

Critical Judgment. The educated citizen has defenses against
propaganda.

Tolerance. The educated citizen respects honest differences of
opinion.

Conservation. The educated citizen has a regard for the nation's
resources.

Social Applications of Science. The educated citizen measures
scientific advance by its contribution to the general welfare.

World Citizenship. The educated citizen is a cooperatinimember
of the world community.

Law Observance. The educated citizen respects the law.
Economic literacy. The educated citizen is economically literate,
Political Citizenship. The educated citizen accepts his civic duties.
Devotion to Democracy. The educated citizen acts upon an

unswerving loyalty to democratic ideals."
The effort to make civic education more realistic, while at the same

time not embracing the extremes of radical-sounding reconstructionism
or reactionary radical-baiting, led civic educators back to the basic
ideals of democracy. 'a la Horace Mann. and to activities that-would
involve students in community participation but no controversy. World



War II broke into t his movement with its emphasis upon mobilizing the
schools for the war elforrand served to reassert the values of patriotism
as the basis for national unity.

Following World War II. the idea of projects in civic.educition began
act entice many school systems to gise special attention to citizenship
education. Among the early ones in the late 1940s were those.associated
with the schools in Detroit; Cambridge, Mass.. and the state of Kansas:.
and those associated with Syracuse University, Tufts University_ , and
Teachers College, Columbia University.

Then, in the 1950s, educatiOn for good citizenship became popular in
schools systems all over the country, Much of this movement attempted
to show that the schools were not radical and not subversive, but were
supporting the basic principles of political democracy and the basic
economic values of the free enterprise system. This was a r:Sponse to the
Cold War crusades against Communism in the world and a defense
against the onslaughts of McCarthyism at home. The hope was that
children could he taught the values of consensus on political economic
matters, reflecting the spirit of accommodation and good will of the
Eisenhower presidency.

One volume admirably reveals these twin drives - a fierce opposition
to Communism in the world and a hope that good will, cooperative
actions, and positive democratic attitudes would strengthen democracy
at home. Sprinkled with photographs of smiling, clean, well-dressed

groups of white pupi:s and teachers. the Thirty-Second Yearbook of the

American' Association of School Administrators, produced by its
Commission on Educating for Citizenship, had this to say in 1954:

At his best, the American citizen has always sought to realize the
nation's historic ideals. Now, when communist imperialism threatens
all security eferimeirirtrrzp-reciation for the old ideals as a stable
element in a shaky world. The public schools are the means on which
the American leans most heavily to make sure that all children carry
forward the American heritage. So now, even more urgently than in
the past. the citizen demands that the schools educate for citizenship)"

In the hook's first chapter, "The Threat is Total," the Commission
argues that the Russian- communist dictatorship not only threatens our
way of life throughout the world, but it is a political threat to
democratic freedoms and "drives directly at our moral and spiritual
ideals" and "our religious and ethical standards." So the schools should
develop the knowledge, the attitudes, the problem-solving ability, and
the skills of working with others for the general welfare, This
conception of citizenship would not be limited to the political scientists'
narrow view of citizenship. Rather: echoing the Cardinal Principles of
40 years earlier, the Commission opted for a much broader concept of
citizenship education that would include "all the mutually helpful social
relationships with others which democracy assumes should he

characteristic of human lire and living."



liy thus opening still i.s 'der the door of citizenship education to all
kinds 01 social and personal relationships. the Commission forecasted
w hat otten did happen in social studies prorams. "Problems of
democracy" courses often drifted off to "problems of democratic living"
in% oh, ing the behavior and psychology of adolescents, their personal,
marital. and farnik problems. %ocational interests, and personal
values. : \s the social reconstructionists had stressed the economic side
of civie education, so the social conception of citizenship often became
so broad and so social that in the process it became watered dowri and
neglected the basic political questions of power, influence, and decision
making.

1 his was, 0: course, not true of all proposals or projects having to do
with citizenship education in the 1950s. Ihe Twenty-Second Yearbook
of the National Council for the Social Studies in 1951 listed 24
characteristics of the good citizen, reflecting the composite thinking of

public figures as well as educators. The first 13 stressed the values of
equalit, liberty, basic human rights, the law, and other political
competencies, the other 11 had to do with economic, family
community, and international matters.

One project in the 1950s that focused upon the concept of liberty was
the Citizenship Education Project (CEP) at Teachers College, Colum-
bia University. It stressed the values and knowledge appropriate to the
free individual, the free government, the free economy, and the free
world. It documented from the Constitution and law in great detail the
premises of liberty under each of these headings. It was a most useful
undertaking at the time, makingavailable solid political knowledge and
reversing the usual subordination of the political so common in other
approaches. What was probably even more interesting to professional
educators, however, was its stress on the skills of participation, which it
identified by the neutral term "laboratory practices.- perhaps in the
hope that it would divert charges of being politically controversial.
Hundreds of laboratory practices detailed how teachers and students
could engage in action-oriented problem solving in the schools and in
the community, Workshops and training programs were conducted
across the country for hundreds of schools and thousands of teachers
during the 1950s,

If taken seriously, the suggestions coming out of CEP could have led
to much more than bland good will between the school and community,

studying the local congressional district to see if it provides fair
representation of minority groups, making a tax map of the community
to see if tax assessments are equitable, getting young people to join
political clubs, helping to get voters to register and to .cast ballots
accurately, providing citizens with nonpartisan political information,
informing the community how candidates stand on issues, actually
campaigning for candidates, drafting a real and not a sham school



omstitution, anti the like. Unfortuna tely. the CEP had to combat a
political neutralism and cauti.on among educators during the McCarthy

era, its funds ran out just before the rise of political activism of the
1960s: and it never was well incorporated into the mainstream of
teaching and research at Teachers Collegethe fate of so many special

projects of the past and a warning for new ones in the future.
In the 1960s a curious coincidence of forces led to general relaxing of

explicit calls for a more and better civic education. Both the"new social
studies" movement and the rise of student unrest and activism undercut
patriotism as an argument for civic education, Responding to the calls

for a "new math" and "new science" stimulated by Sputnik and funded

so generously by N DEA, the National Science Foundation, and the
private Foundations, the "new social studies" took on the patterns of the

social science cognitive analysis, systematic acquisition of
organized knowledge, conceptual analysis, inquiry learning, discovery

method, and in general a stress upon thinking like a social scientist,
reminiscent, as Hazel Hertzberg points out, of the primary sources
mosement in history teaching of the 1880s to 1900.

It may he too early to make judgments about tke relative value of
various projects that could come under the heading of the "new social

studies," but it is clear that the revived disciplinary approach to
knowledge tended not only to belittle "soft" or superficial programs of
social studies in the schools, but also to downgrade explicit citizenship
education as a proper goal of the school curriculum. One of the most

forthright and explicit statements of this "hard-headed" disciplinary
view was made by the executive director of the American Political
Science Association and his wife in 1962:

There is a long-standing tradition according to which secondary-

school instruction in political science, or instruction based upon the
knowledge political science provides, has as its main objective the
making of good citizens. This tradition appears to be based on the

belief that instruction in government, politics, the political process.
and the important issues of public policy will produce citizens who will

discuss, act, and vote rationally and intelligently and that we may
thereby achioe a sane and effective democratic society. Without
asserting that education in the field of government.'politics, and
public policy has no role to play in helping form better citizens. we feel

required to state at the outset, in the interests of clarity, that' we regard

this tradition and the beliefs upon which it is based as mistaken and
misleading: first, because it is based on a distorted conception of how

citizens arc made second, because it is based on a distorted
conception of democracy; and, third, because it is based on a
misconception of political science.:,

In other words, citizens are made by the total process of political
socialization outside the schools: democracy must rest upon the expert

knowledge of specialists: and political science is a complicated



intellectual discipline about political behavior, not a set of maxims
about good citizenship. ('aught in the middle by such disciplinary views
from one extreme, and the raucous non-negotiable demands for
relevance now from militant stuecnt activists at the other extreme, the
traditional programs of civic education seemed pale, irresolute, and
outmoded. Whether the new social studies could provide the answer
was in doubt.

It is surety true that many of the curriculum development projects of
the 1960s were more realistic, more sophisticated, more analytical, and
more attuned to the claims for equality made by the unincorporated
minorities and their struggles for civil rights than was the civic
education of the I 950s. Yet they did not seem to "pay off," according to
the test results regarding political knowledge and political attitudes. It is
instructive to observe, for example, that of 26 major curriculum centers
and projects reported on and analyzed in Social Education in 1972, only
seven or eight seemed to put special stress upon citizenship objectives.22

This listing in Social Education did not include projects that had just
recently closed down or that had recently begun. In the former cetcgory
was the Center for Research and Education in American Liberties at
Columbia tniversity and Teachers College, which began in 1966 at the
crest of the wave of the curriculum reform movements of the Great
Society and at the beginning of the violent unrest on the college
campuses. Its stress on liberty, on political values, knowledge, and skills
held great promise, but it succumbed as special government funds for
curriculum development began to wither at the beginning of the 1970s.
The Center at ColUmbia heralded a growing concern for law-related
civic education which, however, was overshadowed during the 1960s by
the massive outpouring of the more general, and less politically
oriented, social studies materials.

This-rapid survey of principal trends in citizenship education brings
us to the 1970s and the predicaments of the present. But, first, let me
summarize what I believe we might learn from this historical per-
spective. This was the subject of a colloquium in April 1978 sponsored
1-5,. Research for Better Schools in Philadelphia. The interesting
thing about the colloquium was the difference in interpretation between
my reading of the history and that of three "revisionist"historians.=3 All
three were pessimistic about any kind of civic education in the schools,
because they felt it was bound to impose middle-class, capitalistic values
upon the lower classes, and it would further strengthen the class
hierarchy status quo.

Clarence Karier of the University of Illinois reads the history of
citizenship education as the steady victory of the totalitarian state over
individual freedom, with the schools being partly responsible for this
victory of the state. Karier thinks the schools should not teach loyalty to
the government or the Constitution. He is pessimistic about the role of



schooling in citizenship education. Lazerson of the University
of British Columbta liocls that citizenship education has not permitted
root differences. among cultural groups to he accepted as legitimate
differences, so he is pessimistic that citizenship education can by

reconcoptualized unless the state itself is reconck:ptualized. I take this to

mean that the historic liberal state :niust he reconceptualized along
socialistic Jibes. And Michael B. Katz of the Unis ersitv of Pennsylvania
finds the essence of our history to be a conflict of social classes with the
schools always on the side of the upper classes, imposing their values

upon a reluctant lower class. So Katz believes the schqols should be
salue-neutral and simply teach the basic academic skills, lie is not in
favor of deliberate programs of civic or moral education, because they

und to be used to maintain the present exploitive, class-based

tus quo. The pessimism of the radical historians and their proposals
schooling parallel in large part those of neo-cobservative pluralists

mentioned in Chapter I.
In contrast. I find that political (]nuns is still a desirable goal for civic

education. and th2i the schools should do their best to regenerate a
sense of democratic political community in each new generation of
citizens. Despite the failures and inadeq AiLcies of civic education in the

past. I believe that the welfare of the RepuLlic does rest on an educated
citizenry, as the founders argued. I believe that the prime purpose, the

highest priority, for a genuinely public education is the political goal of
empowering the whole population to exercise its rights and to cope with
the responsibilities of a genuinely democratic citizenship.

But we also ::hould learn from history that societyand government,
and thus the nature of citizenship. have changed drastically in the past

200 years. So we 'cannot be content with the prescriptions for a civic
curriculum that were produced in the late eighteenth or early nineteenth
centuries. Simple competence in reading. writing{,and arithmetic for
elementary school white boys is obviously not enough. Simple history
as proposed by Jefferson or the elements of civil government as
proposed by Washington are not enough', Vague preachments on the
glories of liberty as described by Ruth Elsori arc not enough. Didactic
appeals to the moral, spiritual, or political virtues arc not enough; and

partisan indoctrination of particular economic or ideological platforms
is not appropriate. Textbook writing should not be left to socially or

politically conservative authors.
Yet, somehow, the schools do have a responsibility for doing all they

can to teach the values, the knowledge. and the participation 'skills
reqUired of a modern democratic citizenry. Such ingredients should not

be left to the political parties. the newspapers, the ministers, or the
coffee houses as they were in the Revolutionary period; nor to modern
business or labor leaders or television commentators or special interest

pleaders as they are so. often today.



In rt.:cramming the st -ated purposes used to lustily the development
and spread of the cot-ninon public school in the middle decades of the
nineteenth century, I believe that the citizenship argument is still valid.
I he highest priority for a genuinely public school is to serve the public
purposes of a democratic political community. the "back to basics"
people should he reminded that citizenship is the basic purpose for
umyersal literacy. If the fundamental purposes of schooling are
preparing for a ;ob. or preparing for college. or developing individual
talents. these might he achieved in private schools that select students
for particular destinies. Hut I share the faith of the common school
reformers that civic tasks can best he performed by public schools
characterized by a p;_ ;lie purpose, public control, public support.
public access, and public commitment to civic unity.

Now, it is obvious that the public school refiners did not fully
achieve these goals. I believe that Horace Mann was on the right track
when he argued for the necessity of what he candidly called "political
education." but I believe-that he fell short of what is needed (then as well
as now). While he stressed understanding the constitutional regime and
know ledge about civil government, he backed away from the discussion
of controversial political or constitutional questions in the schoolroom.
He thus helped to establish the tradition that the schools are not
legitimate forums in which to discuss politically sensitive matters. This
was a difficult issue for Mann, but he concluded that-it was better to
have "neutral" public schools than to have none, a denouement he
teared would come about if the schools became "theatres for party
politics." I think we can and must and a way to surmount Mann's
difficulties.

A second thing we should learn from the middle decades of the
nineteenth century is that there were at least two lines of thought that
influenced the civic role of public education with regard to the
assimilation of the immigrants, who began to come in large numbers
prior to the Civil War. It is undoubtedly true that a growing nativism in
the period from the 183es to the 1850s'sometimes gave the public school
movement an anti-Catholic, anti-radical, and Anglo-superiority tone.
But we should remember, as John Higham points out, there were also
some proponents of the public schools who argued that they should
become a humane assimilative orce.:4 In the 1860s and 18,70s ethnic
rivalries. declined. nativism was muted, modernization welcomed
enormous new pools of manpower, and a Christian belief in the
brotherhood of man was still aliVe and well. All these influences flowed
into what Higham calls "The Age of Confidence," i.e., confidence in the
capacity of the Republic to accept great diversity and plurlism as a
basil. characteristic of the democratic political community. And the
:lublic schools could contribute to this cosmopolitan view of
assimilation. Bilingual public schools in several states during the
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nineteenth _tulle', cteniplttied this tau h
I he main lesson we should learn from the (iilded Age and

Progressive Era is that there were two major pressures influencing

citizen,. hip education. I he first and the most influential through most of

this period emanated from the business- oriented and nationalistic
4,,ociatO with the burgeoning modernization of the nation.

hree significant trends in civic education already noted reflect these

to c-onformit ) the shrill and passionate patriotism that
accompanied an expanding. and powerful nation: 2) the demand tot
instant Americanization of the millions of immigrants who flooded into

the I S. from the I ssus to the 1920s, and 3) the gloritication of the .:11-

made man who labored (and prospered) on behalf of tree enterprise
unhampered h, government regulations. Ehese trends were amply
illustrated in textbooks in American history and citit government.

Hut. as Robert Wiebe so ttell points out, there Was a second source of

influence in the new middle -class professionals who were social service

progressives I heir concern was the use of liberal government on

behalt of social reform (in prisons. sweatshops. child labor practices.
and temperance legislation) as well as political reform (civil service.
electoral innovations. women's suffrage. and compulsory attendance
on behalf of universal education). This stream of progressive endeavor
resulted in a number of efforts to reform citizenship education in the
schools. Riese included: strengthening of history teaching by basing it

on primary sources and thus combating excessive chauvinism;

developing a community civics to replace a sterile study of
constitutional structures; and the "new civics" embodied in the social

studies movement and in the Seven Cardinal Principles. Some
progressives even tried to reorient the Americanization process so that

assimilation could he accomplished with a sympathetic and respectful

concern for immigrant cultures and traditions. Thus was "cultural
pluraltSn" born,

I hope that we never have to return to the excesses of super-patriotic
conformity that marked the aggressive modernization period in the

I; S. I hope that schools can take seriously the"problems-approach" to
social, economic. and political issues. But one result of the reform
movement of the Progressive era was a reduction of political concerns

in history anti social studies. There was a withdrawal from a study of the

basic ideas of the political community. While the general civic education

curriculum has seldom dealt with the fundamental concepts of liberty.

equality, justice, and obligation for the public good, I gain considerable

hope from increased attention to these basic ideas, examples of which

will he described in Chapters 4 and 5.

The Present Predicament of Citizenship Education
While the nation and especially the youth were engaging in some of
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actRIsm in our history duringduringthe later 1960s
and early the results ail citizenship education in the schools
seemed to leave much to he desired. I mention only two kinds of
e% idence: nationwide testing of political knowledge and attitudes and
sur,e.s of curriculum trends in the social studies and textbooks widely
used in the schools

I-he most extenso.e data we hale on citizenship and social studies is
that reported ht the National -\ssessment of Educational Progress.
i N.AEP), which tested political knowledge and attitudes of 9- year -olds,
3-ear-olds, and 17-year-olds between 1969 and 1976.:' The startling

result was not that the test scores in general declined, but that the test
scores on citizenship and social studies deeLned more than those in
reading, w riling, and science. And the declines fur 17-year-olds were by
and large greater than those for 9-year-olds and 13-year-olds.

One could speculate at length as to the reasons for the decline and
take little encouragement about the future of the Republic Iron\ the
ley el of knowledge revealed by some of the test items, At a time when the
I S was tacing one of as most serious crises of confidence, the section
of the test dealing with the "structure and function of government"
showed the greatest average decline from test scores of 13-and I 7-year-
olds between I%9 and 1976; and the scores of 17-year-olds, who were
eligible to vote in the year following their taking of the test, declined
more than did those of the 13-year-olds. Less than half of the 17-year-
olds and less than one-fourth of the 13-year-olds knew that the Senate
must approve an appointment to the Supreme Court; this at a time
when one of Richard Nixon's appointees w,. turned down by the
Senate. Only two-thirds of the 13-year-olds could even name the Senate
as the "other part of Congress." Most disturbing in this section was the
tact that fewer than half of I 3-year-olds and only about three-fourths of
7-vear7olds could give aro word or phrase (let alone a sentence) that

could remotely he termed an explanation of the basic concept of
democracy.

In the section on "political process,- similar declines were recorded in
the students' understanding of and willingness to participate in the
political process. In 1976 less than 2(Y7 of 13-year-olds and about a
third of 17-year-olds could tell how a Presidential candidate was
selected, and that was in the year of nominating conventions. Similarly,
low scores and declines characterized the ability ofstudents to name any
senator or representato.e tram their state.

One could argue that merely knowing factual items is not a good
measure of citizenship, but even if this were granted, it is sobering to
learn that so few students could recognize some of the basic
constitutional rights. Only a half to two-thirds agreed that it was all
right for a person who did not believe in God to hold public office, or
that a magazine or newspaper had.the right to cratcife a public:official.
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or that people h.uf the right of peaceable assembk, es en for unpopular

causes. -Sonic you'll)! t" could he taken from the tact that the most
draiz:atic increase in scores had to do w ith the rights of the accused in a

criminal case credit for w Fitch might hr` attributed to IN police shows

and law-related education programs
nalk the items on "respect IA other showed less decline than

other topics and es en some improkemem on some items. In general,

both .1-k car-old s and I --sear-olds mereased to there stated ss Wineries%

to hake persons or other races participate in such activities as using in
!heir neighborhoods tit noting in elections, and the tests also measured art

increase in students' understanding of problems of the poor. [his can he
attributed. no doubt, to the change in attitudes attendant upon the civil

rights rn isement and possiblk the expansion of teaching about
multicultural pluralism, but declines were still marked in matters of
s;onstautional rights of treedom of religion, assembly, expression, and

press. While I1-k ear-olds increased in their replies on understanding the

need for taw. i7- year -olds declined on that item:and one third said they

would not report to the police if they saw a stranger slashing the tires of

a car At the bottom of the list stood an almost unnoticed item recording
the greatest decline of all only a half of I 3-year-olds and two-thirds of
I " -gear -olds could think of ant v in which universal education helps

the nation_
I he reasons for the decline in achievement many and complex. In

December 9-17 I was one of three persons asked to consult with NAEP
officials in the effort to interpret the results. The others were Anna

professor of education at Indiana University and president-elect

of the National Council for the Social Studies; and Celeste Woodlev,

program development specialist for the Boulder Valley (Col'oradot
Schools. The following summary of our observations is. I believe, a

useful explanation.
1 he results fol. the \ .AFP tests in eititenshipi are, these

consultants, -disappointing, but not surprising:" 1 he assessments

spanned a turbulent era in American poldical.Mstort, including the

. 'cumin war. ,ampus riots, and the ernsion itt contidence io poldival

institutions same persons. culminating in the Watergate scandal and

these e%ents undoubtedIs allected student . knowledge and

attitudes
Floweer, eiirNilering all that transpired in 1969 and 197eL it is eneoni-

aging that students' s luirig tit constitutional rights and their respect tor

others did not decline substantially: The basic beliefs which underlie

our constitutional system still appear to he valued by most students.
1 he most encouraging news is in the area if respect !mothers. klost

Jiiio poop's appear to respect the rights of people other races, to
stand`the need tor laws. ;Ind to recogni/o some problems raced

11, ill :rent crimps tit people
t ,iecline in the r r and lune
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,i,k"111111."111 -111,1 it

.11Itt

coiieepts UricierkIng democracs is enlist
TLITT he the ,:atiNc tor a hard reassess meat of the

-"I, 1 10,21(Itt) neat r ll45,t challgeNin cuirivulai
enirmasi Also, some' of the facts assessed hs the tests do nit really

nstttule 'essential" knowledge It is more important to understand
the haste concert of democracs. hrr esampie, than io rementher that
!he senate is the body that appf eN .1Pp0,11111)Cnt7+.

'sift dents` tiechning political participation etas tellect the attitudes
fire I he Wits h,ise wen an inCie4,1116' ritcrs:Ctipati,rn

with pet,otial goal,. a general disillusionment wit" the political
ocross. and a StziLl toward 4ri tt,etsatl nl, It t*. iNttig That

Mith% hike he1:11 influenced by these tendencies.
Students base improved in their understanding Of %sass to avoid

haute wars ,arid to peacetolls settle disputes between nations. I his
situation pfoha his a direct result 01 the national concern with the

,etn.in,, wa;, Inas, he ari cl),_'UriTg1114 indication that students ,ite
becoming more aware it global interdependence.

F'tfs Factors in the Decline in Achievement
urmg the 1970s, declines have occurred in funding for the social

stnrfres. m consultant support at the state and local levels, and in the
extent to which students take courses dealing with political
knowledge Dr Ochoa cited a study by John Patrick of Indiana
I mversdy which revealed that many social studies consultants are
being eliminated or asked to turn to more general consulting tasks and
that required course offerings have decreased. For example, only 26
states currently require students to take a unit in state government

I he curriculum in the social studies has undergone changes in
emphasis since l969. In the 1960s social studies curricula tended to
focus upon the separate disciplines. In the 1970s there has been more
stress on the intellectual processes understanding how to construct
hypotheses. how to evaluate evidence, how to differentiate between
!acts and opinions, and so forth, This aspect of the social studies has
tor the most part not been evaluated by current testing efforts.

Students seemed to improve on facts and concepts which were
reinforced by events reported in the media and to do less well on those
which were not externally reinforced. 1. or example, knowledge about
the State Department improved during a period when Henry
Kissinger was covered extensively by the media, However, knowledge
about the Senate's role in approving treaties may well have declined
because tew controversial treaties were in the news.

Iexth,rtrks in the area of civics and government are often
uninspiring. A review tIf several studies of tevthooks presented by the
rnerican Political Science Association Committee on Pre-Collegiate
Fducation in 1971 found that texts tended to emphasise "dreary
descriptions- it such things as the powers and duties of government
departments and officials and the step-bv-step process by which a hill
hecorncs law. I ext,i often presented an ideah.fed view of the working
it American democracy I he realities of the American political
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.,tent t4t2i'" !AI Veit II t re led. although students arc acrsainls
through the media that
tashion.

leacher training in the social studies ts tar from uniform across the
nation. and tend, to neglect a haste ,tud% ut the political and moral

midation, of co lc education Fir instance. National Education
aation data itn social studies certiticatitin ,how that it would he

hccome 3 ,e,sondai'. ,,,1.11NtutileN teacher with little it no

training i e er nment I %,picalb. social studies teachers mator in one

,it the cial science disciplines and then take courses in educational
methods I 00 often they are not prepared to teach inquir skills and

do not hale an opportunits to doelop personal or professional
philo,opht education appropriate to resitalized citizenship

e ducation
I he scho Is espouse concept, it democracy but titten are run as

autocratic communities where the students hate little or no y oice to
decisions allecting them. I he contrast between the -hidden
,uri ot the schools implied through teacher attitudes,
administration attitudes. methods tit conducting school 4 Naas and,

the concepts taught in the social Ntudies curriculum may affect student
attitudes

Schools appear to do fairk well in areas concentrated upon by
teachers For example, trom 1471 to 1975, a time period roughly

responding to that covered by the Citizenship and Social Studies
assessments. the number of states having statewide projects in law-
related approaches to citizenship education increased from six to
and the number of active protects jumped from ISO to 400.
Performance did improve on many law-related items included in the

assessment.'
Whatever the reasonsons for the declines as revealed by the NAEP tests,

the general judgment of scholars in political science and in social studies

was that in the 1960s students in the schools were alienated by the
prevailing content, methods, and textbooks employed in the field of
social studies.

In 1971, the Ct mmittee on Pre-Collegiate Education of the American
Political Science AssocTation reported on its survey of curriculum
materials and textbooks in elementary and secondary school civics and
government, Its major conclusions were that much of the material

transmits a naive, unrealistic, and romanticized image of political
life that confuses the ideals of democracy with the realities of politics

places undue stress upon historical materials [a customary
political science view], legal s :ctures, and formal institutional aspects
of government and fails to transmit adequate knowledge about political
behavior and processes: and ignores ur inadequately treats such

traditionally important political science concepts as freedom,'
sovereignty, consensus. authority, class, compromise, and power, but
also such newer concepts as role, socialization, culture, system, decision

does not tIN.4,a,-, work in an ideal



making, etc
reflects an ethnocentric r::01:cupa in with \rmerican soe.-,:o. and

tails to transmit to students an adequate knowledge about the political
,_.stems of other national societies or the international system

tails to develop within students a capacity to think about political
phenomena in conceptually sophisticated ways, an understanding of.
and skill tn. the process of social science scientific inquir., sera capacity
to analyie o.stematicallv political decisions and values

fails to des clop within students an understanding of the capaciti
and skills needed to participate effectively and democratically in
politics

!and. in conclusion, the sociopolitical organization of American
schools, in cornunction with t' formai Curriculum in civics and
government. combines to produce - situation where democratic theory
has been so divorced from practice that students are skeptical of both
and unable to develop an understanding of the skills necessary for
meaningful participation in the political life of the society.zs

lest these views be taken solely as the supercilious judgments of
academic scholars looking down on the schools, the general malaise in
the social studies field at large has been amply documented, albeit from
somewhat different orientations. For example. Richard E. Gross,
professor of education at Stanford, conducted a survey of the changes
taking place in the social studies across the nation during the years 1970
through 1975.29 With his interest in history he did not interpret the
situation exactly as the political scientists did, but their combined views
do not lend encouragement to the civic role of the schools. Such views
may help to explain some of the reasons for the general decline in
political knowledge as measured by the NAEP tests.

Gross found a tendency for secondary schools to follow the lead of
many colleges in permitting students to take almost any courses they
wanted to take in grades 9 through -12. American history and U.S.
government remain the dominant courses, but enrollments in both have
markedly declined while enrollments in world history. world
geography. civics, and problems of democracy have declined even more
precipitously. Ihere is no longer anything like a standard curriculum in
the social studies. Some of this has to do with loosening of state
requirements, but even more with the substitution of new social science
courses, above all, psychology, which is the fastest growing course. but
also economics, sociology, anthropology, ethnic studies, and the like.

he popularity of psychology is undoubtedly related to the
Yankelovich survey findings on the rise of interest in privatism with its
strong focus on self.

As for the elementary schools, Gross found teachers backing away
from the social studies. especially encouraged by the "back to basics"
mania and minimum competency testing. To mak matters worse, the
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:tower teachers ,ernied csen less interested in ,octal studies than the
older ones, and states weft: becoming more permissise in allowing local

districts to interpret the state mandates. .According to Gross, there
NeeMS to he a lack of interest in or even an acnse movement against the

social studies grassroots commir' is groups. Ile comments
,mew hat nep,sirmsticallv

I not dct,e1orunent a dish soyial studies teachers and

ar4arut-tations dught to he ahleto Meet and thrust tin it tseareproperis
Anited nrotessionans .'sit e. and re ills hehese to what v,i, ate dome. I

am t:tuoint:ed. untortunatels. that a that tree in the &dine ot the
tta,,,at studies is our otyn lack of con%tchon and persuasocness as to

the unrtort of the held
In a stud+, that tkillouted hard tin the heels of , John Jarolintek,

or education at the I 'nisersits oh Washington, Seattle,
cuinditeted intense s e case studies of the social studies programs in six

areas ill the country Boston. three cities in Ohio, in agricultural center
South Dakota, suburban San Francisco, San Antonio, and

Birmingham His basic finding was the astonishingly great diversity in
,octal studies programs. fits conclusion is particular's germane to the
code role of public education:

IC would seem that such ..10.ersitv and lack of apparent effort to
attend to critical elements ittit the common culture will hose serious
consequences for cluiensh1+, education unless this trend is resersed.
Perhaps the only reason there is any similarity in programs at all is

hecause schools everywhere continue to rely heavily on the content
and leaching strategies sugges :ed by nationally marketed textbooks.11

I he importance of the textbook in social studies was reemphasized

by seseral more surveys in the late 1970s. three massive studies
sponsored by the National Science Foundation have been usefully
summarized by James P. Shaver, 01. Davis, Jr., and Suzanne W,
Flelburn insofar as he apply to the social studies:: The findings
reinforce the oft-stated proposition that the teacher is the key to what
happens to the students in the classroom, no matter what a stated
curriculum may say: the textbook is the dominant source of knowledge.

tool of instruction, and focus of testing: whatever uniformity in social
studies curriculums there may be across the country is mainly furnished

by the publishers' textbooks, which exhibit great uniformity: and the
impact of trit "new social studies" of the 1960s projects has been
relatively slight (approximately 10c? to 2Ori. of teachers reporting that

they have used such material).
Of particular interest to me, also, is the evidence that social studies

teachers consider their goals to include not only the teaching of
knowledge about history. government, and geography, but that they
should instill in their students positive feelings and attitudes about
American society. They believe that part of their purpose in preparing
students for good citizenship is developing what Shaver calls "emotive



ounnui loco' 1, ow has!, aloe, cif American democracy. I he
problem. nowe,, t. i, twolold I hose te.b2hers and parents who heltoe
t hat hasic Yalues should he taught do not agree art what those values arc:
411 .! the academic. 1cholark community is wary of anything that
sounds like indoctrin.it ion or inculcation of beliefs. I-he result has often

-n. chaplet indicates. that teachers. administrators, and
to xt000k publishers 411d yy wet-, has e tried to as old the contrio.ersial or
the seam\ side ot Attie' lean first ory or politics:

Another suryey of a your different sort was the widely acclaimed
.trials histor% text hooks written by f rancei Fit/(ierakl for //u'cti f f.rkee and later published as a book." In her telling fashion she
describe, how the texts reflected different moods in American society at
different times in our history. Sometimes they adopted preachy,
moralistic tones: siimetimes they were bland and uncontroversial;
sometimes they responded. as in the period prior to 1960, to pressures
that came from p'olitical and -..:conomie right -wing groups: and more
tecently they haw responded to the pressures of single-issue groups. So
that now the riewe.t texts are lull of racial diversity, ethnic pluralism,
multicultural t work, and mention of some social "pr'oblems" that
somehow seem to exist in a disembodied way with little sense of hard
conflict and Jude sense of any kind itf consensus,

-

\t the annual con% cntion of the Association for Supervision and
-ricillum \ elopnient in Atlanta in March 1980, Fiti(ierald

concluded her analysis of the history textbooks with the query "What
shall he done?" She said that the lack of Consensus and lack of a
"common mythOlogy" in the texts was not a had thing: We should teach cA'

history as the story of the past, not to "deyelop values" or impose a
"catechism," History teaching should he put hack where it belongs
with the teacher.

Hut I wonder. Is tt lair to pass over the basic ideas of the American
democratic constitutional order as a "common mythology"? Or the
deYelopment of common eiic Yalues as simply -preaching a

catechism"' I do not helieve we can leave it at that. In the face of the
resurgence of a Nev. Right in politics, economies, and religion: in t he
face of the growth nt what Common Cause calls the "special-interest
state" and single-issue politics: in the face of the prospect of a turning
point in international affairs arising from the Islamic revolution in Iran
and the Communist revolution in Afghanistan, we must reexamine
once again the Fundamental questions about education and citi/enship.

are swept into the swirling educational rapids of the 1980s,
avoid on the one hand the Charybdis whirlpool of

nationalistic ongosm, of religious fervor calling for Holy War at home
rnd dhroa ilithoritarion witch-hunting, or of pugnacious
niurionsm, and on the other hand the rock of Scylla: apathy,
indifference, self-indulgence, blandness, and tlerynusnessaboutdeaing



w rttt conii k st Iii (

third set of cur ; ants that
outs And, titian% htrtt dt we cope with a
lets its in the middle of the channel. that is,

the preoccupation tat protession and public alike with the numerous rip-
tides concerning the purposes and practices of education? I hey bubble

up all around us in the torm of "alternato.es.- "student centeredness,
: klwil fum2 "Wes.- -heha, ohiecmc.s,"

"tulfilling student needs." "teacher centering," "a parenting

,:urriculorn." competency -hosed teacher education," and the

mundaceted enticements of a curriculum smorgasbord. N ow .1 do not

mean to imply that all of our scattered and tragmented ettorts to make
the school curriculum llevible and diverse and innovative and relevant
are unimportant. Far from it. But let me try to make my point asclearly

a" I San
eral maim- pi.ofessional education organizations hate drawn up

and circulated a statement called Organi:ations /or the Essentials of

which they have collectively- endorsed. the organization,
include the .Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
the National Council for the Social Studies, the National Council of

eachers of English, the International Reading Association, the
National Association of Elementary School Principals, the National
Science I cachets .Association, and the organizatiot servig teachers of
mathematics, art, music, foreign languages, speect , health andphysical

education. I take it the major purpose of such a statement by these
main-line organizations interested in the school curriculum is to resist
ease formulas or pressures for hack to the basics, minimal competency
testing, and simplistic emphasis upon survival skills. They are arguing
that American society must reaffirm the value of a balanced education
resting upon the interdependence of skills and subject matter content of
all the essential studies in the school curriculum. Let me quote three key

sentences:
What, then, are the essentials of education'? Educators agree that the

overarching goal of education is to develop informed, thinking
citizens capable of participating in both domestic and world affairs,
I he development of such citizens depends not only upon education
for citizenship but also upon other essential, of education shared by

all subjects.
I think that this is an excellent short statementT hope that educators

do agree. But note what I would underline: the "overarching goat* is
developing "informed, thinking citizens." The opening sentence of the

1979 revised curriculum guidelines of the National Council for the
Social Studies is very similar:

Ube basic goal of social studies education is to prepare young people

to he htuntine rational, participating citizens in a world that is
becoming increasingly interdependent.

1 he overarching goal: the haste goal. That is why I argue that



education !-i Litizenship IN the primary purposenfunrsersaleducation.
t is not solely not plutiattly to serve the sell -tultillment of indisiduals,

or to develop the mind for its own sake, or to get a ioh, or to get into
college these latter purposes hate conic to he important goals of
education in the but the fundamental reason that some of the

,inders ot !his 1-t-,:puhlic called for puhlic schooling was that the
eciticanon of all the people was cyst-mod/ for the achievement and
mainft ,trice of a republican form of government: !his purpose has
been paramount in much of the subsequent ettorts to establish a truly
inns ersal, tree, common system of public schools. as I tried w show in
Chapter 3.

let me come hack to the prcvitausly mentioned statement,
HrViltiL'afir I rr 4.111011. After the general
proposition that [he r. rching goal of education is to develop
informed, thinking citizens, this is how the statement defines the
essentials

I ore specif walls , the essentials of education include the ability
to use language. to think, and to communicate effectively:
tci use mathematical knowledge and methods to solve
problems.
to reason logically:
to use abstractions and s, mhols with power and ease:
to apply and to understand scientific knowledge
met hods:
to make
limitations
to express on

use technology and to understand

elf through the ar and to unders

and

rid the
artistic expressions of others
to understand other languages and culture.
to understand spatial relationships;
to apply knowledge about health, nutrition, and physical
activity
to acquire he capacity to meet unexpected challenges:
to make informed value judgments:
to recognize and to use one's full learning potential;
to prepare to go on learning for a lifetime.
I think this is an excellent short statement of the essentials '-

the educated person. It should appeal to the vast majority of the
educational profession. But what happened to the overarching goal of
developing citi:en8? All of these "essentiaJs" will surely' stand citizens in
good stead. but I do not see that this statenient, or any number of other
curriculum guides I have seen, tries to make explicit what the meaning
of citizenship is or should he, what explicit roles public citizens (as
distinguished from private persons) should play in social and political



It: I do not t Ind niu_ tt clue to hat our " intctrmeJ. thinking cal
should he informed ot think about in his or her role nt 111:01, I lino 111

hint as tto % hat kind ot society' or government it is that this citizen is

being prepared to participate in.
,_;mte prepared to admit that it mat he unfair to criticize this

snort statement lor not doing yy hat it possihl% did not intend ti do Hut I

mink representatiye it maw.. many other curriculum
Ntaternem, about the goals it I:0 kliJI1011: \. tide it does lay claim to

education's primary goal it preparing citizens, m% argument is that we
must now. more than ever, take seriously our claim that we are
preparing citizens rhis goal mat not monopolize all of what we try to

in the schools. but It should come a., the highest priority throughout
the years ot schooling. 7%-lan% professional education associations arc
"person-oriented.- and this is slack- to the good. Hut now I think they
-should become more concerned about the person-as-citizen.

I he hash: ideas and % alues tot citizenship should become the core of

know ledge, thinking, and participation that make up the curriculum
design tor the educated Owen, I do not mean simply the moralistic
preachments that FitzGerald makes tun of. Indeed. I would not mock
the good intentions ot those in the past who identified good citizenship

in the schools with the el fort to make good little boys and girls. this is

not what I mean. Nor do I mean the long lists of general goals and
purposes, or hehav ioral objectives, or specific competencies, or learning

activities, or process skills that typically make up the scope and
sequence plans drawn up by state or local curriculum committees.

I mean that the fundamental ideas and values upon which our
ccon.stituttonal order is built should be the core of sustained and explicit

study, based upon realistic, scholarly knowledge, and searching
criticism carried on throughout the school t=ears from kindergarten
through high school and the years of liberal geileral education in
college. .Now it is perfectly- clear that there will not be universal
agreement as to what these key ideas and values are, and it is clear that

there will not he and should not he a single curriculum design imposed

upon all schools in the nation. Rut 1 think that the profession should he
trying much more rigorously and vigorously to become sophisticated
and explicit about the substantive concepts and ideas that form the

common core of American citizenship. In Chapter 4 1 outline some
significant movements toward this goal. In Chapter 5 I have used the

term "L:mot:rune co, ie values to define what I believe should he the

ciire of citizenship education in the schools.
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ink throueh and do ,omething about imprtk
edmvation in ,chools arld eorntmnties.

. pre,eic, her a tiloi ough stematic de cription at
)rnentu tn. I shall,impIv mention same of the major groups

that e been invoked. .As I go along. I shall mention some of the ket
report, or Jocmments that spell Out in .,orne detail the general trends or
nartleular activities. rha.; is more a personal report than an ex haustk e
Nun. et Set eral usciul surkevs at the -state at the art- have already been
;nitr: !ken.' I k ()mid like to refer first to des clopments initiated by
eeral pro: sional associations, private foundations, and go% ernment
lunch:, then to outline some the principal innovative
approaches to civic education.

The Gathering Momentum
\rriong professional associations I found three that seemed to me to

he most active during the past decade. the first is the :American Political
Seience Association I.APS.A), which reversed its fairk long-standmg
position at ignoring the latter school, F.t appointing its Pre-Collegiate
C'ummittee in 1970. I hate already mentioned its survey of civic .1rid
government programs in the elementary and secondary schools.
Supported ht it grant tram the National Science Foundation, the
Committee hegan its Political Science Course ( (Intent Improvement
Proreet `Ipon...4)ro.lin%estii!atIons or the political Icarnina proce!o,c,
elementary schi)ol children and the development at curriculum and
In:aCh rn2 rmth:na 1%; .an the decision-mak:Jilt! process, I Ills Atts done at the
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1:r-le or ha are members at AB:\ along V. tth an Ad% isary
at a do/en educators \, ha are especiall\

,:ancerned ,vith iti,enship education. I he Committee ha, injected into
current usage the term "lass related education" hs, khich 0 means the
effort to Impioe the cinienship knowledge, skills, and attitudes of

n:h bs prarnocing, ail tinderst,tiltItIg 00 hiss, the legal
the leQa1 stem, and the fundamental principles and alues

tl IA hich the are 'na,,ed.
the leadcrs'-.!p first Ilennirte and then at 7sorman
- staff at the Committee has heen eri, (Acta, e in plOMOtIng

can nves. noiding meetings, publishme %korking paper, directories,
and guidelines ti, stimulate school srstems, indaddual schools, and
tcachcc,, to tr' =ome farm at lay,-related education.' it does not have a
particular approach. curriculum, or methodology to promote, but tries

.u.it as a and catal% tic agent tor innoation in the field. !he
mother of protects. ranging from a toss teachers in a single school to
statcii% ide programs, has mushroomed front around 100 in 1971 to
somethinif hetwecn 4011 and 500 in 1975: and statcy. ;di: programs hay
e,ipanated : ram tine or six states in 1971 to as mans as 35 in 1978.

\ member of the \ i\Lk ball% Commission since I976, I can
testify hi the value regular interchange of ideas among law vers
and eduea of, I he nprocal teaching and learning that takes place in
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disciplines, but also the methods of inquiry emploved by the
practicing scholar !the -new- social studies of the 1900s). Rather than
focusing on :specific problems that the on/en might face, the approach
assumes that mastery of developed scholarly' system., will help the
cauen understand unforeseeable, particular problems in civic matters
as they arise

Often, the teaching of the disciplines is not ads ocated on grounds of
direct relevance to the exercise of active cituenshm. Instead, it has
been argued that disciplined scholarship reveals the best thinking
educators have to otter in the human search for truth. in spite of a
plethora of proposals to relax the dominance of history and social
science in cinienship education, these disciplines remain the staple,
prevailing approach in secondary curricula and in the preparation of
teachers.
tau-mated education. The earliest forms of law-related education
emphasised the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, the structure of
federal, state, and local government often in a ninth-grade civics
course or a later course in American government. More recently a
major national effort, supported by such groups as the American Bar
Association and the Constitutional Rights Foundation, has tried to
revitalise and expand the teaching of fundamentals of legal process,

he movement offers diverse projects on legal concepts particular
controversies arising out of the Bill of Rights, the system of juvenile
justice, techniques of legislative lobbying, judicial reasoning in case
law. as that apply particularly to youth, problems of law
enforcement agencies, and other topics, The projects produce
curriculum that can he inserted into existing courses as well as
materials that stand on their own as separate courses in legal process.
Protects vary in depth. detail, self-sufficiency, and the extent to which
they encourage students to adopt a critical posture or one of
unquestioning obedience and respect. In contrast to the disciplines
approach, the goal of law-related education could he characterised
not as-a search for t ruth and understanding but as an effort to preserve
and make more just t he role of law in a democratic society.
Social problems. This approach concentrates on particular social
issues of current or predicted importance in the students' lives, such as
war. crime, discrimination, poverty, pollution, drugs, and energy [the
"new" social studies of the 19704 The knowledge from the disciplines
and about legal process may he used to clarify such problems, but the
problem (not the discipline or the legal material) is the focus of study
The assumption here is that to deliberate adequately on social
problems, the el:lien needs practice in grappling with the specifics -if
actual social issues: (How should consumers be protected? What
alternatives to welfare are available? What are the effects of racial
busing?) This approach has been adopted in Problems of Democracy
courses, and more recently in separate, discrete courses on problems
like those iust mentioned.
Critical thinks Like democracy and motherhood, critical thinking
in cui/enshm education is endorsed by almost everyone. The criticid



calf en Is pottrascd as someone who czinnot be deceived or

manipulated by leaflets and the media but w ho reaches autonomous

conclusions and can rationally lustily them to others, tie is aware of

basic assumptions in his own position, the possibility of bias or

sett:opt e perception, and incompleteness of information. 10 arrive at

this point, the citizen needs a thlfAm_4 rrocT,,, chit helps

distinguish among different types 01 issues, a process that offers a

method for testing and evaluating empirical clams, logical interences,

definitional statements, value judgments, and so on.

Separate courses on critical thinking ate rare. the requisite skills, if

taught at all, are taught usually in connection with a particular subject

such as history, economics, or social problems. The teaching of

inquiry skills in the social sciences often is equated with critical

thinking, but some scholars have suggested that the specific

intellectual operations required for critical thinking about citizenship

differ in important was from those of other kinds of critical thinking:

In this sense the critical thinking approach has as much potential for

diversity as any of the approaches reviewed thus far.

Valtre darilicanon. Fo the extent that civic problems result m

contusion mer values, educators might relieve personal and social

stress by helping individuals clarify their own ultimate values. 't he

goal of values clarification is to help people to become "purposeful.

enthusiastic, and positive,' and to direct their lives autonomously

through a process of deliberate "choosing, prizing, and acting."

Students try to discover what they value by making their own
decisions in various dilemmas and trying to determine whether their

ns were actually frcelv-arriyed at, with due consideration of

alternatives. They try to determine whether they price their decision.

would proclaim it publicly, and would act on it consistently. Values

clarification exercises may be added to existing courses or taught in

special courses on values, The issues called up for scrutiny in this

approach can include, but need not concentrate upon, problems of

public
Moral development. Kohlberg and associates see moral development

not as preaching but as progress along a naturally occurring

psychological path, which leads from the lower "preconventional" to

"conventional" to the higher "principled" forms of moral reasoning. It

is alleged, for example, that the principles enunciated in the

I -ieclaration of Independence. the Constitution. and the Ilili of Rights

can be understood only by people who have attained higher stages in

cognitive AleYelopment. Kohlberg argues that the higli1Jr, principled

types of reasoning are ethically and epistemologically better than the

lower stages. The higher stages signify a concern for social contract,

equal liberty, and more generally the principles of justice that a

democracy presumably aspires to attain.

In this approach students are presented with moral dilemmas (such

as a man trying to decide whether to steal an overpriced drug to save

his dying wile), and are asked to reason with each other about the

morally right_ solotiori According to the theory, students will

I 02,



tliscoter Inttfrklili their r as they i trritririit persons B.

reason at higher stages I he desire to resnilt4 conflicts and mote
toward a consistent position will lead to adoption of noire
sophisticated reasoning patterns: In contrast to values clardietmon
(suggesting a relato. eine. nomudgmental philosophy in which all

iespon,es AIL! .ut}pi!iteii r. v Inc %lathed. Ulm deyelopment
recognizes certain ty nes or reasoning as inn% ersall% better than otheis
and seeks to tot %time students !nom the lower to the higher levels.

ilMfPninif et,nt All six approaches above call for
instruction in the school and a style of learning based target% tin
abstract analysis and scrhal cimimunication (iincerned that such
curricula tend to isolate students from experience in the "real world,"
,icocates of community !mob. ement try to miwe students into the
nonschoo: communist in order to ithsere social process as it occurs.
to make surNeys iris community needs and problems, to render
%olunt::cr ,cr% Ice tin social agencies. to cfCatc nn. youth-operated
programs. to participate in electoral politics and community
organization, and to participate in other tormsot direct etti;en action,
in% okernent and participation are emphasized not as substitutes for

lid' and reflection, but as insurance that stud% and reflection still he
directed toward realities and participation skills.

immunity myolvement curricula can reflect different ideologies.
Volunteer service in social agencies could he promoted, for example.
as ain attempt to hudd altruistic behavior, as a way to give students a
sense of worth and to enhance self-esteem as a technique for raising
student consciousness about contradictions and injustice in society. or
as a method of patenting and co-opting youth rebellion. All the
ideologies have in common a belief in "learning by doing,"
-experiential learning," or dealing with concrete "here any!
now" realities.
InvitmeHruil vciuh91 reiirr,O. The structure and general qar ality 01 hie
in school may haste more impact on citizenship than does the otticial
curriculum or course content, Critics who agree that the "hidden
curriculum" is educationally dysfunctional may ditter as to the
appropriate direction for institutional reform. liberal critics claim
that one cannot teach democracy in an authoritarian institution and
that the school should, therefore, be reformed to give students Lull
rights of citizenship. this would include a meaningful role (not
necessarily unilateral powcri in the gosernance of the in,otution, and
the right its all the constitutional protections afforded adult citizens.
In exercising responsibility for their own education and resulting
inevitable conflicts in governing ii public institution, students would
learn better how to function responsibly in the society.

Conservatiye critics. on the other hand, claim that formal education
implies an authoritarian strucru.-z.. Students are required to attend
school precisely because they are judged incompetent to perform the
role nit responsible adult citizens. One should not mislead students
into believing they have full rights of citizenship, but should teach
them to obey and to respect the authority that legitimately governs



them until thev gain their citizenship right
diploma Or reaclung the age at yy hich the societ

by cotter earning :1
udges them -mature-

enough to participate). while some consersito, S might endorse

expansion of students' rights to due process in disciplinary matters.

they Nould he unlikely to relinquish authority to students for

go%ernuig the Nk'iltAli 01 tot p(C1.--flhIng education:1i practice 1=

I agree with Newmann that the approaches that seem most pro 'sing

for a r e 1%al of the civic learning are law-related education, moral

development. and .mutiny invo, ernent. I would also include what

he calls institutional school reform, if it involves deliberate effor

democratize the school community. I will try to explain later mv

reasons for emphasizing these four approaches. The need to he more

rigorously concerned about the distinctive political meaning of

citizenship education is further illustrated by one more composite list of

content area or approaches that are presumed to he associated with

citizenship education. Drawing upon several sources. 1,eArm Meyer

identifies the folloWing:
I Academic disciplines history and political -ience

2 social problems
critical thinking decision making

4 Values clarification and skills concrete hies

s, Eihtes moral development
h Community involvement: action skills community education

7_ Lau-related education
Economic.; free enterprise education
olohal perspectives education

Id. Family-related education
I Ntulti-ethnic education, pluralism

12. Personal development and social ills; pro: 411 hehasioral

training.
I-his does not include other social studies concerns, such as the

academic disciplines of sociology and psychology, career awareness

development, consumer education, and environmental and energy

education although some persons would include one or more of these

items on the list also,
I his may riot even he the complete laundry list, but it will do to

illustrate the "overload" that ha, been heaped upon schools bv

concerned puhlic and professional interests. From my perspective and

experience in the past fit e years, I see more hope for civic education in

protects that now come under the heading of moral development, law-

related education, and community inwivement than in the others. 1

also see great value in those aspects of the academic disciplines, the

stud% of pressing social problems, decision making. global perspectives,

and mult-i\ethnie education that stress the public and political issues

involved in [hem. The test I would use is whether or not the content and

approach deal primarily with issues of political policy. Much interesting
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and tthtabie _now ledge may he achiey ed in the other ap but it
ma). OF Ind\ not he pk-iperly focused upon citizenship education. I see
little point in trying to stretch the scope of cis ie education to include
such pm, ate activities as values clarification, familv-related education,
or per.onal development and social gain, these may be pertectly
useful, interesting. and personally rewarding densities, but I think we
sItnnld concentrate on the prime:op/it/cat purposes ot cRiceducation. We
should not dilute it V. ith an array of efforts directed at what Newmann
calls the "economic mission" of schooling (concentrating on the virtues

the tree enterprise system or on the student as producer and
nsumer of goods and sery or the -psychological mission-
ildating indoddual cognitive_ aftectise growth), or the -cultural

mission- (transmitting broad asp_ e-t I the human search for truth,
beauty, and goodness ).'4

I believe that the main burden of co.n. education is covered in three
chapters in the pre\ musk. mentioned National I ask Force report, those
by Stephen K. Bailey on the enseloping polity; by Howard D,
Mehlinger on the crisis in civic education: and In Isidore Starr on the

_Hy to come to terms with five hasic political ideas: libertv,justice.
equality, property, and power.:` !hese ssriters statements are good
examples of fundamental assumptions underlying a law-related
approach to citirenship education.

For my own part. I have found one of the most important,
of this approaTh to he the Law in a Free Society project, under the
direction of Charles Quigley. It is a civic education project sponsored by'
the State Bar of California and principally funded by the National
Fridow :trent tor the Humanities and the Danforth Foundation. The
project's atilliation with the State liar of California is a powerful aid in
attracting widesprijad public recognition to its potential significance. At
the same time, its executive committee of lawyers and educators has
been able to maintain intellectual and ideological autonomy from
special interest intervention because of its respect for high standards of
scholarship m the fields of political science, history, law, philosophy,
and literature.

I he Lay). in a Free tisicietr resources include lesson plans, cast hooks,
course outlines, teachers' guidelines, and multimedia instructional
materials organiied around eight basic concepts that lie at the heart ola
tree -society': authority, justice, freedom, participation, reTonsibility,
dkersitY, privacy, and property.. These fundamental ideas of a
democratic political community are used as the basis for helping
students realm: 'he values and the knowledge necessary for effective
cm/en:hip.

I he I as in a Free Society project has produced anti ass i-rtiriated
highly literate curriculum materials that have been extensively field-
tested in schools in California and elsewhere. They have been orgi mied



into f ise-weck units designed to he used in regular social studies courses

from kindergarten thi ugh twelfth grade.
Inserviee courses for teachers have been conducted in many parts of

California and elsewhere. Lawyers, judges, and criminal justice
personnel as well a other community members often take part in these

workshops. I am greatly attracted to the concepts and the supporting

materials. The are exceptionally well organised, clear, and

meaningful. Iheir influence on ms own views will be evident in Chapter

5

There are other _ _mples of excellent and creative materials being

developed by law - related education projects. I have a high regard far
the Constitutional Rights Foundation in 1.os Angeles under the leader-
ship of Vivian Monroe and Todd Clark, and for its quarterly periodical Bill

Rleht. in -ktion and its volumes on "living law,- Criminal Justice
and Yivil Justice. There are still other projects that appeal to students

because of their practical relevance to the juvenile justice system and to

legal matters that affect youth and their families. Some of the better
known are the Institute' for Political and Legal Education in New
Jersey, the Cititenship Development Program at the Mershon Center at

Ohio State University, and the National Street Law Institute in
Washington, D.C.

In addition to the Law in a Free Society project, I have had the

opportunity to become personally acquainted with several civic

education projects using an approach generally referred to as moral
development and associated with the work of Lawrence Kohlberg of

University. It is a part of a renewed public and professional

intere. st in the teaching of values, but it is to be distinguished from the
"values clarification" movement that gained widespread popularity in

the late 1960s and early 1970s ,ler the impetus especially of Sidney B.

Simon at the University of Tvlassachusetts. Like many others. I find the
values clarification approach largely a matter of self-revelation and self

understanding but of little import for civic education,
uite different is Kohiberg's theory of moral development, whose

research on the sequential stages of moral development has particular
relevance to civic education. He has personally been involved in
applying his theory to civic education at the high school in Cambridge,

Mass,. and variations on the theme have been carried out by Ralph
Mosher of Boston University at the high school in Brookline, Mass.,

and by Edwin Fenton of Carnegie-Mellon University at several high

schools in the Pittsburgh area, in Bakersfield. Cal., and elsewhere.

While visiting schools in Cambridge, Brookline, and Pittsburgh./ I
hecamc acquainted with the principal consultants and several of their

staff members and teachers,
In each case Kohlberg's stages of moral development provide the

theoretical foundation for an effort to reform the curriculum in social
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studies d English ['sing hypothetical and real moral dilemmas with
discussion-centered teaching, the goal is to establish a democratic
community for the students and teachers by dealing with actual
problems that involve the rules and regulations that guide their public
hses. Kiihlberg's theory of the stages 01 moral development has
attracted enormous attention m the academic yyorld, and it is not
without its critics. But if it contributes to actual changes in curriculum
and in school governanee, it may turn out to he an important entalyst in
the revisal of civic learning in the schools.

Kohlberg's stages of moral development are not intended to he taught
to students or to he used as a test of their individual development. For
an excellent analysis of Kohlberg, I recommend the chapter by Edwin
Fenton in the l'ask force report.lr

According to Ko:Ilberg, at stages I and 2 (pre-conYentional level)
people tend to think about and act on moral issues on the bases of fe a t of
punishment, or desire for reward, or exchange of favors. In stages 3 and
4 (con% entional level) they think and act on moral issues on the basis of
maintaining the expectations held out for them or duties imposed upon
them by authorities for the sake of the good of the order. In stages 5 and
6 (principled level) people think and act on the basis of moral p,
genuinely accepted by the individual rather than on the basis of simply
conforming to the authority of the group. Stage 5 is the stage of the
social contract and human lights (for example, the Declaration of
independence and the [!.S, Constitution); and stage 6 is the stage of
universal ethical principles pertaining to liberty, equality, and justice.
Advocates of Kohlberg's theory argue that the most Meetly e teaching
of values can he undertaken by direct confrontation of moral decisions
in open discussions among teachers and students. Such a process,
conducted in the setting of a "just community." will move students from
lower levei,; to higher stages of development.

Much of the criticism of Kohlberg's stage theory has to do with the
claim that people in all societies move sequentially from a lower stage to
a higher stage in moral reasoning,!' 'Fhe universality of application of
the theory to all cultures is questioned, as is the assumption that the
higher stages are morally "better" than the lower ones. Philosophers
and psychologists have widely debated the theory. Kohlberg himself has
eased some of the criticism by announcing in August 1978 at the
National Conference on Civic Education held in Marina del Rey,
California, that he had removed stage 6 for lack of empirical validation.
I do not believe that the removal of stage destroys the usefulness of the
stage theory for civic education, since stage 5 is the level to he sought in
most matters dealing with citizenship.

Whether or not Kohlberg's stage theory holds for all cultures or
whether all individuals progress from one level to another in rigid
sequential order, it seems to me that the theory provides a reasonable
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etul iramework tor teachers. tehoshould head:

tit rules and moral norms and not just "knowledge

dispensers" or "process Licilitators." I helieve that teachers should he
able to recognize that students at lower stages of moral development are

essentially ego-centered and sell-cen wed, and at the middle stages the

ire tap centered (larroll., neighborhood) but that thra purl

eft L.O. education Is (0 nws students toward the %aloe claims at
democracy based upon the principles of justice, equality, Ireedom, and

the like. I hese are among the basic goals of civic education. I try to spell

them out a hit more in Chapter 5.
fhe Cluster School at Cambridge High School began in 1974 as an

alternative school that attempted to implement Kohlberg's theory.

the request of parent.s. Kohlberg was asked to he a consultant. The

curriculum consisted tit core program of studies in the social studies
and English during halt of each day. The curriculum was structured
around discussion of moral dilemmas yvhile "community meetings" were

deYoted to soly ing immediate problems arising from the self-

oRernance tit the Cluster School. The school had some 60 students and

lice teachers in grades 9 through 12. and each student and each teacher
had one sate in the community meetings. The students were about 500

inner-env blacks. 3)1 intellectual types from academic households,
and 20,-; whites tram working, -class homes.

Kohlberg relates that the community meetings in the first year were
almost pure chaos and anarchy- as the group faced continuing "rip-offs."
the community finally made rules against stealing, but there was very

little !rust during that first year. In the second Year some students
recognized that the stealing was their fault and that they ought to help

each other to do better. By the third year the stealing had virtually
disappeared as the process of "community building" took effect. And by

the fourth year a constitution and bill of rights were formulated that set

out the rules-and behavior of a "just" community. There were, to be

sure, some who still refused to sign the contract (the extreme
pro,atists) and some who still argued that each person or small group
should. make up individual constitutions (Inc extreme pluralists). Rut
on the vinole.. there' was a great deal of movement In thought and action

from the lower stages of self-interest and disregard for others to the
higher stages of community- concern. I had the good fortune to visit the
school in the spring and again in the fall of 1977 (the third year). Even in

that short period of time I could see the evidence of an increase in

orderly participation in the meetings and greater omitment of the

students to the decisions made.
Planning by the Cambridge superintendent of schools and his staff

began in 1978 to reorganize the new high school into "house" plans that

might incorporate many of the self - governance ideas of the Cluster
School, including special attention to community' meetings and a
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reynahred and genuine student goyernmen a steering
,2oniunitec to meet regularlt with the principal and tuperintendent.
earupus hte committee. a fairness committee. guidance committee,
.ind the like II adopted this plan could make the Cluster S.,-hool et en
more or a model for kit:wok:ran/Mg schools than it now is.

I he School \Vithin a S,.hool at Blooklme I Massachusetts) High
schi:ol, an alternatite program of some J-k) students and tour stall
memhers, has adopted Kohlherg's community meeting idea, but is
distlrtctitc in that it reflects the guidance and counseling orientation of
the ehtef consultant. Ralph Mosher. detelopmental pstehologist at
Hoskin l nitersitt liuch emphasis is put upon democratic goterna-ree
through the regular community meetings. After two tears the students
themselt es toted to make attendance compulsory.

(ireat stress has been put upon the detelopment of materials ht the
English and social tudies teachers and by the guidance counselors
rather than by central office staff) to make the curriculum and the

discussions litelt and significant for the moral detelopment of
I was particularlY impressed ht the syllahus. "American Histort to
Ntodern I )ress.' which gat,: special attention to moral dilemmas to he
discussed in class. It tou had been on the U.S. Supreme Caurt, how
would too hate toted m the Ored Scoll decision or the Pullman strike
case') I iihserted a "constitutional convention" in tvhich each delegate
first represented hi-s colonial constituency, as close to the historical
record as possible. and then the clock was turned forward and t:ach was
to judge how he or she tvould vote today and why. One of t he teachers in
the middle school teas dey eloping stunt materials on the holocaust long
before it became a matter of wide public involvement.

I he project relies heavily on the counseling role of Mosher and his
participant-ohserter assistants and has the hacking of the central office
administrators (superintendent. director of social studies, director of
guidance. and director of personnel services), as (tell'as the teachers
both inside and outside the School Within a School. l'he teaching is
rumarkablt lick and engrossing; the staff are keen to train other
teachers, and (het hate had remarkable success in conducting
workshops tor other school systems. Ot particular interest is the effort
to extend the moral development approach and participatory
got ernance to the middle grades (6 througl, 8). There has been much
consultation and interconnection with the Cambridge Cluster School

l.nder the leadership of Edwin Ferfton., professor of history and
social studies at Carnegie-Mellon E'niversitv. five high schools in
Pittsburgh and two in Bakersfield, California, have established
alternative programs called Civic Education School,. Fenton is an
enthusiastic supporter of the Kohlhergan theories of moral
detelopment and democratic school governance. The three elements in



the civic oduca:ion programs are social studies, _righsh, and

community meetings.
Fenton's tilt as a historian is toward systematie knowledge, which is

le%,ealed in thc curricular materials used in all participatingschools l he

tenth -grade courses in social studies stress sociological concepts, and

the cies enth-erade curriculum locuses on American history. Both

attempt to combine rigorous scholarship with moral dilemma
discussions. Similarly, the tenth-grade English course stresses the moral

and ethical concerns revealed in world literature, with emphasis upon a

growing sense of community as a central theme. Special efforts are
made to show connections with the social studies curriculum. the
eleventh-grade Friglish curriculum attempts the same approach in
American literature with the central theme being the search for justice

in the U.S.
One of the most distinctive elements in Fen ton's approach is the staff

development workshop conducted for 15 weeks for 60 to 70 persons

who are or will he teachers in the several civic education units.
Administrators, students, and interested colleagues also join in (he
program of reading, lecture, discussion, and demonstration that focuses

upon his use goals of civic education: participating skills, personal
development, basic intellectual skills, development of democratic

values (Kohlberg's stages), and acquisition of knowledge. The
Carnegie-Mellon project has the unique opportunity to judge the
relative values of the approach for a variety of communities, ranging
from middle- and upper-class public high schools to working-class
neighborhoods -served by Catholic as well as public high schools.

Fenton reports that most adult Americans think at the middle stages

3 and 4 of conventional thought (conforming to group expectations),
and only a small minority (5ri to 101') attain full stage 5 thought, i.e..

the level of thought required to understand and act upon the principles

of the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and the Bill of
Rights. The transition to stage 5 takes place, if at all, when people are in

their late teens or early twenties. If American youth are ever to reach the

higher stages of moral development, then a liberal education should
include deliberate efforts to develop a civic morality among all high

school and college students not simply "clarifying one's values," not

simply acquiring a breadth of political knowledge, not simply
acquaintance with the history and structure of government in the past.

If we ;are to continue to have mass secondary and higher education, and

I think we must, there must he a common civic core to it. If we are to

continue to have a democratic political community, the schools and
college6. MIAt give priority to their civic task.

Although I have not visited the project called the Ethical Quest in a'

Democratic Society in the Tacoma (Washington) Public Schools, I
Nave found their materials developed by local teachers most interesting
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and challenging I he I.Lcuiita project is perhaps the largest moral
education program it the coiltltrt , enlisting some 100 teachers from all
grade leitels and supported ht the National Fndov,ment for the
Humanities since Lrf,. It has ben:rued trout the iaork of Valph Atv.:1-ler
at Hoskin Lnisersity and of Norman A. Sprtnthall at the UnocrsitY of
Minnesota I he proieet. under the leadcuship of Paul .1. Sullo an,
director. and !start, I )ockstader, resource coordinator, hats
concentrated on the moral issues that arise in the eyrsting currioulum in
the Fnglish, social .studies, and health courses. One of the instructive
lessons to he learned from the I aconla project 4, as its success in
achito ing broad community support ia hen it charged in its earls
days ht consertatne religious and political groups with irreligion and
radiealtsnt i he hoard of education, the advisory committee. and
religious and community groups all came to the support of the project.!`

I he third major element in the revisal of is is education is ghat I
prefer to call "citizen participation,- although the terms "citizen
ntnitrnl nits" communui, participanon,- and -cm/en action- are also

commonly used Whatever the term, authorities agree that :here has
been an almost explosive expansion t11 citizen effort to influence public
policies during the past decade or two involving thousands of grassroots
ne!ohh,-orhood organizations and block associations, hundreds of
national public- interest and snecial-interest groups, and consumer
groups. Here I find Stuart Langton's definition .and distinctions useful:

.1.1/cti participation refers to purposef ul activities in IA hich ettirens
take art Irl relation to yno.ernment

I his emphasis upon participation in affairs related t //mew
goes a .imitation that helps to keep the meaning of titiienship
education Uithin reasonable hounds and defines a range of actttit es for
iti,hr:h education should prepare citirens. Langton classifies four types
it citi,-en participation:

I ( mzen action, iv hien is inin, ed and controlled by eitwens for
purposes that the- determtne. I ht, category tnyoteN,,
lohh, mg, public athocacy, and protest.

teen trivotvement, to.hiell rs initiated and controlled ht-
4,,,,'Immem improc and or gain support tor decisions, programs,
or sees ices. I-his category mvolves,such activities as public hearings,
consultation vNith ads isory committees, and attitudinal sursevs.

1-khich is initiated and controlled ht
ako,ernment according tits last in order to e'eet represemaines and you.:
on pertinent issue, 1 his cat,tgory intoth,e%sucli acto,ine as oungand
+s rkin f or a political candidate Or in support or opposition to an

uch mseilses the mandator. responsibili-
ties that ire the legal ohligations of citienship. I hiscategoo include: ech

Rtt p isitig taxes. fort tfut. , and nuhtttry ser "
I I ,,yould add ,:ornintisor, schooi attendance I



I his .11 /M 1 11 1
arimpation prof Ides a useful

framework in k ofink pi guanis mand communities

he carried out tine example at QUI/en education through
p.,trtipation is a program in the public schools of Minneapolis called

Attirrumg Our City Together I AC I f under the direction of Diatie

Ile dun and (an Conrad at the ( criter lof `torah 1)ey elopment and

Research at the I nicersit I Minnesota.:1 the fundamental

assumptions of the plower are that coring people are iio'rciem !row, not

merel% people preparing for cuirenship. As caliens, adolescents can
contribute significantly to i he welfare of their communities, ideally by

pertorming tasks that both the community and the students find

worthwhile rn sowing social problems. Youth benefit tram the
opportunity to participate as cituens: learning requires action: schools

should fat:Mt:ate % auth participation in commumt% affairs in a nuinber

at wars, including political action but also through acme Yolunieer
stir\ Ice and community protects 1 health, United Way, Red Cross,

Chamber Commerce, and the like). Youth participation should he a

central iti;redient in colic education.
An etti_qt is made to infuse action learning practices into a wide range

of courses in maw. for all) iumor and senior logh schools in

Minneapolis I he student activities range from volunteer service on an

intermittent basis to longer term internships that carry academic credit.

I he interns I met performed a tarter[ of tasks: working in a nursing

nomc for the poor, working with deaf children. %corking as an aide to a

mathematics teacher in a parochial school, working, as a lahorutorc

assistant at the Veterans Administration. I was told by the city attorney

that he regularl% took his intern to court with him and sought his advice

in selecting lungs and on ocher matters. In some cases, whole new

courses on action learning and community iny olvement have

been estithlished. 1 imelY act it it), enthusiasm, and widespread

incaicemet are the hallmarks at the 'Minneapolis action learning

program.
NIthough the Minneapolis program is the only one I have had the

opportunity to ohserce firsthand, I also recommend the approach to
citiicnship education through inc-01%ement in the cal public attairs of
communities as set forth by Fred Newmann of the University of

n. an Madison in nic hook, [4ticatrim for Citi:en ctIon. tae
argues persilasicel% that "state-supported, publicly financed education
aught tii work for the maintenance and enhancement of democratic

polnlcat praLess- 1-t improving the :Milky of high school students to
P:Xert influence in public attairs, ie., those "issues of concern to groups
01 people to which institutions of goyernment should respond.-::
\ecc mann outlines a general secondary school curriculum that he
helloes could has c: the social political ohieetive of strengthening the

whole den consent sYstern.Nither than working toward specific
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),ds saach as the eh atanation,of poverty or improved medical
ear

director tit the Citizen Ilarticipation Curriculum proi,
Wisconsin Madison, Newmann has introduced a

oomprehenso, year-long course on competence in citizen action (tor
enth- or twelfth -grade %olunteersl m one of the Madison high

schools. l he new program is described at length in a book titled SAilivizi
Newmann and two of his doctoral students.:,

I ho, combine aspects of all the major approaches to civic education
into a structured, neark English and social studies program
for high school juniors and seniors. The three elements of the first
semester are a course in political legal process, a communication

irse, and a community service internship. In the second semester
students take an action-in-literature course, participate in a citizen
action prolect, and prepare a "public message" summaritingthe meaning
of the citizen action protects in which they have participated. This
approach is a fascinating one, well worth the close attention of
educators. Newmann is something of a gadfly, and as such is an
outstanding analyst and clarifier of the new civic education movement,

One final point. Participation by .students in real life public issues can
become a delicate, sensitive, and even explosive problem for the schools
in some communities. Essen studying about controversial :ssues can he
difficult for teachers and administrators in the face of aggressive
pressure groups. It the school appears to he siding with one special
interest against another, it may get caught in the middle. The situation
mar be cumpounded, if "action" to influence public issues becomes the
goal hevond simply "studving about" issues, Rut the effort should be
made it civic education is to be revitaliied. A distinction that appeals to
me between "issue politics" and the "public- interest Movement" is made
M. Da% id Cohen, president of Common Cause:

Issue politics is the practice of organumg around issues, no matter
what sal-vies are Inv olvcd. the public-mterest movement consumer,

ironmentalist. government reform, institution-related
o10,oullals deals %Id) those 'questions that are not ethically,

radicalk. sectionally, economically, or occupationatly dominant_
the public-interest molement as basically-An attempt at restoring

representational balance in our 'public institutions, It strives to change
our ,'.stem- h!, htUlding a- place for those voices that arc Often
unheard . Public-interest orgamjations are oaten defined as groups
that seek "common, colleenve, or public goods" that do not
excluso.elv, matenalk.. or selectiVely benefit their members. Open

nment. clean air, and freedom of information are examples of
coilecti,e goods -'

In Cohen's terms it seems to me that the public schools should he s
as an integral part (lithe public-interest movement, should draw upon it
for support, and should contribute to it by preparing Young citizens to
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take part tli and into Sake the polttteatl ststem toward openness,

stveness, diffusion 01 potter. manna actions. and minorn% rights. I like

ins ,tress On the need lies pt olcssionalisn. and pi olc,, sk ills in

promoting open got ernment
I he lessons of recent tears suggest that a healthy psiliiital system

nres art opm dectsion=m3k prleu%s And ,..kell=organd,
uteri action as a bulwark against a go%efrinWnt that is

dominated intluenced h% a % artet% ot ,pecial interests that ha% e

mastered the rules ,nt procedures and tten hate exclusive access to

certain public ottioals..., Because the structure or our pluralistic,
democratic torm ot got ernment stronglf tuvors special - interest

policies titer holistic policies, the public interest constituency. has a

slia! role to pia% AN an agenda setter and watchdog, It mils: continue

to press _government to take a comprehensive approach to polies
setting while working toward active and appropriate participation by

cal/ens.
I east Unit tcss accounts that provide a better sudement oldie goals

setting in skhtch etf te education of the schools should function:
Our most urgent challenge is to Seek to build a ociet' motivated

h% a sense of public purpose; a society based on hope, vision, and

contulene, one that reflects its institutions and is proud of them: a

societ% that shares %Miles and has a sense of the greater good.:'
fhe foregoing states admirably what I have been trying to say for the

past half-do/en years. When Carey NIcWilliams, then editor of the
Vorion, telephoned me at Teachers College in 1972 and asked if it was

about time that I addressed myself once again to the predicament of the
public schools: 1 agreed to do a piece on public education. I concluded

that article in the spring of 1973 with the argument that the prime goal

of public education was to serve the public purpose:
public school serves a public purpose rather than a private one It

is not maintained for the personal advantage or private gain ot the
teacher, the proprietor, or the hoard of managers: nor does it exist

simply for the emu% mem, happme!;s, 'or advancement or the
Iritim.duat s'udent or his parents, It may, indeed it should, enhance the

i.icacional competence, or upward social mohilitv. or persona!
development of individuals, but !Ohm were all a school attempted, the

nib could he done as well by a private school catering to particular

!ohs, or careers, or leisure-time employment.
Rather. the prime purpose of the public school is to serve the

general welfare of a democratic societ% , by -assuring that the

knowledge and understanding necessary td exercise the responsi-

bilities of ciwenship are not only made available but actively

inculcated "If," said Thomas Jefferson, "a nation expects to he

ignorant and tree, M a state of eivili/ation, it expects what never was

and never will he."
Achieving a sense it community is the essential purpose of public

education. This work cannot he lett to the vagaries of individual
parents. or small groups of like-minded parents, or particular interest
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it H 1 irl1,11,7 ti ,11,1\,,

,11%.,`[;its, HA 1101 dC1110,1,111,

retie thrcatcn the 'ter', olctal' it,'1!) \Ito!
motlarn ,eetoot V,1.11-ki are tOMtro two comlictine droty-

Multi national Limi', out it c'1,2
ri'!iuo. and linrmistit: group,. and. OH the dher.

!,01,t lie ,111%,=" ut piittctil,irHt tips that demand their t[Nk n chool,
tee :1::-1114 it dlift'11,:ni language,, religion, hellos. ethine

..:ti,tortus. or ;[,tgtonal aNPILith,11N.

r)e!It",,,,. that there ruma he a mohultrapin ii insist that the moil,
Conccurratc a, they rioter ha N. e below on the ta,t, ot budding a

,etor[ euttle eohettoon Jrnong all the people 01 the cournrk. I hp,
-.:[ttt;0! het:tone the chm priotitN for educational plannuag.curneulum
at-.elortnero. it ganitahon research, and experimentation. I ant not
,:a.ime tot 1 fICt, patriotism to law and order, nor tor lo[talt, ot,iths,
nor a tuolonalk Imposed eurrtculum in nor Bag salutes. nor
i[2,itation to prater, or pledges tu alleguince. Rut I do heltexe that stke
require the reneal it a cy.ic commitment that seeks to re\ er,e and
iu ercome the trend to segmented and disrunctilte -alternat0, es-
,er[..11-14 narrow or parochial or racist interests:

trir people are had'', di . tded and dipirtred 1 not dt,[moralued, hs;
trijir the underwent in the late 1960s and early 1970s. -lhey badly
need a spark to rekindle the sense of community. That is what the
French meant when they coined the term crvisme to denote the
prmciples of good cittircrishtp. the attitudes, virtues. and disposition
devoted to the cause of the French Revolution of 1789. It was from a
similar urgency that the founders of this count' y argued that a new
repuhlie needed an appropriately republican education to assure the
,rahillo and ,1,10:eSS ',11 a democratic government and democratic
Nociet: t he nation and the world are drastically different nearly 2(H)
sears later but that is only the more reason to concentrate on what the
new eiy ism should heand what the puhlie education system should do.

1 heheye the chief end of American public education is the
promotion oat a new co, ism appropriate to the principles of a just
society in the rnded States and a lust world community. We have
torgotten or simply mouthed these goals, now we must advance them
m full seriousnevs .,1'; the first order of business for the future.

Whatever else the general guidelines of the new civism should he,
they will he found by renewing the principles of justice, liberty, and
equality ,aammariied in the Bill of Rights of the Constitution and
applied to the states hr the Fourteenth Amendment. So far, the
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A recent o44asitin4 I argued that atter a,1 lye have heen through
as a nation in the past decade I should think we could noi, Lice
rontal!. and tr.mkiy the proposition that American education does

h..c i political rile to pertorm in achicy mg our historic idylls of
immunity Such a proposition ma' well he 6-1-Ill.:lied tram

ir erv,itiye right as hetne an effort to impose leftist ideology It
so lei conseryativ es 'tins candidly ,A here thes oppose equality (as
\ Atha!, darer has lust done in .4/ irmam 14s-criminal irm). It may

rom the radii:al left merely imposition lit rttiddle
ja'r's capitalist %;flue,, sir simplv as wishy =wash liberalism If so, let
radicals ,ipenis sas where thes oppose the constitutional freedoms
and due process It may sell he emu:tied hs empirical social. scientists
Or sockillv neutral scholars on the grounds that schools cannot effect
social change, schools simpls follow the dictates of society It so. let
neat say to ohat agencies they n mild entrust deliberate efforts

build and generate a sense if democratic political commiitutv.
I would argue that if the teaching profession of two to Cruse million

persons took seriously the authority of the enduring ideals,
sentiments. and moral commitments of our historic political
communits at its hc,tis ernhodied in the constitutional regime and
especialiy in the Hill of Rights, the schools and colleges of this country
ould mchilve the maiorits of people on behalf 01 putting into

pra. ur professed democratic ideals. I his could indeed amount to
a bask; social change But it would take the combined efforts of liberals
ti th: legal profession. the scholarls and public service professions,
he reform-minded wings of the political parties, labor. and the media,

th,: good cituen groups. the cis it rights and civil liberties organiza-
tions, he stiff dents, the cute- minded women's and ethnic groups.

In response to t.ie itge Counts' challenge of nearly 50 years ago, the
education profession by and large did nor dare to build a new social

itiileeti`.I..m i ie thought was too new
and the profession 1,cas too timid. Today the challenge is different; the
thought collectlye depenee is no longer new, and the
profession is surely mote .liant. I he challenge today is even more
political and cultural than it is economic. The challenge is to achieve
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sill be the conteict within which the economic decisions will he made.

1 his leases open tor studs such true -,r ions as kk healer in the future the
rhl ,hoidd tin in

(.tsar at capitalise:: 01 aicialism, economic planning bs gosernment or

tree rein tor the market state ask nershlp or prisate ownership

mliced ownership at essenttal industries, ,centralised control and

regulation or decentrali/ed autonoms or warld=order coordination 01

econctntie attairs. hierarchical management by gavel nmental or
corporate bureaucracies or participatory decision making by worker-

osi, net-, of these topics should he conidered: studied, and

discussed at appropriate levels in the schools and on the basis of the

best scholarship obtainable, scholarship that ranges across the full
lett to right. But shat the schools should do above all is

build positise commitments in thought and action to the

dernocra:le sasues of e liberal political communds and to the liberal

polweal processes alt the democratic constitutional order,'"
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Chapter 5

of Democ nit: al -A Deca ,Jue

Iargued in er that he of the 1980s will present special
challenges to the education merican citizens because of an

escalating pri%.atism in politics and pluralism in education. I would
argue now that the decade of the 1980s is a particularly important time
orfora ro, ial of civil: learning in the schools. The time seems partic-

tilark :irpropriate for a rel. inal of civic learning as we approach the
200th anniversary of the framing of the Constitution in 1787, its
adoption in 1788, it, operational beginning in 1789, and the adoption 01
the Hill of Nights in 1791.

Significantly, a special hic:entennial celebration of the Constitution is
being planned by a joint committee of the American Historical
Association and the American Political Science Association called
"Protect 87." It is to be conducted in three stages. The first, from 1978
through 1980, is devoted to academic scholarships, fellowships,
seminars, and conferences to study anew the Constitution's relevance
and adequacy for the present. The second stage, beginning in 1981, will
focus on improving teachin7, about the Constitution in elementary and
secondary schools and in producing public television programs. The
third stage, culminating in 1987, will engage the broadest possible
public participation in discussions of the Constitution. Thus, this
decade is a peculiarly strategic time to meet the vhallenges of political
pessimism, alienation, and disaffection, and to reaffirm the primacy of
the civic role of the schools, which was their oldest innovation and could
aeon he their newest innoyation.

When 1 speak of the revival of civic arnmg, 1 am purposely using
multiple meanings of the word learning. In history we speak of the

ival of classical learning of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, a
prelude to the Renaissance, Learning in this sense is a corpus of
knowledge and scholarship that informs and challenges the highest
reaches !iit the intellectual, moral, and creative talents of humankind.
Thus, a revival of civic learning must be based upon the major
disciplines of knowledge and research.

Learning also means the different processes whereby individuals
acquire knowledge values, and skills at different ages and stages of their
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trad:Tion., nethinv rung

\,:t1t,L11, Lilo In loth- anti l,rtirth eeiittu.
\[%n `ht thirteenth .Ire the Ren'a,,,,arieeind in the tune-

perform this function (unit

in .ins t gel's question. I rropose that Imm edUC: are

:r1LiCed e ermine LI that the schools shall perform Otr=ir---cT-ciintial
cc Ic edu tional tunction.- and that V.e tr% gRe a nev. sense ot
ut,:,cune to the Lleas and alues that have been dislocated from our

cis to commund\
tric hp,tor of citilen -duLationd, nut lead me iii

sanguine heturt that a genuine rei.o. al of the civic learning will he easy,
air is the long-term reform of cis is education assured. But neither=
pessimistic or c% nical about the prospects of a 1etLit.al. the stakes are
too great to pistil\ either cams optimism or hard pessimism. One thing
the record Lit innoation in education seems to show is that piecemeal
efforts, the adding of a course, or the adoption of faddish methods,
technnities or hardkkare, seldom have long-term effects.

NoLk vo: must tr a s holesale approach over a long period of time,
enihraLing the i._urraculum, the teaching methods. the LIM ernance and
-rt.%:ronr-nent it the school. and the interaction of teachers,

admn:,:raror-L. students. parents. go%.ernment. and community
agenyies I his genet-all/Litton has been stated w,er and miser again, but

often it is made ..Ithiout sutfictent attention to formulating

,,,inL,dent coherent framokork to carri, out the ..mirk and vothout
cleat 1. ,tated oodl, A retorm can attempt too much as LAell,iN too little.

I h.c.c no illusion that rro. particular effort to state guidelines for the
rt.t,Irm cr.ic education meet .kith instant vodespread consensus,
lint the effort must he made if tAe are to Looid doing nothing on one
hand or to tr% unrealistically to achieve I -0 discrete competencies or
hehatitoral iihiecto.es on the other

I helie% e that co..ic education should he focused upon education in

relation to the politic I st.stem It should not tr to encompass all urgent
soLoal. economic. rir m'cllectua! problems Yet it must he hroad enough
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Hems at -r iminal 01 ilINHCL'. 1 hose latter topics are
undouhtedlk of direct interest to man rill, I his moto.ation should

appi opmaie. but I belie\ e that
in:: long-term reform of ct\ is education must co bek,ond the problem, of

tti.ttg into trouble with the "law
In mk clod:Miles for co.ic education I hate not been able to

enounpass the vast and rapidlk grow mg empirieal evidenceabout how
children learn political attitudes in and out of school through the
!process of political socrahiation.2 1 oo much of it is equik, ocal to arrie

ear-cut generalizations that apply nationwide or -korliJwicit., and
o a 'y years ago surch. is out at date in some

respects Hut a lull-fledged rationale for code education must take into
account the hest child dek clopmental data thatcan eventnallv he gathered
and relied upon concerning the acquisition of political attitudes. 1 have
not b-,,ten able io do that, so it must he tuft to a later enterprise,

All that I can do here is to outline in vcry broad and general terms a
conceptual framework that may he useful in arriving at some principles
with which the public and the profession may approach the reform of
civic education in American schools.

\iv lew is that the iroal of civic education for American schools is to
deal w ith all students in .,nefi a 1,4av as to motivate them and enable them
to plav their parts as informed, responsible, committed, and effective
members of a modern democratic political system. This can he achieved
in a number of different specific ways but should include the three basic
aspects political values. political knowledge, and the skill!: of political
participation needed for making deliberate choices among real
alternatives . Also. those who plan civic education must recognise that
students come with different backgrounds. different interests, and
different capabilities; but the goal is to achieve as much common
..ndcr,tanding and common commitment to the democratic value
claims as possible. tiee the diagram on page 124. "The New ABC's of
Cwienship Education in the Schools." which presents a matrix
showing the major element; in an efficacious civic education program,
Following is a discussion of the matt .C.
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titi,mate ti,Jt.20i-ot, tor rhe,hared political structures and sets of political
processes H. t.t, hich the Nc--k o oke their problems in common, but

share a -,erh-,e of cit.amunat. marked bt. feelings of mutual identitt,

and dlt1ncLc ehmgiramess. sentiments that sopport cohesion and
soliddrit. and commitments or ohhgations to the vieltare of the total

mmunit i.e. . the public good. What makes a dif, ersc people with
c,,ufficting interests into a -We- are the common moral commitments
and he shared sense or distinctRe identity and cohesion that are

tor 11.1;1,11%.:, maintaining. and improt, Inc the basic political

structures ot the long-r,mge constitutional regime as well as the datio, a-

dit . processes or goernmental decision making.
I he political communitt, is to ho distinguished from other types of

communitIcs whose binding relationships are based upon kinship, race.

I he sso4 \R( i)1( iftienship Education in the t,ehoois

the Political
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the 1-aiugaiional

Program
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The Schthoi
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( nese other
. unit% a part! hail%

tha:
the

.11- eon indtie %,i,nes ii e

n2rsana [Ion tar tne ludic good
.,"ta!:an,itui rcL:imc I he econd snhere the

anstnutional regime embodied rn the
fundamental laws that novo, from the soy ereign of the political
e ornmunitt. I he iundamer.tal laic is codified into written constittnian
and hill, at HgMs that define the hasic procedures. norms. and rules by

h deo-la:Ids ,ind interests are aggregated, re. dated, and
inneled n:o autharitaHye decisions -generally accepted rulers and

alike. In addition to fundamental law, a vast neissork of formal
ndormal perattons define the basic structure of institutions and

it interrelationships. the legislative, executke, and judical
fmctsons. their distmeto.e and separate pay. ers. and the relation of

rent levels of goYernmcnt to one another. -1 he fundamental rights
and a ner tWN indiYuluals and groups in the society are spelled out as

legislators, executives, hureaucrats andtudiciary, Procedure:;
Are outlined for the orderly revision or amendment by the people of
their hsie constuunonal order. The launders of the Republic,
specialty as revealed in Me Federa/iNt Papers, anticipated something

or the ensuing political process involved in resolving conflicts of
interests, pressure groups, parties, lobbying, negotiating, and
compromisirn2. but could not foresee the vast comp_ lic.;:aitans of a
succeeding technological and bureaucratic society:

lui= aerwth,,, andt,,ritie.%'. 1-he third let el of the political
-onsists of the persons vs ho temporarily occupy the offices or

of:ons ,n,:thwity ar,d who conduct the ongoing, operating
affairs it political system. Iheir decisions are accepted as binding
most ot the uric by most of the eitircirs, as long as tht officials act within

limns at their rides as defined by the constitutional order and the
lineal community. The temporary governing officials exercise

authority ranging from those who have broad discretion in decision
making in their conduct of governmental affairs ( President, governors,
legislators, !ridges) to those who have a narrower range of discretion in
the bureaucracies and departments of public service at local, state, and
national levels.

I he number of pu`ilic officials has expanded enormously as the
!unctions of go% ernment have grown. Obviously, their performance
,aries greatly in the extent to which they live up to the enduring values

-,elaimed 1-n, the political community and to the principles of conduct
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example acrgate What the l'iustice the

cdals %%ere .-narged %kith Ch-,:ructIng. leeall %. and what ykas the

Ificw ootated hat :-.% as the natu. }t the crisis of the
eonstitutioual regime occasioned contlict tit the pima!, of President,

letessind tt-upreme t curt' And IA hlk:h tfticials !LW !wed up to the

alue claims of the political community and the requirements of the
constitutional order and .t. hich did not' I he scnsito, of such .tut{

r,rrate eraffle leels m the ,Chook i orw ious and rft.st t icult to

deal Hut 'A not are the alternatives" Hescrihe the yalaes in

plat.it. ides bilk about the Nepar:i!on of poiAers in abstract titrms
ieu,) -dti,:t thus tail to hold them

acsoantahle mething else' No. I heliee a candid, critical.
NiThkliark, fair-minded approach is the hest yya

B. The Civic Education Program
In ettectlye cis tc education program .kill include not only curriculum

content and Icalmniz tient, dies but la, ill embrace the whole school

its itreanition, administration. and governance. its climate
and "hidden curriculum", and its relation to the community agencies
concerned ith chic education. It %ill not only impart Yalid, reliaf le,

and realistic knowledge, but it will exemplify: democratic political
idles throughout its hoic operation to help students to learn the skill ,

ot political participation.
No one ycould argue that the schools can perform the hole task

ei11,,,cion cdi/enshib in a society influenced by mass media. peer
poykertul .olunt,.ry interest groups, and the like. But some do

argue :hat the schools cannot do eery much in the face of all these other
educat:_ye influences. Yet, I ykould argue that the schools do

7h,tt should not he lett to some other aEency

h it role has three parts: I f pros cling continuing study tit and
:,:mmitrr,ent to the Yalue cliums democracy; 21 imparting

realistic and scholarly political knov. ledge. and 'aching the

pal-lie:pan, i'ls required for the mair,'enance and improvement of

the democratic polio al system
P,hrt, WU(' (IfilMc 1-or 2(01 years the values of political dcrnocrac:
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!=lron!!!,!: of ill aIue s:.airrl', in the him Or a de1.101_ttl!,:. shieh 1
1,1,12d ia intellecttun framekork to guide the

sie JL atom plog:arns in the ,enools I make no
.latro or their or:tlittalir I 00 much ha, heen thoueht and ,aid about
:hese alttes toil lorit a time to make ant, 'stic:11 chum And eachala otten licit side dincre-tee, or interpretation. Hut there m,o, he aTeem; me. it ms deealt),-ue in that it vravt, out at ms anaiv,is ot the
maHenees a ran\ ati,m to polur,ts and pluralism in education:

kor purposes of stIrtulatmc the resial of cisc earmny 1 haleit- ll tie lit sat: concept, into Tao general types. 1) those that
and umking elements in a

dernOiratie pohneal community, and 2) those that primarily promote
the destrable pluralism or Intilkulualistie elements in a democratic
pltitl communitt. See the chart on page 12s. rherc is a continuing

ert t.2antltet, bet k.t.een the t4 awes at n:oti and the
ILL it Plurthio but I believe that co, is education must, 0.1,t as men-

can ift_..mocract mh,t, honor and promote both. As a sk hole, they make
'.n a Jectit eue of the co, i alues that schools should seek to promote.

1 he aloe it ns deealaeue are not lists at competencies or
behas natal goals.* The' itte conceptions ot the desirable elements in theph neal stem that should he used a, the criteria by which specifie
coal it bchastior are chosen and mdped Ii' put a another way. I
believe that those in charge at programs at co, lc education should test
the elements of their programs to determine CO A hat extent the\
inotrporate these concepts in their curriculum arid practice.

these Jues are norman ye concepts, each with Ionv histories of
seholarlY analsis, controversial interpretation, and conflict in
practice. Hut they are the tettv stuff of political life, and I believe they
should he confronattd directly and explicitly in a mannerappropriate

sir hutmi ruthic rririti ii de%clurune: such ht)h1sior:11
:ot-nruftuct,), K;Lhtrd Culz)11-)/up.,),),,),)). i 0111:frillq.... ,*?I' rg,tt; b., t sii t,7,trt4 tfl and Srfrn fir supen)udor. ,)rui (-urricultirn Doci,pmcnt,

Id t(1 A,Irnint,trarors, Arcn),, )1n)1 NO 1701
P \1,.rsh.,r1 Ccnicr orlio stare I itrNtt+,. ,inti:-. fir. c I a i he c. --,)))2rKc I 1u),a)1,1-1 Con-Norman, fiuulder. ColurAtio
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the at and cap #Rv of rudm ts. They are no the "new" social !,cience

concepts w role, stratification, socialitation, political culture,
decision making, and the like, as the American Political Science
Association might m : SC But they appear in the highest reaches of
political discourse and jurisprudence as well as in (he ordinary language

ot governance in schools and communities, in political discussions and
campaigns, and in the proceedings of courts, hearings, grievance

committees, and policy councils. They require nothing less than a
lifetime of consideration if they are to become more than sunshine
vmbQworJQ;#utc hes. I shall have more to say about each concept,

b2 HAla rd about he other two aspects of an effective civic
education program,
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[With. .1 oi./edge. knowledge, of course, is the stock in trade of
schools. It includes all the various ways in which systematic information
is transmitted through reading. thinking, writing, inquiry, discussion,
and the nonverbal media of communication. Social scientists like to
speak of the disciplines of knowledge, psychologists speak of cognitive
skills, and humanists speak of analytical judgments and normative
judgments. Whatever the scholarly discourse, the object is to make
available knowledge based upon the most rigorous, critical, analytical,
and realistic methods available to modern scholarship. The schools are
the natural channels for making the efforts of scholarship available to
the younger generation. History, political science, other social and
behavioral sciences, languages, literature, philosophy, and other
humanities should he plumbed for their contributions to the scholarly
basis of the civic learning, to provide what my late colleague Lyman
Bryson called a reliance upon "significant truth rather than plausible
falsehood or beguiling half-truth."

As an example, the humanistic side of political philosophy and moral
philosophy has received a renaissance in such diverse and influential
works as John Rawls' ,4 neon. o Ju.rtict', Robert Notick's ,Attarcliv,

and f`topia, and publications of the Institute for the Study of
Civic Values. From the behavioral, empirical, and philosophic
approaches, there are new bodies of learning in political science that can
influence civic learning in the schools.

['here arc signs that the other social sciences are also moving down
from their lofty disciplinary perches of the 1950s and 1960s to apply
theory to practice. Nathan Glazer has stressed this point:

[-I he social sciences! have moved from a stance toward the world that
emphasises detached observation and analysis to a stance in which
observation is increasingly mixed with participation, analysis with
judgment and advice. the social scientist relates to institutions less as
an uninvolved scholar seeking general truth than as a participant
whose concerns are close to, intermixed with, the concerns of the
practitioner.'

Presumably this is because they both share the same concerns in their
tteneral role of the citiien. Why has this shift of intellectual orientation
among the disciplines taken place? Glazer gives three reasons: I) the
enormous expansion of government in many spheres;-2) radical changes
in such institutions as schools, hospitals. prisons, and social work
agencies; and 3) the fact that the growth and change in government and
other institutions have become increasingly problematic. something to
he questioned, challenged, and defended, This shift from theory to
practice has affected both conservatives and radicals in sociology:

change seen in the past as consisting of such processes as
technological change, cultural lag. social movements, and
revolution now is increasingly telt to result from change in the
behavior and scale of gas crnment and in the service institutions that
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had he Loge a part of government actitiiies.
And so todav, schools, prisons, hospitals, housing, and public

administration are now all considered as linked deeply to and

implicated in the structure of society. Mei. reflect and N hape 1'alt4e.V,

creating the world ti e' all live in ( Emphasis added)

I think a necessary adaptation elf the social-science disciplines to a

changing world is taking place, a world increasingly created by
regulanom iudilment, and large organuation, as against the atomic

action iif indiy iduals and small organizations.'
Similar points could he made with regard to history. Robert Kelley

points out how historians are finding that the cultural politics of
pluralism are more revealing than the older theories of class confict and

economic materialism. And, above all, psychology has developed an

enormously important approach to questions of moral development

and civic responsibility, notably through the work of Lawrence
Kohlberg at Harvard.

y point is that the world of scholarship now has more to offer the

schools in a renaissance of civic learning than has been the case for 30 or

40 yea rs. fhe disciplines are once more concerned in a way that they

have not been since the New Deal and the Fair Deal of the 1930s and

11/40s.

11w o p thrical lrurtieipatitut. Thest. skills should he the third

part ail vital civic education program. They should he learned through

realistic involvement of students in the public affairs of the community

as well as in the schools themselves. [his goes far beyond simply
learning how to get out the sote, important as that is; it also involves

firsthand practice of skills ranging from learning to speak effectively in

an orderly committee meeting to the sophisticated arts of negotiation,

compromise, use of power. and decision making. Since I have already

discussed the participation process in Chapter 4 and will again in the

final section of this chapter, 1 say_ no more here except to stress that

participation as a mode of the learning process should always he

accompanied by systematic study of the value claims and scholarly
knowledge appropriate and relevant to the participant activity just as

the treatment of values, concepts, and knowledge should he linked to

and enlivened by practice.

C. The School Population
I hate already said a good deal in Chapter 1 about the state

political knowledge, political attitudes, and the cultural values of youth.

An effective civic education program must take hold of students and in-

tone them where they are if it is to lead them to any kind of reasonable

understanding of and commitment to the cohesive as well as the

pluralistic tallies of political community. The program must deal with

the total range of students to he served, their different cultural
backgrounds; their socioeconomic status; their racial, ethnic, and
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sexuitl identities; and their particular learning styles. The National
essment of klucational Progress tests of political knowledge make

it clear that there arc regional differences in achievement of political
-knowledge: Northeast and Central regions typically performed above
the national level: the Southeast below, and the West at about the
middle. The suburban regions around the large urban centers
performed above and the big cities below the national average. The
affluent sections of urban areas performed above and disadvantaged
sections of urban areas performed below the national average. While
there was little difference between the sexes, the higher educational level
of parents was associated with higher scores on political knowledge
tests taken at its lace value such a finding should mean that the longer
the present generation of children and youth stay in school, the better
the chances their children will have of doing well on tests.

While all these test scores show the influence of social class and family
backgrounds on achievement, evidence from the political socialization
studies show that schooling in civic education has more influence on the
political motivation and knowledge of lower-class children than it does
on middle-class children. So civic education for non-college-bound
children is prohahly even more important than for more affluent
college-hound children of middle-class and professional families who
will have continuing opportunities to acquire more political knowledge
end participation skills in college. But civic learning is likely to he most
important of all for the "unincorporated'. youth who for one reason or
another hale been historically blocked tram access to the mainstream
of American political and social life: the disadvantaged minorities the
blacks and other ethnic groups --and the continuing poor.

The common foundation of civic learning is all the more reason for
the children and youth not to be separated into special ability tracks or
into separate private, parochial, or public schools. I believe that it is
extremely important for pluralistic groups in our schools to learn about
each other through study and participation together. the schools
should be training grounds in acquiring the sense of community that
will hold the political system together. At a time when black and
Hispanic leaders are calling for strengthened public schools, i believe
that the majorities should not pull away. I believe the goal for black
youth stated by Benjamin Hooks, head of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People, expresses the historic ideal of civic
education in a nutshell: "a high school diploma in one hand and a voter
registration card in the other." Our task, however, is to be sure that
earning the diploma and the registration card requires a solid founda-
tion of political knowledge and participation skills that can he exer-
cised to make a reality of the basic values that the democratic political
system proclaims.

As I have said the value claims of a political democracy arc not
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discrete or II eAcl ten conflict with others; and they

are subject to many different interpretateans, as all really important

are. But 1 believe they provide significant guidelines to what

should he taught in an effecte,e program of civic education. I would not

argue for a particular order in pedagogical treatment, Teachers may

well start at different points or with different concepts, depending upon

their appropriateness for the local situation, but it seems to me that a

comprehensie civic education program will consider all of them at

some point m the school's program.
Professional educators often proclaim that the overarching goal of

ucation is to prepare informed, thinking citizens. I believe that we

must take seriously this claim and that therefore the basic ideas and

values of democratic citizenship should become the core of knowledge

and participation that makes up a curriculum design for the educated

citizen. 1 do not mean simply the long lists of general goals, or
behas 'oral objeeti es, or specific competencies, or learning activities, or

process skills that so often are set forth in curriculum guides or scope
and sequence plans drawn up by state or local curriculum committees.

I mean that the fundamental ideas and values upon which our
constitutional order is built should be the core of sustained and explicit

study based upon realistic, scholarly knowledge and searching criticism

carried on throughout the school years from kindergrten through high
school and the years of liberal education. Although there will not be
universal agreement as to what these key ideas and values are and there

is no intent to impose a single curriculum design upon all schools in the

nation, I think that the profession should be trying much more

rigorously and vigorously to become sophisticated and explicit about

the substantive ideas and concepts that form the common core of
American citizenship.

I hope that this task will become a major part of the efforts now under

way by the National Council for the Social Studies and the Social

Science Education Consortium to work out new options for a national

revision of the K-12 scope and sequence in social studies to replace the

present pattern largely worked out in 1916-1917 and subsequent years.

Several major professional organizations have recently and properly

emphasized the importance of pluralistic, multicultural, and multi-
ethnic values in the curriculum. I think it is now time to exert concerted

effort to formulate the civic and cohesive values that major national

organizations. both professional and public, could collectively endorse.
the following decalogue is an attempt to promote this effort.

I. Justice
I start with the concept ufjustice for several reasons. The basic ideal

of Justice (that which is finz) is pervasive in most social contacts and at

most ages. It can range from the kindergarten child who cries out to the
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teacher that it warn 't he pushed out ofa turn at h 'wing to the
rampaging crowd before the city hall in San Francisco, who shouted
-We Want Justice!" in response to the jury's verdict of manslaughter
instead of murder for Dan White, the admitted killer of the mayor and
a city council supervisor,

the idea of justice as fairness cuts across a wide range of cietv's
activities from making decisions that are fair to persons who are in
conflict, or who have been wronged or injured, or who have been
deprived of benefits to which they are entitled, The idea or justice thus
encompasses the processes' of civil justice, criminal justice, courts of
law, juries. lawyers, punishments, prisons. I categorite issues of
procedural justice and corrective justice under the heading of due
process and issues of fair distribution of social benefits and burdens
under the heading of equality.

I think of Justice as the very moral basis ofa democraticsociety, what
John Rawls calls the "first virtue of social institutions." It is what must
govern the conduct of persons in their relations to one another if the
society is to be self-sufficient and well-ordered, Rawls speaks of apriNie
wase of RiAtice that produces a well-ordered society in which everyone
accepts, and knows that others accept, the same principles of justice.
lhts means that the members of a well-ordered society must develop
strong moral sentiments and desires to act as the principles of justice
require:"

It men's inclination to sell-interest makes their vigilanceagainst one
another necessary, their public sense of justice makes their secure
association together possible, Among individuals with disparate aims
and purposes a shared conception of justice establishes the bonds of
civic friendship, the general desire for ii,istice limits the pursuit of other
ends. One may think ofa public conception of justice as constituting
the fundamental charter of a well-ordered human association.'

What the public sense of justice does is to establish the claims of what
is right as prior to the claims of what is good, since what is good is
defined differently by individuals and groups according to their
particular life styles and personal desires. What is right or just thus puts
limits on what are reasonable conceptions of what is good, A just social
system thus defines the boundaries within which individuals and
pluralistic groups may operate.

Rawls defines two principles of justice that set these boundaries, and
the first principle must be satisfied before moving on to the second. The
first principle is stated as follows:

Each person is to have an equal right to the roost extensive total
system of equal basic liberties compatible With a similar system of
liberty for all.'

I he "equal liberties" of citilenship hear a close resemblance to those
guaranteed in the Hill of Rights:

the basic liberties of cm/ens are, roughly speaking, political liberty
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the right to vote ioul to he eligible for nubile office) together with

freedom of speech and assemblv, hbertt sit =tinsctenceand freedom of

thought, freedom of the person along with the rigtit rte hold personal)

propertv, and treedom from arbitrary arrest and seiture as defined ht

the concept iii the rule of law. I hese liberties are ill required to he

equal hs the first principle, since eiwens of a lust society are to have

the same haste rights
.fitter the principle of equal political liberties is satisfied, then the

second principle of justice should come into play':
tittcial and economic inequalities are to he arranged so that hev are

both
la) to the greatest henetit 01 the least advantaged,..and
hi attached to omees and positions open to all under conditions of

fast equalnv of opportuno
Once the political principle of justice is satisfied, then a just cloy

will move on to distribute income and stealth and des chip a social

structure that makes use of differences in authority and responsibility:
"While the distribution of wealth and income need not he equal, it

must he to ev ery one's advantage, and at the same time, positions of

authorav and offices of command must be ii.icessihle to all. One

applies the second principle bs holding positions open, and then,

athlecl to this constraint, arranges social and economic inequalities sir

that ev ery one benefits rt
Raw Is's total position cannot he adequately covered here, and of

course it has been severely criticised by some philosophers and social

scientists.,: But his position points unmistakably to the priority of

achieving a common civic community based on the principle of justice

as the prime purpose of public education Ihis is in sharp contrast to the

pluralistic ticws of Novak. Nisbet. Ittkoff, or Si/er. Rawls has not

elaborated a full-scale philosophy of education based upon his

underlying political and moral philosophy as Dewey did, Nor has he

linked thought and action sufficiently or given as much attention to

intuition or aftect, as William Torbet charges. But I believe he has paved

the way for the philosophers and practitioners of education to restore a

profound cute, moral, and political basis to public education, it we but

w ills
Recapturing a sense of legitimacy and of moral authority for public

education may well rest upon the success with which the education

profession can hring about what so mans of the American people have

hoped for it for 21)1) tears establishing as a priority the vigorous

promotion 01 t he basic values of the American civic community

liberty and equahty tint/ justice. It mav just he that not only is the future

it public education at stake, but the future of the democratic

citrnrmtntte it Nell.

2. Freedom
What I like hilt RAuls\ theory tit justice is his iassignment tt
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tics( pcioritv to the idea of libertis. I he just political
commumtv will then he ultinittfel to the idea of freedom as weft as
equalit. I view treedom as having at least three elements relevant to
eft to education., ' Freedom myokes:

a. the right, opportuntty, and abilit!, of evert human being to lie his
Jr her ow n life in dignity end security and to seek sell-fulfillment or sell-

reahlation as a person or as a member tit a chosen group without
arbitrar!. constraint 11% others. I his is the freedom of the person and of
pm ate action.

h the right, opportunity, and ahility of every human being to speak,
read, inquire, think, believe. express, learn, and teach without arbitrary
constraint or coercion by others, especially as a means for making
deliberate choices among real alternati es on the basis of reason and
valid and reliable knowledge, I his is the freedom of the mind and of
intellectual inquiry:

c. the right, opportunity, and ability ttf even eitifen to take active
part 10 shaping the institutions and laws under which he or she lines in
common with others and to do this ht making uncoereed choices and by
participating through active consent in cooperation with one's fellow

wens, and to do it in such way as to promote justice, freedom, and
equality lor others. 1 his is the freedom of the einien and of public
action

Ihese are the great freedoms especially protected by the First
Amendment. but the obviously include more than that. I like the
distinction that Alexander Meiklejohn made between public freedoms
,and private freedoms.14 Public freedoms are those that inhere in the
welfare of the democratic political community and which the liberal
state is obligated actively to protect from coercive majorities in the
community, despotic minorities in the community, or from the state
itself I he First Amendment guarantees these freedoms of belief,
expression, and public discussion to he virtually unlimited. Theycannot
be abridged, because they are indispensable for the public decision-
making process that is essential for the maintenance and improvement
Of a frf-e and democrat political community. Indeed, the liberal state is
obligated actively to safeguard and promote the public freedoms of
teacher, learner, and citiien from threats by either majorities or
minorities in the community. On the other hand. private freedoms are
those that inhere in the individual, but which mac he limited for the
public good under due process of law as guaranteed by the Fifth
Nmendment, I hest limitations can he applied under certain conditions
and in the interests of justice to hie, liberty, and property.

Tensions become readily apparent when one begins to inquire as to
the limits that should he placed upon freedoms of action that threaten
the freedoms of others. Freedom of speech is limited by penalties to
het and defamation of character; freedom to accumulate and dispose
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of properct. .11 tttlt talsels is Sublet:- of lines,

ation and motiopol., trcedom to produce goods is lint by threat,;

ttl the public interest in protecting the ers ironment, fret dom to
discriminate and segregate in public education is limited h the belief in

equality and the equal protection of the laws.

I agree with Meikletohn on the fundamental importi nce of the
continuing studs of the concept tit freedom as haste to co. ic -dueation.

.lust as we need a -puhlic conception of Justice" as the basis or l well-

ordered societN, so do we need a "public conception of Ireedcft- that is

held sufficiently in common to assure the k.italitY of dcmocratie
political community-. NIci klejo hn pots it this war':

[Al prialtirt, task at American education is to arouse and

.:ultisate, in all members iit the had politic, a desire to understand

what our national plan of goscrnment [ I hiss is a challenge to all

if 11,, as citilet-r, to studs, the Constitution. that Constitution (lenses
haicser salidits. whateser meaning it has, not from its acceptance hy

foir tart:lathers but tram its acceptance by (IN 1101A, lear-IN,

haweser, we cannot. in ans salid sense, -accept- the Constitution
unless %se know what it sass, snit tar that reason, -serf loyal ciwen

if the nation must min with his tellaws In the attempt to interpret, in

principle ,inkt in action, that prosision of the Constitution [the First
toen,irrlentl which is rightls regarded as its most said assertion, its

mast stgnif leant contributton ttr poittical wisdom. What do We, the

Veople it the 1 ratted States. mean to hen we proside for the freedom of

belie, and the ex pres.sran at heifer'
.,knti, speaking of "our forefathers." I believe it is wise to remember

that NI al 1.:()n clearly had in mind that the (Idiot rights he was proposing

mild protect mdo.iduals not only tram abuses hv gosernment but

would mean that the goernrnent itself would protect individuals from

abuses of their liberties by other individuals in the community:, namely

the maiorit. In his speech its June I 7t9 before the Congress. Madison

put it this vk ay:
Hut whateser mas he the farm which the seseral St rtes have

adopted in making declarations in fasar at particular rights, ihegreat

ohieet in icve is to limit and koalitv the passers of (Ossernment, hs

,c,..pting Lit at the grant at power those cases in st, hich tosernment

aught Hirt tai act. k)r- to act ants in a particular made I hey point thes,

exceptions sometimes against the abuse of the executive power,
sometimes against the legislatite, and, rn some cases, against the

,2tonralinit, itself, or. in other words. against the majority in las or at

he minoros Hut I runless rhdt I da conecise. that in a Ciasernment

iutinet1 like this it the I nited States. the great danger lies in the

abuse pit the communit than in the legislatise hods I he prescriptions

in tasar lit liberts ought to he leselled against tri.o quarter where the

areatot danger tics. (tartlets, that which possesses the highest

pr riic,tt it russet l #ut this is not 'mind in either the exccutise or

departments (iasernment hut in the hods at the people_
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opetating n, the matortt,. Agamst the onnorny.1"
Here clear vision of the positive role of a free government in

protecting the rights and liberties of individuals. Freedom is not merely
something to he protected against invasion by government but is also
something that liberal governments must protect against violation by
one group or individual against others in the community. States should
protect local minorities against local majorities. Hut, also, the federal
gol. eminent must protect minorities in a state against majorities in a
state. .And the logic of Madison's position would certainly apply this
principle to protection of black minority' rights against white majorities,
I he F.S. Supreme Court and federal courts in recent years have ruled

against local and state majorities on questions of religion, segregation,
loyalty oaths, and infringements on freedom of speech and belief-. I
think Madison would have approved.

I-he first principle of justice, according to Rawls, requires that each
person has an equal right to basic liberties but only so Far as such
liberties .ire compatible with equal basic liberties for all. Thus we come
to the idea of equality.

3. Equality
Along with justice and freedom, the idea ofequalitvrun.s through the

value claims of the American creed. "All men are created equal" is the
tirst of the self-evident truths of the Declaration of Independence. It even
conics before the inalienable rights of Me, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. We have noted in Chapter 2 how the idea of equality was a
counterpoise in the eighteenth-century struggle for democracy against
the tyrannies of privilege and the closed orders of aristocracy and
hierarchy: W uc h of that discussion is pertinent here. But it is also true
ever since then that there has been an almost constant contrapuntal
discord between the claims of freedom and the claims of equality.

Equality was to be the remedy for the special privileges of the ruling
elites whose snobbishness, arrogance, pretentions, and contempt for
"the people" so infuriated the middle classes, the yeomen, the
professionals, and the artisans of the American towns and countryside.
Again, equality was an elusive term. then, as now, it sometimes meant
that all persons should have an equal chance or opportunity to develop
their talents and not he handicapped by inherited status of family,
property, or class. Sometimes it seemed to imply that a rough equality
01 condition would he a desirable thing, but seldom was there great
stress on economic levelling. It was more often a determination that
pohneal equalit t. was the goal, for it was widely believed that there were
hound to be natural intellectual differences or distinctions based upon
ability rhe important thing was to keep the avenues of mobility open so
that "artificial" differences of property or wealth or family status would
not harden into political hierarchies and privileges as they had in the
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regimes of Europe I he emphasis in the term "natural aristocracy."
should he upon -natural- rat her than upon -aristocracy.- Rewards

were to be made upon the basis of achievement and merit in a society in

which equality of opportunity was kept open through the political
process and especially through public educational systems, where all
would have the opportunity to make the most of their natural talems.

No one would argue that the founders defined with exactitude w hat

they meant v. hen it was declared that "all men are created equal,

that the amorphous dictum has been faithfully carried out in practice.

Hut Edmund Niorgan argues that the creed of equality achieved a kind

of consensus during the Revolutionary period that has had a powerful

and perYasiye influence ever !.171et2S
I hose who hase claimed the henefit of equality in Anleriea have

osuall, had to press their own claims against stubborn opposition.

Men with power over other men have often affirmed their dedication

to the principle while denying it by their actions, masters denying it to

.Lives, emplir.ers to workmen, natives to immigrants, whites tar

hlacks, men to women.
I, it twr, then, to call this a point of consensus? Was it not mere

rhetoric' Perhaps, if by rhetoric is meant the terms on which men can

agree to speak together. An alternative rhetoric and an alternative
social creed prevailed before the Revolution both in America and
Furope and continued to prevail in most or Europe. That creed also

offered a was tt.i consensus, but of a quite different sort ft affirmed
divine sanction for a social hierarchy in which every man knew his
place and was expected to keep it. the old creed was designed to sup-

press the aspirations of lower classes, to make them content with their lot.,..

I he cr,-:ti of equality did not give men equality, but invited them to

claim it. invited them not to know their place and keep it, but to seek

and demand a better plus. Yet the conflicts resulting from such
demands have generally, though not always, stopped short of large

violence and have generally eventuated in a greater degree of

actual equality After each side has felt out the other's strengths and

weaknesses. some hargaia, some equivalent to a Northwest

Ordinance, is agreed upon, leaving demands not quite fulfilled,
leaving the most radical still discontented with !-ernaming inequalities,

but keeping the nation still committed to /the creed of equality and

hound to move, if haltingly, m the directi1 on it signals.'

for two centuries from the time of the American Revolution the

creed of equality and the creed of public education have been hound

together with extraordinary fidelity like the creed of equality, the
creed of public education has often been charged with being merely

rhetoric, and the search for alternatives has been prolonged and
persastse. But over and over again, the idea of public education, horn in
the Re olution, has been called upon to help promote social, economic,

and political equality, while alternatives to public education have
persistently had to face the charge that dt promote Enequalitv. And
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most of the tune, as :Morgan said the alternatives to equality,
ad +,sic,ttcs toe alteinato.cs to public education. whether charitable,
philanthropic, entrepreneurial, or religious, often affirmed sanctions
for a social hierarchy that tended to suppress the aspirations of the
poorer classes.

Just as the Res lotion did nut go. e Americans equality but incited
them to claim it, so did the Res °lotion generate the political salves of
public education without putting them into practice. These were
generah/ed yalues that successoee generations sought to carry out, in
spite of shortcomings in practice and neglect of some old or new group
hat eYentuallY claimed to he included in its benefits, groups that the

,gmators of the idea did not or could not mean to include.
there hay e been two deep conflicts user the meaning of equality.

Irks the phrase 'all men are created equal" mean that in fact
then are equal, or that they should he ircated as though they are equal'?

and large Americans have generally put their emphasis upon equal
riv/ttv and equal opp,a-tiantr rather than upon enforcing an equality of
tmdith )ti or income, which has been the stated goal of some extreme

egalitarian communities and political parties.
I he Fourteenth .Amendment puts the idea in terms of the "the equal

protection of the laws," but it was not until the eiYilrights movements of
the 195t)s and 1960s that positive government action was taken to wipe
,,tit 10(1g-standing restrictions on equality of opportunity in education,
housing, voting, employment, and in a wide range of civil rights. -I-he
firoie pr decision of 1954 was a landmark in stressing equality of
educational opportunity, and it was followed a decade later by the Civil
Rights .Act and the Voting Rights .Act of 1965 and much else,

In a way, these moves reflected Rawls' second principle of Justice.
which argues that justice will require that any social or economic
inequalities must he justified by arranging matters so that the greatest
advantages will go to the least advantaged and that of and positions
are open to all under conditions of fair equality of opportunity, (his
means to me that totalitarian controls cannot he justified by
goernment even if the do benefit the least advantaged:

he distribution or wealth and income, and the hierarchies of
authority, roust he consistent kith both the liberties of equal
effirenship and equality of opportunity

Hut these are very difficult conceptions to realue in practice, and the
more the eosernment has heen importuned to issue regulations on
compensatory education or affirmative action for the benefit of the
disadvantaged, the more the resistance has arisen to such regulations.
Charges of poyernment interference in business, labor, and educational
institutions, charges of "reverse discrimination" occasioned by the

kr ease over admission to the medical school at the University alf
Idornit it Davis have multiplied emd the continuing tension
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hetv,cen the ultras of lust n on side and the ideas of
freedom and dr.ersit. and pits act on the other side hale escalated in
the course of the 19'0,. So mars of these tensions hae arisen over
education itself that the civic education programs hale great resources

tor study and intjinrs easily at hand li-orn desegregation and busing to

open admissions and allirmatie action.
I he philosophical contiast bet ween equalio: and freedom has been

drawn most sharply in recent sears hy Rallis on one side and Robert

tuck, also professor of philosophy at Harvard, on the other side.'"'
hue Rawls argues that only those inequalities are -justified that adhere

to the benefit of the least advantaged through the action of the state,

N wick argues that justice requires that each individual has full
entitlement to what he or she acquires justly and can dispose of it
with no interference w hatsoel, er from the state. limited gw.ernmem
and a minimal state are required for full freedom of individual rights;
this is hound to result in certain inequalities because people indeed are

unequal to talents, skills, and efforts. but the not someone else, are

entitled to what those talents, skills, and efforts produce. equality
imposed hs the go% ernment is thus unjust, argues No/ick.

Yet, it all men are created equal and are entitled to the equal

protection of the laws, a society that permits persecution, or
NegreRanon, or discrimination on the basis of race, religion, ethnicity,
national origin, or sex is an unjust society. fhis persistent tension
between equality and freedom should he faced in civic education
programs as directly and as honestly in all its manifestations as possible.
In recent years the tension has become especially strained with regard to

the salve of group

4. Diversity
I have already- said a good deal about diversity in Chapter I under the

heading of pluralism and in Chapter 3 regarding the history of

clo/enship education. Thus, I shall he brief heie. but I should like to
make it crystal clear that I believe respect for diversity and encourage-

ment. of diversio. hale been among the best elements of the American
political system. Millions of immig ants were attracted to the U.S.
because of the hope for life in a society that provided greater justice.

greater freedom. and greater equality than they knew in their

homelands and of course they hoped for greater economic advantage

as v.ell And millions found their hopes at least partially realised in a

country of enormously diverse geography, ethnicity, language, religion,

race, and culture. So, diversity is one ache major values to he studied,
analy/ed. and honored in any program of civic education for American

schools
But, like all the other value,. diversity has its problems and costs as

cell a, its atitnt ).s and benefits he prohlem is often simply referred
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iii as the tension het ween unity :mil diversity or order and I havereferred to this tension or conflict with the two terms, civism and
pluralism. The historical efforts to reckon with diversity have been
variously defined: Nathan Mauer refers to the two traditions of
inclusiyio, (welcome all corners) and exclusivity (keep the aliens out or
in their place).' -" Robert Wiehe refers to the recurring emphasis upon the
public and the private in the tradition of social segments in American
life.' -' The various approaches to assimilation are often defined as
Anglo-conformity (be like us or go away), the meting pot (we will all
become something new), and cultural pluralism (we will each maintain
our identities).,2 And John Higharn identifies two persistent
approaches that he calls integrationism (eliminate ethnic boundaries in
the search for a greater community of the future based onan equality of
indo.iduals) and pluralism ;maintain ethnic boundaries in the goal to
hold fast to the small communities of the past based on the equalit,' ofgroups). 2

I hose mentioned several views in Chapter I that see great
significance in the reassertion of the .values of pluralism. Others have
cautioned against excessive pluralistic chauvinistr.' For myself, I find
merit in stews that attempt to arrive at a balanced tension between the
values of pluralism and political cohesion, For example. John Higham
speaks of "pluralism: integration- and distinguishes between ethnic
boundaries that keep people in or out of groups and ethnic nuclei that
give identity and sustenance to different groups. In this sense,
boundaries are permeable but nuclei are respected:

In contrast to the integrationist model, it [the pluralistic integration
model' Ve. III not eliminate ethnic boundaries, Hut neither will it
maintain them intact. It will uphold the validity isfa common culture,
to which all individuals have access, while sustaining the efforts of
minorities to preserve and enhance their own integrity_

SO) ethnic group under these terms can have the support of the
general community in strengthening its boundaries. All boundaries
are understood to he permeable. Ethnic nuclei, on the other hand, are
respected as enduring centers of social action....

Many who are concerned about ethnicJustice feel pessimistic about
t he ability of our society to develop the necessary appreciation of
diversity But it is possible.... that Our greater problem in moving

rd pluralistic integration may come in rediscovering what the
topants in our kaleidoscopic culture have in common.='

major point of my stress upon civism is exactly to rediscover
what political values we have in common. Another view that I believe
has merit in threading our way through the tugs between cohesion and
pluralism is that distinction posed by Michael Karmen, Cornell
historian and winner of the Pulitier Prize for his People of Paradox,
Kammen describes a plural society and distinguishes between "stable
pluralism and "unstable pluralism " ars follows:
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Nook't iii rotaries a polity comammg distinct cleavages

amongst (loose population groups Often there will he a dispersion of

power among groups hound together by cross-cutting lovaltics,
common values, and a comrzonve equilibrium or balance of power

rstard,: pluralism]. Fqually often there will he a conflict between racial,

t Thal, relgtous, and regional groups, to such a degree that the whole

must he maintained hv regulation and force Hecause air the role of

authority in :Inv system of domination. there is commonly a
psychological pressure upon subordinate cultural segments to deny

legitimacy to the imposed order, and to row lay, and authority as

such funsLible plurahsm].:
thus, an unstable pluralism occurs when the cleavages in -cloy

threaten the sery authority of the polity because of the conflict among
racial, ethnic, religious, or regional groups, each of which forms its own

political parts' and has its "own faction, each sect its own school, and

each dogmatist his own ideology." On the other hand:
Stable pluralism requires a strong underpitininq of legitimacy.

plural society is hest insured by the rule of law law made within the

framework of an explicit constitution by elected representatives,

executed hs a partially autonomous administrative staff, and
adiudicatc; by an independent judiciary. Insofar as all of these were

created in I 7S7 ania achieved in I7/i9, those dates do distinguish a

genuine watershed In American rib:tory.
Hut stable pluialism In a democracy_ also clues e strong and

lasting inventory of psychological legitimacy: understanding.

acceptance. and pervasive confidence in the composite system
necessary to make it run smoothly rather than by las and s

1 he hudding of a "strong and lasting inventory of psychological

legitimacy" is one perceptive way to define the purpose of civic
education for (he schools. and leads us into the concepts of authority
and participation on one side of our decalogue, and to privacy and due,

process on the other. I shall deal with these four concepts somewhat

more briefly than the others, partly because there are excellent materials

readily asadahle for use in the schools on these concepts and partly

because I have already dealt with aspects of these values in earlier

chapters For example, I I ollow quite closely the explication of the

concepts of authority and privacy as published by Law in a Free
Si,ciety: I have mentioned Stuart Langton's and Fred Newmann's work

on participation. and I shall mention some extremely useful volumes on

due process

Authority
!he role of authority can usefully he illustrated to students at all age

Ics els, ranging from the need for rules on taking turns on the
vniund swing to the need for lays s on murder and treason. At the

heart it puhtwal authority is the dilference between she':r power and
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usuath oinsalered to he the ahlhtt tll t'ttntrol
persons or ondmons Its +tt{1h Vt:r. ,t to dirt,Lt their eonduc:

oesu L-0 tit the potter 'elder. l he most common examples
sheer potter to control et cuts are mint art force and mtmet.

the oth: hand, authorat p recognized as such
and sanctioned h% custom, institutions. Litt. n, or silo
Ant horit% in a democratic point Is thus the exercise of influence and

h% those in positions of potter but done SO 'A ithin the confine,
of rules made ht the consent tit the time. crned and oho

11,131e1-Ctj I)er a pePod of tune as legitimate. Robert M. `4faclter,
long=t i mc professor tit political pfulosophr and sociology at Columbia

nit ersity defined autboret% as tollowsi
tit authorw, rte mean the established rigin, within ant social order.

t) derernune pohL:Les, tti pr-CinclUntie lUdgments on tele% ant issues, and
Controterstes, or, more hroadtv, to act AN ICAtkr Or guide to

her men When tie speak ot-an authortt%. rte mean 3 person or bode,
persons possessed of this right. the accent is printarilt tin right, not

Pot4er alone has no lewtmlacl. no mandate: no ere
the most ruthless tt rant gets nots here unless he can clothe himsel
autnolitt
would underline the fact that tl'e of an official to make

decisnens: to determine policies, and to maintain order derives not from
the official's private capacity, but by virtue of a right conferred by the
oeietr do the exercise of democratic political authority should he

under the constraint of the values of Fundamental Justice and fairness
as well as functioning to insure the greatest amount of freedom for the
indo,idual under rules of due- process and with a lair distribution of
priileges and resources in the society. Failing these constraints
aolhoritr becomes authoritarianism. Without authority freedom
becomes license or anarchy, pluralism becomes unstable, and
indi% 'duals can he assured of little privacy or due proc:ss.

One final point. I would also underline Maelver's broad definition of
authority as including the general right to act as leader or guide to
others: Leonard Krieger, university professor of history at Chicago,
points out that the idea of authority "as a consciously constituted or
legitimate power to command or secure obedience" distinctly
modern idea emerging during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries as
a background to the modern idea of citizenship in a nation state.

Rut he also points out that there was another meaning of authority
thar originated in Rome. not so much associated with power as with an
uncoercive authority associated with persons or knowledge whose
trustworthiness and responsibility are a guarantee that their deliberate
ludgments, convictions, and decisions arc worth following as models or
examplec.9 An aui -tor in Latin is a trustworthy writer, a responsible
person, a teacher, a guarantor, a model. Meiklejohn appeals to the
unique authority of the search for truth in a democratic society, "'
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itithotito, ,ft Port::

lust:Nit:ions that in ri,ist

ttrt.t.a-.
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a-, r. hl I ha, been
horiT tit

1.2,0'. CI it t

Mrs:he', husiness, and other
right to guide the cti rid net
anisclof sumet. ,red
hoth the voting and their

:lave, have t" IiCd to pro,otisin I his Nine-, us to it: tvacv

6.
nit ,as the outset that I siess Novae% as one tat the basic

piorolistie v.tlues fa a demos -Luis ficilltwal commumtv along %kith
treedittn:diversiTif and due process I distinguish it 1 rum the privotesm 1

described to ( hap[Cr I, which I stews as a perversion or corruption tit

pi iv o.,tv tree him is the tight to live one's life in digmtv and to seek

one's sell-development and selt-tultdIment, so prootev is the right to be

lett Along and to determine what mtormation about oneself is

,Jorurrnitut2ateil to others, In this I Iollow the privacy materials of I as in

tsocKtpf
j okes !he , eht duo! ,. c '!ibis, fir institutions to

iet..h Hung tot thmself en, how, and to what ciliate inhumation

ut them is communicated tit others

Intringement of this right vv.,, one of the most irritating of the

gightenth-csitturt. practices that led to the third mendment's

guarantees against the quartering of troops in private households and

the Fourth Amendment's guarantees that the people shall he secure in

their persons, houses, papers, and effects against unreasonable searches

and set/tires the rev elanons of the spring as:tin sties on American

citliens ht, the CI A and FBI during the Vietnam War, the Watergate

tapes, and the I lisherg Incident have led to new concerns about the

prottNnon cat prisons I he development of electronic devices has added

[4 :It' to all kinds of business ttetmhes (such as computers that

keep credit ratings ,rte trTlllicrns it consumerst as sell as those of

government agencies. I he I970s got. e added hue to foefirge Orwell's

protest against the invasion of plivocv and the unauthomedsurveillantste

Rift Br.tt her with attendant Doublethink, Records Department in

the Atinisttt. ot I ruth, 7-Newspeak and taldspeak, and the eserpresent

teiesciteen I he opening cif school and unit.. ersit. ref, "cis revealing

ei Joe, tesi !I
rietimis to the ,:rutit-1 ccl students

and parents are examples it the new concern for privace in education.

t he most notable and as it turned out controversial legislative

protection was the Familv ltducational Rights and Privacy ,Act cit 1974

sponsored ht, en hones Buckley IR-N..1: land promoted most tit:melt,

ht. the \animal t, ittiens" f. or-Timmer on Education, Reacting to the

revelations it \Nam-gate and the unrest cat the prior decode, ( ()tigress
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.tlirleat .al

that
tit-1,211,cl\

1)11W Lin III ![ kW-, them more acii=iountahie,

r, under and
Hit hallo a ee s to a11 of their hiss, I te,iotd,

:cord, rltas not he released to others viithout svntten consent.
owciais certain tektertti ,tarp' In

h appift.ttion tof tinanLial aid. I he mit-liars intent at the
present hcrch\ careless or incorrect materials that

I:1 !A111,,11.1011 au c.ireef
+k,,:re tett to their tiles and to present velcasmv, hIcs to heat s. credit

police departments, and the like withkjut the knowledge otthe
of :hear parents. lico.e%er, man\ college and uniersit

associations. led h\ the merica!' Council on 1. duration, protested'.i rousls thAt there were maw, ambiguities in the Act and that
LJontalential recommendations would no bracer he useful II the as fliers
knes4 that the students could read them. .As a result, a long process rat
res.k ming the regulations in the Department of Health. Fdueation, and

cltare 1.J.as required.

7. Due Process
I continue from priyacs tea due proce.s and thus interrupt the

pendulum swing in my trcatrn at at the cantheong values between
cohesion and pluralism: because privacy and due process arc so closel
related. While privacy concentrates an a citizen's being left alone, the
due process has to do with the rights of persons who have been accused

rigs or injuries they have allegedly committed. The due process
values center on the Fifth, Sixth. Seventh. and Eighth Amendments
\k ith their pro \ isions tor protection ot individual rights in criminal cases
and civil suits at law. Here the volumes issued by the Constitutional
Rights Foundation are especially valuable or use in the schools on the
subject, Jt criminal justice and civil justice.'' There are many other
useful ,.;ts of materials being produced by various projects and
publishing companies.

tit special interest to educators has been the development in recent
sears of the concept: of due process as applied specific-alt.,' to teachers.
students, and parents, Again. there are excellent materials available. I
think especially of the compilations and interpretations of the hooks by
i) :fled Schimmel and l.ouis Fischer, both lawyers and professors of
muejition at the rnivt.rsity of Nia:sacluetts." E.,:e of these materials
loeu.ing directly upon students and teachers could he interesting eases
that start where the students and teachers are and lead on to the broader
realms at adult citizenship.

I should think that students would he fascinated by the due process
issues associated with the "children's rights" movement, which
mushroomed in the hue 1k/hos and early 1970s. A survey of 23 states by
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I atilt chic i t sell

tit 'tlil,.t
emit t Mit in the

11.1,11t, tor whildten that

old lieetc,:t 1 hc' tione i'trier

3E,1 hj^,c ohhation, to the s mine as j,

I he landmark case of the I i soipt erne 4 decided in 190-

\h. net! the OW( ru eci that iddren of ini.enite courts must he glscn the

procedoral rights that adults has,: %soh regard to notice of the

hariLfes and the right to :t lassser, to confront and doss estiminc

ft',' NL",, irid to adequate ssarnmg 01 pro, liege, against self-ingramna-

1 hi, case had to doss It h a I ira, ear-01d hos ss ho had hcen sentenced

,tit; e school for ins enne delinquents in Aniona t.sithout such

iiteL ri S I r1067)

I )mring the nest decade the children's rights ntricement etherel
momentum hoth in terms to research and in the smrt, . One of the most

a,tii.e research tirgamfation, etas the Children's Detente Fund of the

Rcsearch Pro;cctind among the .dire, ut legal group.:

insolsed the mens:an Cis 11 label-tie. I mon V.&., prominent. State

legislatures and the Congress siserc prodded to take action, notabl\ hr

the Federal kn.ende .111.tice and Delinq tames . Act, sponsored by Serf

Bach has h (1)-1nd t and passed in 1974. and the Education

Handicapped hildren i\ et of 1977 In its Oetoher 1946 term the L.S

Supreme Court agreed to res less at least II% c cases concerned ssith the

constitutional right, of children. For e \ ample, the State of

Penn.i. Is tima ssas hemg charged kith tiolatinn the due process

nriP.ision. in the Fourteenth Amendment he committing lour children

tuemal hospitals ssith the consent of their parent, hot twatn.r. the ssill

the children. 1 hie,, see` sec Mort. being made to a,certton in whit

respects children', right, to clue process man he defined a, independent

it thine 01 their parents
1 he drist: to ,ichiese more due roarer_ protection for children's

prt'.ate :tutu, in [tic luscruic st.stcm rhrected at

sichoill, \sell Ihe keen case here is Orrss s f opc: 1419 C.S.

sshieh intoth.ed nine high school student, in ('olumbus. Ohio.

%shit sere sitsprinded iduring racial demon,tratffins and unrest in 1971)

ti it op H, hearing tr'S permitted tinder Ohio law the

chartriiii rho the lass \sits unconstitutional under the

Fourteenth Nmendment ht ctiuse it depro.ed them to due process lit

[1,._ru 1,, A



re.r Erherir fl\

. . Riirnri \'t.
L:Li! the rr untrrnte 11 InU11,1kill it OW

rn k,hit rt the proper arena to authoi \ trr tate
01111:1,1:, . h ipline Hut the

\ held tun; ,A hen it ruled a !nonth later in an ",1...ansas
,,n hoird m, whet, and educational officials 1.kho

,tudent, nrilan--!\ , ithkit:t 11\ ciaimmL!..
.1111trAfIts' ,1 Ntn[icn corpuitutional rights May he hahle tt,t

trench !ha; chnI oth,ual, must knoNA the basic
err ti t'ihts of student, 'he ,atne heir itlirritr

erred that thi, 4i', [00 har,h a standard tor I 111Cil 14 ht.)
hart T,elithets and 1,kho are goneralk unmunc trom

their nlErrtfl tctions public officials Vhen the
he I +WU JLITIL!ed rth the retirement ot Justice Douglas.

ac rre H i i r L i e r wapiritc hegan tu di ay. hack from childien's rights, or
[114.. ..)urt decided in -Xpril 197- that paddling ot,hildrem n ririhire eii i ri s not a -crticl and unusual punishment"

tinder the f ighth \mei-W-tient I fenzraharn riOlt L)- S Ct. 1401
I !"-1-')

8. Participation
I he idea ,11 Tiarth:ipathin has undergone a great deal of criticism and

smce the rounding ,0 the Republic. \Inch it the orftunal
uotum the t.) popular consent ;ind smereumt
.0 the people rest-,-u upon the idea that the cuirens %1/4ould participate

in the mak inv t 'he kirks and indeed in the making of the
fundamental -,:ontract kno,. n as the constitution. Hut the idea tit eititen
partici pair err has had to chance from the dais of a tireek poll!, with its
,n). thousand cui/ens ut a NeV, EnglAnd ti reel n `Alth itr te'

dire( /
partuipation h the enun: hod% of cituens rt ,= r. ,ted to a republic as
meaning rcpresento.tr.e partwipation c,ntinued 'rim the

Institutional (-onention and the Federaust Papers dok it ti the
present time

11.1) ariniing here that the idol nit parti,:ipath
. as a key 1. alue in a

oern,cratic cfuhrnunit% should he Ntudlcd and dehated and
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O. !in the of flawsTalon.

its ,till terra Tr th ;MI%

he :,:adt,tr h.it k t,i those

/moor mo.t,t; or is tie pamopation that ha,
the decade et the (ghats. Atm all,

:flat IH:rttloni ides. anti co Lltsohc,ficii,-,e

A pail ^ii the idea ,ti pIHAL'ip,1(1011 in the clttl

rkthts rhosernetit, alone. st.itn Walt Ana ,:cray!istrat,tils

ti) ,.ollcLte Campuses -Participator,. democracv beeame a ht ttttrd tit

k I e f t m,^4 tit the 19hos and I trus. I he Justification,

and hClICtIll kit all these totals tit a mere dirc:t, part iliattttrt

tr,,,,ernern along iA ith those described iii Yhapier 4 shot:d be the subject

or st udv
Hut there tt another model of partici ) ion that ;u1v t}t, ices trgtie is

more appropnate for the conditions of a modern technolotzical society

tl here the tssues are ,o complicated that direct decisions ht, the masses

eitliens should not he the rule. Rather, i reprosentatke model of

part lc' Patton -,hould he iev 'tallied to take better account tit the

expertise 01 protetssional, tsho, citing WIth elected et tielak, are held

accountable b.; the public. A looki example el this model, along vkith

it direct participation reforms, is given ht Stephen F_

novv professor education ;Ind S4)Cial litili at Harvard, in the

toliovk mg extract.
hor reasons that understandable in he reform the

.air is tilled sstt_h romantic halt-truth, ihotit the possibilnies and

,ILts:tabilitt. :tstending increasing direct eitlien participation

ond the aini%lties and latencies nest listed. lieeausc the nation ha,

-te'ilt It herrn horned lit, ahuses tit poker, some high-minded

h!tortners and concerned educators ha% e dneloped ("ref urbished' is a

trier rsordt a dertloCralie local as supertmallv plausible 4s it is

oper.ttionalk ,pectous and ey rimtgerous. I kW proposmoth seem to

dorhohtle first, cltliens khereer possible, partmpaterlireetly

tt ,all political decision making, 'second, v. here then cannot participate

.inan_tk the tkci,ion pi their representatise, must he open

to detailed anti continuous public monitoring. Follovong in the

t,,,irstep,, tit the reform mol,ements at the turn tit the eentory

the tarnished rthOenicrits for the initialise. t 'rendum,

and recall,. modern reformers seem to hate little understanding of the

eomplesits the .tgernla oi modern gosertt nent. ot- the inter:st-

roup blinding blocks it policy, and ,d Cie ess,-ntial conditions

aggrr,tgaimg and exercising respoosible political power. It)

onsequence, the,, establish retorrn paradigms that are trequentiv

nice or mischievous
fiecause tit-the ultimate capacity it American cituens to make vise,

hindamental chowes attempts to induce them min making

slipertisaal technical choices are ilhativisrd. Representative legislators
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in,,dern puhlie huIne,.

lte s, 41kti hkc the I inted
nahle appai.ou,

ss r c:
h.V.0 (11.11k: then &man, -parmapat,uy

,fmhsract, has taken place. temporal and spatt.tli.ntrrirmtients must
he created 'hat pet nnt sdrt ut claims and

anakic trade-otls. and deselop tact- sating formulas
dotinuie a Nt:FI's it rnetltahlt 0)11111s:ring sallies In sim

IrCuni,laneeN. thn,,-,trdinal,opeLt donin, tricpulitlociin hest take
.n the dpen But in mans cases. entorced oriel-Ines, through

indiscriminate NUI-1,,hltle 1,1AN 'amply strikes the process undeitground.
prii% ides interest groups syith a Monitoring, opportunity that the

the eeneral ruhlic or et en the press cstll exercise, and that
t trio tree goe=and-take it honest comprormsc Sunshine

hilt .in eseess .'cruse s s-ancer

gosernment can he immohdired ttdentands hk ant group
parikapatiiin in the processes in decision making heeorne

euphemism for minority control hy '4 to or disruption. Some sseight
must he risen tat intensik teeling on the part it special
intercsts (tor example lahor. hustness, agriculture. banking: Yeterans.
education and religious. racial, and ethnic groups). but democracy is
meaningless if responsible majorities cannit he formed and goen the
poster tii goiern ho, is U. hi. the health it American political
parties the great orgamiers of pluralities and majorities is so
important i his is %trs the antipartY sentiments of the .Amencan
public are so dangerous Amenea's general ignorance Lhout the
aurnticance and the workings of its parts system is a defect so serious
as tri threaten the 'ability of the entire democratic enterprise "

In this same statement Hallo, goc,, on to put great emphasis on the
deelopment of political skills in civic education programs in the
schools. tier: he is close to the civic action programs proposed by Fred
Ncw mann. but New mann has trouble with Bailer's representative
approach. which I hehei.e he would call a "pluralist elitist model" of
participation.' Newmann argues for more attention to what he calls a

pet ,
. 11',t model' in w hick he hods great value in the direct

participati ii by cittiens especially at the local or "intern" level, with
others of like - minded concern for the common good where the sense of
commumt can he achieved in ways not possible on the Massive
"macro" level of national or international issues. Newmann thus argues
for revitalumg of the -mediating institutions- (families, neighbor-
hoods, churches, and yoltintan, orgamiations) that stand between the
indo.idual and the (ioliaths of the corporate and governmental bureau-
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Hit:atke, des(gh to at conmuution% h4 h% passing the

dehheratke process in legklattoes or the Judicial proces% sit the courts

can he a% destructke tit the public good as %Inerrlar reliance on eithei

one it the tither gikerning poiAers can he I his hiring% me to the next

on,enr ducalogue tilt coheske co.ic tattle..

). Per, ,nal Obligation for the Public Cood
his ts perhaps the most ditlicult at the coheske %alues to make clear

and petsua,ke t,l \ mencans in the light of the traumatte ot the

tttti hae noted NC% era' predeeesso: tram

e (irie it (he Rk Almon spoke at the indi% tdual's obligation for the

tic spud in terms of patrionsM and to!. alt% to the nation as tell as

ience to moral and religious commandment.. I hese acre pov,ertul

,anctiin, (or ei% le education proo,rams for generations. but hot h hate

!peen %%ea%-ned in the past tear,. I he militar defense at the nation a%

a reason tor . -14te education prohahl% reached its peak in World War II

%hen t lare proportion ot the American people gentunek helloed that

Actense ,te_iirim the Nail and f a,ci.t Liggrcimon and their inhuman

per,ceution minorities instilled ,ir But the Koiean War seemed less

rilks'al to the ,atet% and securit% of the I mted :-.totes: and the \ ietnam

emiericnce cot-ponce/I %a-it numbers that it %%.1% an immoral %%11.- and thus

in,titied a% a teasonahic cause tor patriotism
In a quit!: different %%.t% the religious sanctions for clt ic cducarlon also

declined, target% as a result of the %cry religious di% ersitt that nude

neces,ar% the set:ulartiittion of puhltc sehook and the withdrawal tilt
Ind the nocessit% if an ideoloical cold

'Aar lAiirld%moe ci)mmunism has been ameliorated to some

tent an era in tchich i_h_tente In nuldar% competition and Moos at

,tratevic arms limitations ham: taken on high priont% in toreign affairs

t h,,th Republican and Democratic administration,. Opening at
relation, programs with the So%iet I mon, the Peoples'

o r hang, and other communist nations seLk:el% makes

irituornmunkm a tl dhic justitication for ci% lc education. It tker,
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t ind thiiNetttit-,iediotel% ,:iincerriett
con,equenux, and %-i.ire tor the \cltare tti

Nkh, Ary atteett:, h thL in,lile t

=AALAt An cicnt t t ,leettiett
1.1 "

All rok-r tiC
ittt,tA'tt

'tlAt"!ritittrItitt, I)t_tt.t.e' MO, d that this .upt_ir% iNion and recrtllttlttn
itt actittnN Ent:IR RIttalt, ',Hid ht group,. cann

pritnay, ei tnipiN thenn,c1\ e-N. It e lost such
itinees !hat tall the public into hernia 1 he public of-gar-Hied to

attain, trough cillickal, is the .tate . hen the
ktt tan puhlic take, on I he ta,k ot regulating the eomoint iictions

11-(11%ii111,11,, gronp..., the puhlie het:or-11,2s a political state (ir
pi5IIIJ611

a t-ttrH_-,et tI"rnuct-at Is that eiter%
er an -i,IIItter 01 the ruhlit,-. ;1 rei ill the pithlicas much
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It t\ ate
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lid ,Thiun
ki,11net:

ri,ttiksArant in the i0 'state

litter ot !he ruhlk.: to underline the tact that

utieu cits and acts in hot h a puhi R: and a peas are

Ve hen. in a rriAate capa,:it \ the iti /en serves taunt,.

l', _i 11 r rem at

1, I ,TAT;'-1 has A dual cr,a,its, Raidls ,1 person sink

tfl p,)11t1s:Ai ItInclit)11. the hest most :hen attain is the

nation puhh, :hen he: de-lies '0, hat is ttpant h

.,cniazi%;:' 40\ t:riiment is that the puhhe is Lit:111111d% orgainickl

in t intent to secure this dominance I he dual ,tgaots sit C`,C1':

the MIMIC leads tni ,.:CUIril0 between their

.11111; ,ltd and those ,,aneh the} possess m their
her the puhlik: adopts -Teem( me,isures its ,,cc iii

trial tr-it_ is Milnii;11/;:,: :hkt: 1104ni,

,,.errhles the posaie political Are tett-0,m

temi,:sentatise
I he point here is that since leers of the public li.e , all of us

citi/ensi base this dual makeup, the c1\te education vkedek.ise should he

,sell upon those conditions :tail techniques that skill enlist "insight,

,enel encro" on the side of our puhhe and political role rather

than lipon ,,ur [olc
I he es-,entlaI riecM impro \ einem oi the methods and

ldnions ^ i dehat o. disetisswiL and persuasion l hat is ch, problem

t the nuhiic we haye asserted that this nnnr,n omen! depend,,

pert,,A-te the ru,ke,,c,.. ;Thom. and tit

their Lonclu,lop,
Kohlberg has added the: emphasis on dealing with rill dilemmas to

pr.lcesses lit inquiry and discussion In this respect he has lollossed

ibctr ded Dev,e%'s lone-standing concern with democratic

ti, : in school as one means of des eloping a sense:of communitk and

rionsi Milts among students as gee!t as teachers lames Shaver

to he speaking in the same sett when he reminds us that a "iurls-

pruilcntial approach provides a likely model for citlienship education

in the school-, It not tints helps students to erapplc esith political

ethical decisions hitt sets hrtore them the necessit:. iii erestling %sub the

tundamental constitutional rights and ohligathins of citi/ens, as ludges

aite ,spected to do.
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,t'utim.tmen d put per,.iit obliation tor the puhite )2ttott of a tree

ahot.e ptirek pet tritcre,t, I he material., ot I trl Its i free
to the concept of rc,pornuhilott put it t teat

ere ,ttettil order tht-otigh uttte ot rule,. and in
,,t bile the etinirnunitt rehr, ,',11 the reTore,thOtt tr it,

pAttr, 1 he ,,tutrntrrtti% !Om', on the inetetidual res.pore,ohdits
to trd it lit, ori the tt'ilittittidar, t_apaht!tt't

t.ttt-1,1 intirrii the rnearov, ol lute, and for making Lthetier,g(inied ht
inttet-tarittiry ,t,et_tind. the eturimunit, also require, it,

t,, eer,e,e in the pur-tuir to their permit
ot:, ssh..nerep,,ri,thle In Ole seriss' caririA!

Incit he -iris!, sAr Inv hut the tihicerote, ,,tight iii ht
1,rne%ed ht. 1,1v. Arid rhte,,artric coritrk with the Rile, Ss hieh eArA,st

ohieL Cis es.

sq,+,1,-A,-1111,:s then A ket eon,crt in tree Net thee

tented and nothing take, rh rat, c.
I!,neer c ut,. and there is len mere'', a LSIIII2crt.'. it

nit:al, It, the other hdriti re,pon,ihil, tor a
taken ASSAS null 'tn2 inch\ Ritral ,int1 nirbeet liter rte

'ALA, that tht: Hal Lam-1,g or ,,hould nut
alts: Iris .1. dc,tin,. Arid IN therefore. not tree '

for fellow human heroes" rcrninds us that the f. :flue of
_,pon,;hiht% or ohlwation tor the public e,00d has. its poNitoe moral

--1,-ment, .1, well as its nut) III defend the public order vt hen it Is
'litearf:ned It remind', us that patriotism. \Ouch In the pit.,t
kern defined a, the essence of If o.altf. or obligation to the nation. must

---7!1,-011 '-ff. l-ff-,atle: kfutlf,ok that honoi, the
.d.orld's ttrtersilt of peoples but also seeks a new and larger cohesion
h1,1,-,1 upon the concept tit international human rights. I his brings me
to the ttnal concept in mf. deeztlovaie

10. International Human Rights
\,1/4,: cornet. tinalk. to a concept and value for American erne

education that I helicf.c requires t ha,,ic change in our historical views of
rtrien,htp. In ('hapter 2 I referred to two tormati% e penothi in the soiree
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ntb and
emmide ti tesAternitc that we

w hen the idea of
cet, in the world situation

ince't he end W To In

T the Naos, ire now -global inter=
Ttr sanolv -elohaluarnin 1 cartel, t TIT, more than mention

1:,1 consement soidces t,t I etetencc t411iIListiate

,tro',,,,iertats the ,Trossin:g terrei .trstdoess it nations and

fins tAltIC.01011,I1I1 hill', being de 'loped
stud' ..s I re the mans was, In sk h1 Ik the earth has Nlir unk

ano the thaT esents in one part of the world have an almost
:Tr:rued:ate Impact orlon conditions in ,ether parts of the earth. lheelfect

,T71 lit I or V, Lthhiding oil production in the %Thistle Fast on
pTti ate ,ndtsiduaT ot people all s--c The vs arid is Tolls

,Tne the latest and easiest examples to cite. Similar interdependence
can ',,,arse he cited in the fields tit technology, space. travel, commu-
meation. multinatiTtnal org,Taitations, political blocs, cultural styles.
[lop musk. mass media. and ,T r i and o n . I he immensits k the problems
and the prospective overloading of the curriculum skull teaching
matenak has led s arious groups to tr. he strew hat selective their
arproaeh I he \lisl-T\rnerica Program at Indiana Cnisersity"s Social
studies I tes elopment Center and Ohio State I:Ms ersux's Mershon
C-enter stress 'Tsars in hich the children of local communities in a

te ke Indiana or Ohm can become aware of specific ways that they
Themselves and their coma-Tunas are linked with what happens haltwaV
around the world I he Center for Perspecto, es concentrates on
tour concepts. interdepsmdens- contlict, communication. and change,

as bask took hs which children and south from kindergarten to grade
I: can draamiTe knowledge and think about their relation to the inter-
dependent world

I he Institute for World Order deplores the east popularity of the
terms -Interdependence and concentrates on ways in which obstacles

Just world tinier ',aiues-,;an he k is cretrnle, a pal progress can he made

,-4f Jaws mg the transition toward a preferred world order and a
plat Tars Tar 171 orld order education thus stresses ways that
tnrcT t-tatitmai violence can he reduced and how "Tolerable conditions of
voTrldwide economic welfare, social lustice, and ecological stability can
hi: ,tchiesed and maintained-:

1 hr mask r1, for stmal studies education is to letster both a passion
mid ,h nanenste with the Future, :I deep commitment to world order

values. and adequate preparation or the decaties-longlask Tit creating
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arm, a h. u ;cer, . to me I ha t a1ue t a hasic
ion

,httrii=k1 Lind thL' c'lhil%.11i1,11,110,!rkC\I
. cnanocd during the 11) \ear,. 197,7,-197.6 ui w hien I 'AA. dceph and

itv.oled in international education as direetor and associa:L.
lean tor" international studies at I eaehers ollege and meinher ot the

ot the School rat International Altair,' at Columbia i w.:is a
ember r ,it task tore: that drew up y orkmg papers as the basis It

Inte,:natonal Education Act 01 I'';(16 I was deeply ins olyed In
I NENL,CIL-C PiOV.rstrtIN tti .Lid IV1SCt- ..e%ek,ped, new k Hide-

;iendent nations unproe their educational ,sate[,. and I rote
0.t)t)d IL-.A1 on the subiect " Thus, I feel special anguish about the recent
sethaAs possibl lanai, to educational reform begun in the 1950s in
Aignamstan and m the 1960s to Eganda.

punt about the change in approach is this: in the 1950s and 19
A great motp, anon was to get American education to include more
tactual knowledge about other peoples of the world (largely through
!anguage and area studies impelled by the National Defense Education
Act of 195X) and more limual knowledge about international relarions,
world allairs, and contemporary issues as a subdivision of political
science Ck)mrarative studies and foriegn student exchange program,

tr: tt2 so highlighted, The International Education Act was supposed
internationalite the curriculum of American schools and colleges and

Ile an academically solid and realistic education in w odd atfairs tor all
rican, Pt it did not get If the ground despite its passage by

he insistence of Lyndon Johnson, One of the great ironies
it the period that international education became a casualty of

ndon Johnson's international policies. While the ideas of global
interdependence and a lust world order were undoubtedly present in the
1qn0s. the :re not the most visible concepts. "International under-
';sanding" and education for "development.' or "moderniiation- were
much more prominent themes.''

But, above all, there was relatively little relationship bet-- _n the
push tor international studies and civic education in the schools, One of
the distmcnYelv new thrusts of the mid-I970s has been the effort to link
these two educational movements. One of the key steps in this effort was
taken at the Wingspread Workshop on Global Education in January
197 called by Ward Morehouse, then director of the Center for
International Programs and Comparative Studies of the New York
State Education )epa rtmem in Albany. The conference was sponsored
by the Cn ncil of Chief State School Officers and attended by some two
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neci .1 an emeiging commutut international education
cart no longer ignore the health and tit ilttt at the American
community,

lAucation for interdependence means that b sic LIN*: literacy for
American coaeriship must include a reasoned and sympathetic
awareness at the varying was', iii late in other cultures, the changing
world economic and political system, and the intimate was that global
problems impinge upon and are linked with American communities,
large and small. ilm:anon needs to sensor/e more tat our cotters iii
the manner in which actions taken in the communities of America
attect Me in communities around the world. Basic questions of foreign
policy- and America's role in the world constitute a major share of the

.iudgments that American citizens must in turn make of their political
leaders and their policies

It is apparent to almost eyeryone that in recent Years a startlingly
large proportion or American couens has lost confidence in the
integrit, authority, and efficacy of-public persons and governmental
institutions It is equally apparent that a large proportion of south
believe that our institutions do not practice the principles which the
,choiiis teach. It is significant that the two precipitating and
reinforcing events surrounding these trends were the Vietnam War

atergate, one international and one domestic. Insofar as
eduLation can help to reverse these trends of puhlic outlook, it must

!!tut,, !or a iev italued cowenship education and a
rev itallied international education, the new civic literacy must
embrace both.

t he use or the term "civic literacy" recogniies that skills, attitudes
and abilities required for participation in the political system (both
domestic and international) rre as basic as skills of reading and arith-
metic ot course, reading is more basic in the sense that one must be
able to read well enough to comprehend a ballot or the political stories
in a newspaper. But he and that there are certain minimum levels of
competency. which are required by the nature of the political world
and to the definition of which we address ourselves subsequently.

hese are not educational trills but necessities for today's society.
While I would hope for a greater linkage between cititenship

education and international education, I do not believe that all of
international studies should he subsumed under the rubric of civic
education. Ihere is simply too much. The 1980 catalogue of the Social
Studies School Service of Culver City, California. lists hundreds of
items haying to do with global education. The paperbacks, simulations,
filmstrips, multimedia kits, videocassettes, booklets. duplicating
books transparencies, and globes arc listed under such headings as:

global perspectives in education world issues
international relations world ideologies
global economics political ideologies and
fii?ii1 population political visions
human rights terror m :.S foreign policy
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war and peace China, Japan, India,
energy environment Indian subcontinent,

cultural geography Soviet Union. Middle
cultural anthropology Canada, Europe. Asia
regional studies: ,Africa. geography

Latin America, Oceania, future studies

While I believe that global studies should he given much greater
attention throughout the total school curriculum, I believe that some
principle of selection should be operating in order to define the scope of

civic education. I would argue that the requirements of American
citizenship in the world today mean that civic education should select
from masses of information those examples of world studies that
illuminate the inner nine concepts in my decalogue ot value claims. I he

Wingspread Workshop emphasized "political community." "human
rights," "participation," and "cultural variability." It is but a short step

from these to questions of Justice, freedom, equality, diversity,
authority, privacy-, due process, and participation, as these values are
honored or violated in various nations and in the relations among
nations.

I would start with international human rights, examples of which
come so relevantly from the holocaust, from Amin's Uganda, from
Rhodesia's struggle to become Zimbabwe, from dissidents seeking
freedom and due process in Iran, China. Cuba, or the Soviet Union, and
from oppression by military dictators in the Middle East and Latin
American countries. A basic set of study documents might include the
United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948, the
International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights of
1966 (finally ratified in January 1976); the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights of 1966 (ratified in March 1976); and a Unesco
statement headed by the formidable title "Recommendation
Concerning Education for International Understanding, Cooperation
and Peace, and Education Relating to Human Rights and Fundamental

1-reedoms,"" I he documents themselves are often tedious reading and
contain difficult diplomatic language, but careful selection of concepts
and examples from history and from the contemporary world could
make illuminating comparisons with American achievements and
lapses. The twofold aim is that if considering how to improve the
American political system as well as of considering how the U.S. could
play a more constructive and humanitarian role in the world.

-[his interrelationship' of the political health and vitality of the U.S.
itself with the state of the world at large is further illustrated by the
concerns of the President's Commission on Foreign Languages and
International Studies, headed by James A. Perkins, chairperson of the
International Council on Educational Development.49 The Commission
recognized that pluralism in the U.S, should be viewed in rckttion to
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dkerecui, ditteiertcc oft the international scene. the
minence of the multicultural emphasis in the deliberations of the

_,. mission attest to the success of the pluralist miketnents in
tdsancing their cause in recent %ears. I believe this represents a sound
and desirable recognmon ()I the Interconnection of the international
and the pluralist concerns But I urged the Commission to recogni ze
s,yell that both ot those approaches should he related to the remal of a
cede learning that for the first time in our history must take account of
the international and pluralist concerns as s ell as the common cohesie
els le of the democratic system.

NI% point is that these three influences (i.e., international, pluralist,
and coheske cute %antes) all directly address the national interest, hut
sometimes the% stork at A purposes in the schools, each trying to
make its separate claims

. 'on the teacher of humanities and social
studies. I-he schools .ire oft. a caught in the middle as they attempt with
inc hand to develop new !silingual, multicultural, or ethnic heritage

studles, and sslth the other hand to doctor new cis ic or new giohal
education programs. Or worse, to respond in onto one way, or in no

oo onen in the past these three aspects of the humanities anti social
studii", curriculum hase worked it cross purposes. I hae pointed out
ho).( education has (inch sticssed nngoistic chauvinism or an
ethnocentric patriotism, or "citizenship education" has often meant a
conformist .-%mericani/anon of immigrant and ethnic groups, On the
other hand, multicultural studies often stress the diversities and
ditterences of segmented ethnic groups to the neglect of concern for
building a common viable political community. And international
studies base often stressed the understanding of other peoples and
cultures with little concern for what is happening to the American
political community,

It is eNtremelv important that education for civic cohesion and
education for cultural pluralism he linked and interwoven with
education for global interdependence. I urged the President's C'orn-
mission to try somehm.). to mobilize these three constituencies

ether or point action at the federal as well as state and local levels.
Hut lust as the President's Commission was issuing its report in
vember 1979, the Amencarrdiplomatic corps inTeheran was taken

hostage. Seve.ral months later it was still too soon todiscern the long-term
effects of the revolution in Iran, thecrisis over the American hostages, or
the "Soviet invasion and takeover in Afghanistan. The early. knee-Jerk
reactions ranged, predictably, from the familiar shouts on the campuses

\ 0, We Won't Go" (to the Persian Gulf) to the plaints in the
parts arenas of "I fell Yes, We if V/Go"( to the Moscow Olympics). I he

do). es and hawks reemerged on the political horifons and the rhetoric
tk armed up as the prcsaknnal campaign proceeded,



Aside nom the loud and rarttrttrs Gat lees, ho eet, the sober and
careful lodgment of scholarlyanal political observers iii the spring and

summer of 19511 was that the decade of the 19809 may very well he
bringing us to a Run in the tide of world affairs or, to change the

metaphor, a fork in the road. Si:Timis debate took place as to whether

Ow much of a war atmosphere was being created in .Vashingt on or

whether the President's budget had not gone far enough in rapid build-

1,p of military strength. Were we approximately where we were at the

time of Hitler's occupation of the Rhineland in 1935 or at the partition
of C/echoslovakia in 1938; or, conversely, were we about to repeat the

I 's inolsement i n Vietnam of the 1960s? I t was, (it-course, too early to

bi suri about such historic and fateful options. fiut it did seem clear that

the processes of detente of the late 1970, had suffered serious blows, that

the [toted States with its allies was engaged in a series of reassessments

of America's role in the world vis--vis the Soviet Union, whether it was

to he containment, confrontation, cold war, or hot war.
I he responsible press tried to catch the early mood irf scholars,
imeniators, and the public in general. Their reports ranged from

F kennan's belief that there was too much talk of war in
giun to the ,Vet York Times- editorial that spoke of an

appropriate "Stiffening of America" to regain a position of strength in

the world. I he early polls discosered a rather sudden and surprising rise

of cold war mentality and even a militant mood among a large majority
of LS, ciotens. In February 1980 a poll by the Associated Press and

N fif 'reported two-thirds of Americans in favor of U,S, troops fighting

the Slik tets if they invaded Western Europe or the Persian Gulf. Time
maga/ine Iound three-fourths in favor of reinstating draft registration,
including two-thirds of those aged IS to 24.

Such sudden and extensive shifts in public opinion might moderate if

events cooled down, but they might not. In either case they raised
fundamental questions about education and citi/enship. Americans
once again had to prepare for a thoroughgoing reexamination Of
education for culienship. -Vhere are enormous challenges ahead but

Iso Certainly sonic opportunities. In an article with the headline
"Noted by Crises, Students Ask for Mideast lessons" (.1-cw For

Fehruary 1980i, Gene I. -Maeroti wrote:
'since the crisis in the Middle Fast,.students throuehout the

cwintr. Are shmA mg uncharacteristic eagerness to learn more about the

ems unfolding hetore them on teleismn. Children in the elementary

,ehimls :In:asking h,o,e Iran pointed out to them on maps; youths in
hieh schools are wondertng whether the Russian interAention in

lteharustan means they ma soon he going to war.,
leacher intetAiewed could recall any news esent since the

yurtnant %kin- Ifl,il maile .( deep an impression on students

so here was stn opportunity to rake adi.antage of students' interests
fanned ha a odd news, hut as Maerot I went on to say:
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the ,1 mtvies( ) discloses how little was taught about the
Noddle Fast until now As a result, youngsters are beseeching their
teachers for more information.

And just when there seemed to he signs a gathering sense of unity
and cohesiveness around the government in the face of the assaults on
the .American diplomatic hostages in -leheran and the intrusion
of Soviet troops toward Persian Gull- oil, the revelation concerning
A hscam cast a pall of shock and depression about the extent of alleged
hribery scandals among congressmen. Watergate deeply besmirched
the Presidency: investigative reporters have recently exposed 'o public
gate pettiness and unedifying relationships within the Supr-me Court;
and now it se rued as if the steady stream of scandals affecting a few
individual congressmen and their resignations under the cloud of
wrongdoing since 1974 had become a flood affecting the integrity of the
entire Congress.

Another low point in public attitudes toward government officials
ssas approaching, but this time accompanied by worrisome suspicions
about the role of the FBI and possible invasion of the rights of the
persons involved. Many of the fundamental ideas and values of a
democratic constitutional order were yet once again at stake: questions
of msfice, freedom, authority, privacy, due process, personal
htiotions for the public good, and basic human rights, all are to he

considered as we view the role of government in relation to public and
private persons. We must reexamine such fundamental ideas as they
hear upon our view of ourselves as well as our view of the Iranian
militants' violation of American rights in Teheran, or Soviet Russia's
violation of Afghan rights, or the deprivation of dissident Andrei
Sakharov's freedom in his own country,*

I like the way Anthony Lewis put the issue in his column in the New
Yerrk Times 194 January I 9S0):

For the West. for Americans especially, the brutal Soviet actions
are as severe a test as we have had in a long time. The test is more than
military strength. It is a psychological and moral challenge: a test of
our maturity our wisdom, our commitment. The details of our
response will he debated in the months ahead. But some general
principles ought to he clear.

Among those principles he mentions the following: "Steadiness is
vital." "Hysteria has no place in our response." -Self- righteousness is to
he avoided." "We must he true to ourselves, to our own vision of
humanity,"

It is his final point that especially hears on us as educators, f)o we
have a clear vision of humanity to which we can he true? Do we have a
clefir "vision of ourselves" that can and should he the basis of a

see, tor .ilrnple, -3+ t ever horn in the %t'is Ye,ric I Imrs Mug ztree, fi June
1980
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revitalized civic learning for the American citizen? Ihis is the question

that I have tried to answer m this book,
tt the same time we must try to achieve this vision within the setting

of a growing interconnectedness and overlapping of the national
community and the wider world community. A decade ago two
international scholars, Barbara %Vard and Ren Dubos, put the idea

cogently at a Ulna Nations Conference on the Human Environment

in the early 1970s:
there are possibilities within the human en ronment for many

different kinds of surroundings and ways of Isle..ol developing the
genius of each place, each social group, and each person in other

words olcultii.aung ihe emotional attachment to our
prued do.erso-v need not interfere with ou: .ittempts to deselop the

global ;tate of mind which will generate a rational loyalty to the planet
whole. As we enter the global phase of human evolution it

becomes obvious that each man has two countries, his own and the
planet Earth.,"

From family to clan, from clan to nation. from nation to
federation such enlargements of allegiances have occurred without
wiping out the earlier loves. today, in human society, we can perhap,
hope to survive in all our prized diversity provided we can achieve an

ultimate li.altv to our single, beautiful, and sulnerahle planet
Earth

Ihis states well the goal of combining the values of stable pluralism
with the values of a cosmopolitan civism. I use "stable pluralism" in
Nlichael Kammen's sense that the freedoms and diversities and
privacies that we should honor, respect, and encourage must be based

upon a strong underpinning of political and psychological legitimacy
that in turn arises from the cohesive elements of civism, I use

"cosmopolitan civism" in John Higham's sense of America's historically

generous, open, tolerant approach to difference rather than its narrow,
bigoted, provincial demands for conformity. Now, of course, "cosmo-
politan" applies to the world itself. In viewing American history,
Karmen speaks of a contrapuntal civilization in which we have arrived

at a number of hiformities a collective individualism, conservative
liberalism, pragmatic ideidism, emotional rationalism, godly

materialism:
In short, the push-pull of both wanting to belong and seeking to he

free has been the ambivalent condition of life in America, the nurture
of a contrapuntal civilitation.'2

ffigham makes something of the same point in his discussion of

"plurahstic integration."
tio I come to the need for an education that recognizes the persisting

and continuing balance between a cosmopolitan civism and a stable
pluralism. Pie need for such a balance is as great in the liberal education
of colleges and universities, especially in teacher education, as it is in
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eicinentat and ,ccondan, schools. .A concerted FO !Val of the csic
learning is needed all les els of the educational ss stem. Whether the
initial approach is through .t pluralistic civism or a civic pluralism, the
goal should he the same: I happen to think that the challenge of the
9s°, points to the _greater need for a vital pluralistic en, ism.
I would like to vise the last word to a man whom I .greativ admire for

his contributions to the public as well as to the private sectors of
\meriean life AS president of Carnegie Corporation. as Secretors of
Health, klucation. and Welfare. as founder ttf Common Cause, and in
countless other ways, John W. Gardner has consistently spoken up for
the hest in American education and politics. In an address in October
lq",) John Gardner had this to s:O. it the conclusion of talk to alumni
10- the Stantord I roversits Graduate School of liwaness:

am 3 strong defender of our pluralism, meaning hs pluralism a
philosophv and set tit social arrangements that permit the existence of
mans competing ideas, mans heltef systems, many competing
L on. mut: units I habitually defend the private sector because it is the

!,i,...artland of our pluralism. I here, in both the profit and non-profit
eilments it the societs a multiplicity of thriving institutions. v teal and

prW, Ric the essential dvnamism to our system.
Rut a societs in which pluralism is not undergirded by it shared

,;annia Nurs.o,e. Pluralism that reflects no co: mitments
v.hatc,r,cr to the common good is pluralism gone berserk....

At this moment, we are a nation in disarray. No point in mincing
words I his is a moment when the innumerable interests,
orgarwanoris and groups that make up our national life must keep
their part or the bargain with the society that gives them freedom by
working toward the common good. Right now in this time of trouble.
Their chance bar long-term enjoyment of pluralism will be enhanced
by a commitment to the common good as we go through this difficult
passage It least for now, a little less plurthus, a lot more 10114117."

With such a text to conclude mydecalogue. all I can say is Amen,
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